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Our adult discussion group is working its way through Love, Medicine and 
Miracles by Bernie Siegel, M.D. "Bernie," 
as he wants to be called, discusses treating 
the whole person and being a friend to pa-
tients rather than a "mechanic." An in-
teresting book that is stimulating some 
thought-provoking discussion. 
What does this have to do with square 
dancing? Well...As we prepared this 
issue, we were aware that the articles we 
were including were very people-oriented, 
stories that center around individuals and 
their relation to the square dance activity. 
In some issues, the focus is on events or 
on methods or on special techniques. Not 
so this one! Meet some intriguing people! 
This brings us to a question about our 
classes this year. Have we been teaching 
people or have we been teaching dance 
figures? If we have concentrated on the 
people in our classes and how they will 
feel as they make the transition to our 
clubs, then that transition will be easier. 
We are now at the season where pre-
sent club members can enhance or 
destroy the dance experience that our 
learners have had. One sentence, one 
angry look, one embarrassing episode 
may drive a new dancing couple away 
from the activity, probably never to return. 
It's a crucial time for every club which is 
graduating students. It makes us want to 
paraphrase the old practice typing line: 
Now is the time for all good men to come 
to the aid of their clubs. Women, too, for 
heaven's sake! Do your utmost to be 
friendly, to be welcoming, to be cordial, 
to include the newcomers in all the fun. 
Let hospitality be the job of every club 
member, not just a special committee. 
While you're reading this issue, think 
about the contributions made by some of 
these individuals—not for any monetary 
gain or momentary glory. So many 
dancers and callers in our activity are 
simply trying to make life better for other 
folks—the elderly, the handicapped, just 
other dancers. And so often they are un-
thanked and unappreciated. 
In today's world, we hear about the 
need to build self-esteem and about 
positive reinforcement. The 1990's is the 
decade of caring about people, we're told, 
after the selfishness of the 80's. Make this 
come true; it all begins with YOU! 
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BY-LINE 
	A whole new group of writers is show- 
/1 cased in this issue, with some stories 
	  about special people and special ex- 
periences. Square dancing leads many of 
us into very new experiences. For some folks, this has meant organizing events and 
meeting huge groups of dancers, as it has for BettyLee Talmadge in her experiences 
at Disney World. Some dancers drop out of the activity and who knows what will bring 
them back? Perhaps a trip to a national convention, as described by Gene Berger. 
Sometimes we dance to show our pride in an institution-so do the young Eagle Pride 
dancers described by their principal, Alma Kelly. A special croup of square dance 
helpers is described by Emilee and Dale Dennison, who are a part of Milt's Posse. 
Nancy Burton, who writes a regular column for the Toledo Promenade, shares "What 
If.." with us. Last but not least, a familiar friend, Jo Jan Nunley, gives us some "first 
aid" tips. We found the stories inspiring. How about sharing your S/D story with us? 
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* GRAND ZIP 
How wonderful it was to read the arti-
cle, "How Do We Save the Baby" by Don 
and Pete Hickman in the March issue. As 
round dance teachers and cuers, we have 
felt the pressure to hurry our dancers 
along and have done our best to resist in 
fairness to the dancers. It was good to 
discover others are facing the same di-
lemma. Now all we have to do is come up 
with a solution acceptable to all—a 
challenge to be sure! 
Jon & Mary Benthal 
Charleston, South Carolina 
What a neat centerfold in ASD for 
March! We knew it was a good picture but 
didn't realize how great until you printed 
it! And what lovely memories it evokes. 
Thanks...Other news is that our bill to 
make square dance the official folk dance 
of Illinois is on the floor of legislature—
both houses. We'll see what happens 
from there... 	Harry & Doris Jackson 
Ellis Grove, Illinois 
We enjoy reading ASD and find your ar-
ticles interesting and informative...Would 
you be so kind as to help us recover two 
traveling banners which were sent off 
from Keystone, S.D., the summer of 1985 
(royal blue burlap, rope border, red letters 
and a picture of Mt. Rushmore at the top). 
We would appreciate having the banners 
returned to us at 201 N. Platt St., Rapid 
City SD 57702. We will be glad to reim-
burse the postage. During the winter of 
1988, one banner was still in Canada and 
the other in Michigan... 
Darlot & Doris Curtis 
Boy, am I every sorry I slipped up and 
forgot to renew my ASD. I missed my 
February issue. I really enjoy and look for-
ward to each issue. Keep up the good 
work. 	 Sharon Woolsey 
Evansville, Indiana 
...Thank you for printing my opinion and 
letter. The ASD magazine always portrays 
everything that is beautiful in square 
dancing. I use the ASD as my bible as I 
am a fanatic on square dancing and now 
after five years, on round dancing...I keep 
a record on a large calendar of where, 
when and what kind of dancing, plus what 
color outfit I wore. Last year I danced 210 
times. I am 66 years old and retired. 
H.D. Snyder Jr 
Newfield, New York 
Wow! What a nice surprise to see our 
round dance featured in "Cue Tips." We 
would like to thank those cuers who mail 
in ballots each month along with all those 
cuers worldwide, who have continued to 
use our dance in their programs, for giv-
ing our dance the opportunity to become 
so popular. Our second dance, Hole In My 
Pocket, is now starting to follow the 
footsteps of our first, / Don't Care... 
Dean & Ethel Fisher 
Collingwood, Ontario 
INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE-WINDSOR RECORDS 
490 
With purchase of 100 records, all different titles. 45 rpm flip/inst. square dance 
singing calls. Add $6.00 postage & handling. Cal. res. add sales tax. 
Overseas postage & handling, add $18.00. 
790 	
With purchase of 50 records, all different titles. Add $4.00 postage & hand- 
ling. California residents add sales tax. 
A free list of sale titles is available on request. 
Enclose check or money order and mail to: 
WAGON WHEEL RECORDS, 8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier CA 90605 






A FLING TO FLAMINGO-LAND 
February was posilutely and absotively 
the best on record, if I may fracture an 
adverb to kick off the recounting of it. 
(You've fractured many in your epic 
episodes.—Co-Ed.) 
Here's how it went for me in this run-
to-the-sun, shun-the-glum, barrel-o'-fun 
month: 
• 10-days, early month, Hawaii 
• Mid-month, home-style happenings 
• Late month, a week in Florida 
• Last few days, paper chase 'n catch-up 
Hawaii was told in total via many weird 
words last month; on to Florida... 
Leesburg, Florida—After landing in Or-
lando, I rented a truly tiny pregnant roller 
skate (a Ford Festiva) to chug all around 
the Gator State in comfortable 800 temp. 
(80° seems hotter in Florida than 80° in 
Hawaii, but who's complaining?) Lees-
burg is between Ocala and Apopka, 
where I also had dance dates. It was my 
first encounter with the Happy Hoedown-
ers, the club's Anniversary Night at the 
Community Center, Venetian Gardens. A 
whopping 24 sets attended from just 
about everywhere—Florida, Indiana, 
Pennsylvania, Ohio, New York, Michigan, 
Canada, the world, more or less. 
Interesting idea observed there: Red 
Raider points awarded to those sponsor-
ing a new recruit. Red Raider badges and 
other perks are offered. Banner raids are 
big. That night three raiding parties at-
tended: the two-set Starlight Promena-
ders (all in blue) from DeBarry, the three-
set Holiday Squares of Leesburg (in 
yellow), and the three-couple Wheel-a-
Rounds from Ocala. Each group marched 
American Squaredance, May 1990 
forward on cue. 
Cuers that evening were Jack and Nell 
Jenkins. Callers attending: Anne (Earl) 
Helm, Marvin Boatwright and Larry Hold-
ridge. Emcee was George (Helen) Kuhn; 
my contact was Frank Sutton; there was 
a late night chat at Perkins with former 
prexies Dunks and Joneses. That area is 
a haven for fishermen. I stayed at the Big 
Bass Motel. (Are you sure that bass re-
ferred to fish and not to low-voiced 
callers?—Co-Ed.) 
Ocala, Florida—Times they are a-
changing, as the expression goes. Due to 
numbers problems lately, the Ocala S/D 
Club officers have decided to relinquish 
the variety-caller style soon and switch to 
a one-caller club, more or less, and that 
caller will be Sam Mitchell. It's obviously 
a good move for them, but nostalgic for 
some of us who remember those big 20 
to 30-set crowds in that cavernous City 
Auditorium. Regular annual visits may be 
put on hold for now. Que sera, sera! 
Anyway, nice to work with cuer Andy 
(Trudy) Anderson again; Bob (Gladys) 
Weinspach was emcee; there was a quali-
ty, if not quantity, floor of dancers, 
whoopin' if not whoppin', more zestful 
than restful. The Friendship Inn was 
home; I circled the suburbs, rotated to a 
Rotary meeting, took in a movie, got taken 
in some area shops, and flew to a flea 
market or two. 
Arcadia, Florida Time for another great 
Gator State date, this time straight south 
to lower-central Florida to see old friends 
Everett (caller) and Jennie (cuer) Martin 
(Dillard grads, '79) on their ranch and in 
their Palace S/D Hall for the ASDance. It 
was a gala night with 16 sets—all one 
could easily crowd into that hall. There 
were friends from everywhere, a truckload 
of refreshments; Jennie cued; callers at-
tending were Lee (Fran) Sycle, Dick 
(Gloria) Mabie (Auburn grad, '89) and 
Everett. The Hocevars were there, noted 
for having danced over a year now, every 
consecutive day, non-stop. Next morning, 








and hobbles in his pickup truck, over a 
hundred acres of his farmland, out where 
wild boars root, crickets chirp, deer and 
Angus roam, and perhaps ants elope. 
Marathon in the Keys, Florida—Due to 
some highway hindrances of past years, 
I now fly down the Keys, and this time it 
was an easy ComAir shuttle to Marathon, 
where my host Cliff LaBar picked me up. 
The dance was arranged by caller Don 
and Marguerite Wiley, sponsored by Long 
Key Squares, held at a neat second floor 
hall at Outdoor Resorts. Cuer was Hoyt 
Wilson. Callers present were Jim Roper, 
John Richards and Don, who helped me 
fracture a singing call, all in fun. It was a 
full house again, about the size of the Ar-
cadia dance. Heavy rains and wind at 
mid-dance cut lights and power for a half 
hour, but there was no loss of the kind of 
emotional charge that makes a dance a 
success. 
A BEAR SEEN BY THE BUSH? 
Barbara Bush said recently: "The need for 
hugs today has never been greater." Perhaps 
a square dance yellow rock is more than 
bear-able after all! 
Mansfield, Ohio—This is the dance that 
wasn't to be! If anyone in the northeast 
or midwest remembers the early evening 
of Saturday, February 24, it may be ob-
vious. Strong winds and driving snow. 
Zero visibility. Glare-icy roads. Turnpikes 
and major roads closed. Hundreds of ac-
cidents. I had been in 800 temperature in 
Florida and flew home that afternoon to 
try to make my way to Huron after learn-
ing of the aborted Mansfield (Appleseed 
Squares) dance. I somehow made it, driv-
ing 25 MPH in second gear in three hours 
instead of one. Joys of the road! (Due to 
similar problems that same night, Eddie 
Powell wrote his plea on Page 31, this issue.) 
Savannah, Georgia—In March, there 
was a southern tour four out of the five 
weekends of the month. Here are tales of 
a couple of them; more next month. In a 
winter-spring transition month like March, 
8 
the lion-lamb theory often prevails. For 
me, the month started with the roar of a 
lion. I flew out of the bluster of Ohio on 
Eastern to the drizzle and fog of Atlanta. 
Now the fun started. The plane arrived two 
hours late due to weather. Bag arrival was 
slow. Car pickup (a Toyota at General) was 
slow. Traffic was heavy in the rain. Road 
construction was constricting. Almost four 
o'clock! 250 miles to go to Savannah for 
a dance at eight! Wow! Could I make it? 
Yes, barely. (We won't disucss the MPH. 
Perhaps it was that Toyota's 007 pseudo-
turbo-jet engines with 2000 HP; maybe a 
good tailwind, possibly just the motivation 
of the driver.) 
It was worth all the frustration. The 
Geechee Goofers dance in a new loca-
tion—a Senior Center in Pt. Wentworth. 
The Goofers aren't goofers: they're mighty 
smooth hoofers. Rounds were by Irene 
(Jim) Knapp and Jerry (Anna Mae) Cook. 
Emcee was Harry (Willa) Steinhauser. 
Caller Doug Wilson was there. My hosts 
again were Joe and Doris Hagan. Next 
morning Joe gave me a tour of the down-
town historic city, where Cotton was King, 
battles raged, pirates roamed, and one 
can still hobble over the cobbles. (It's also 
where Juliette Low gathered together the 
first Girl Scouts in the U.S.—Co-Ed.) I'll 
be back same time next year. 
Valdosta—Georgia—It's been almost ten 
years since I called one in the Valdosta 
area. Pointing the Toyota's nose south-
ward, I drove over 200 miles of Peach 
State roads to the Azalea City, where 
caller Bob (Vivian) Bennett had set up an 
ASDance for the Belles and Beaux at the 
historic Garden Center, which boasts an 
imposing, pillared colonial mansion, a 
true Gone-With-the-Wind epic edifice. At-
tending were five or six spirited sets with 
the gusto of ten. Caller Gene Geoghagan 
was there. It was Shoney-time both before 
and after the dance. Home was the Azalea 
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City Motel. Bob's doing fine now after a 
health setback; his Thunderbird Records 
were a legend; S/O once claimed he pro-
duced the second largest beginners class 
ever (close to 40 sets) in the '60's; he and 
Viv are also into clogging and western 
round dancing. 
Augusta, Georgia—Back up (250 miles 
on back roads) I went, to Augusta, the 
famous Golt Capital, where tee-time out-
ranks tea-time, and a bogy is better 
remembered than a classic movie star. I 
missed seeing old friends Don and Mary 
Martin this time; they were off on a tour. 
The ASDance was held, as usual, in that 
huge stone structure known as Julian 
Smith Casino, which may be a quarter 
mile long as the crow flies. Nice crowd. 
Marie Prather cued. Caller-husband Bill 
helped set the sound. Cuer Nell Knight 
also came. Hosts: CSRA Federation. Spe-
cial thanks to Adamses and Curnuttes. 
The Masters Inn was home that night; 
next day I said farewell to Georgia's blos-
soming dogwood, and after 900 miles of 
warm wandering, I flew back to icy Ohio. 
if 
Apopka (Orlando), Florida—According 
to the Seminole Indians, Apopka meant 
potato; to the Pirates SID Club, Apopka 
means a high seas adventure and a bar-
rel of fun at the old Community Center. I 
was privileged to be part of that scenario 
when 18 sets dropped anchor to hear my 
yo-ho-ho on March 10. Caller Jim and 
Terry Louder had set the stage for my 
coming. The Pirates were in good swash-
buckling form. There's a salt-of-the-seas 
club with a treasure chest of worth. Their 
captains, first mates, pursers and all, set 
a straight course of thundering, plunder-
ing fun with banner raids galore, ship-
wreck (informal) dances, outings, cook-
outs, swim parties, cruises and the like. 
Cuer was Roy Brown. Visiting callers were 
Larry Holdridqe (again), Don Littlefield 
(Minn.), Jim Schaedler (Toledo), Gene 
Carr (long-lost Cleveland friend), and 
Gary Crawford (Copecrest grad '85). Even 
though my late afternoon plane landed in 
Orlando a half hour late, with only ten 
minutes to eat and ten more to change for 
the dance, and things were further com-
plicated by a flat tire, it was a double-
doubloon pleasure being hosted in the 
Louder home. Fred and Jane Wagner 
stayed over, too. There was that funny 
video show, lots of good stories, model 
train system (a mile of track around the 
indoor pool, lights flashing, engines puf-
fing) that would make old Casey Jones 
green. Shiver me timbers! I'd walk the 
Pirates' plank with gusto anytime. (Who's 
Gusto?—Co-Ed.) 
7eret. 11M- 
Charleston, West Virginia The bad 
news was that my plane from Orlando 
through Charlotte to Charleston was a 
half-hour late again and this time it made 
me late for the Sunday afternoon dance 
in the capital city. The good news is that 
caller Fred Camp set up his equipment 
and called the first tip in my absence. The 
ASDance largely favored new grads 'n 
near-grads, a definite sign of spring along 
with the redbud and dogwood blossoms 
that brightened the landscape. Sponsors 
were KVSRDA, the Valley people. A South 
Charleston Presby church hall was the 
site. Susan Smith cued, Greg Smith was 
the key guy. Callers Keith Angle and 
Jamie Stewart were there. I was home 
before midnight with more good weekend 
springtime memories to savor. On the 
USAir flight that day, I was able to tell two 
seatmates that I'm lucky to have the most 
fun-filled and satisfying job in the world. 
They brightened. They listened. Then we 
parted forever, and scowls crossed their 
faces. One was Harried Harry. The other 
was Frenzied Frank. Pity. 
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THE RED BOOT BOYS 
SHO-GRAND RESORTS 
PRESENT THE 2ND ANNUAL 





PIGEON FORGE. TENNESSEE 
AUGUST 3,4,5, 1990 AUGUST 3,4,5, 1990 
4/ PP  .444s/4/ G 
Mike House, Johnny Jones, Don Williamson, Mac McCall 
SPECIAL GUEST CALLER—DREW SCEARCE, VA. 
ROUNDS: STEVE & JACKIE WILHOIT, TN. 
2 NIGHTS AT GRAND HOTEL (Up to 4 in rooms) 
4 MEALS PER PERSON 
COMPLETE WEEKEND SQUARE DANCE PACKAGE 
TICKETS FOR SQUARE DANCING ONLY 
S36.00 PER COUPLE (CONCERT INCLUDED) 
	
PACKAGE: 2 dancers in room 	$245.80 
3 dancers in room $29230 
4 dancers in room 	$338.80 
Additional non-dancers in room $28.50 
LEVEL: MS 
and announced Plus 
SPECIAL ATTRACTION (SAT. NIGHT ONLY) 
DANCE AND 
COUNTRY MUSIC CONCERT 
with Live Music 
by Stan Williamson and the Red Boot Band 
A-2 DANCE 
Sat. 1-4 PM 
NO. DANCERS IN ROOM 	NON-DANCERS 	  
A DEPOSIT OF $86.00 PER COUPLE IS DUE WHEN YOU SEND IN ORDER FORM. 
BALANCE IS DUE BY JULY 20. 1990. 
NAME 	  
ADDRESS  
CITY 	 STATE 	 ZIP 	 PHONE ( 	 
Send check or M.O. along with self-addressed long stamped envelope to: 
GRAND SMOKY SQUARE UP, P.O. BOX 177, PIGEON FORGE TN 37863 
Phone (Canada) 615-636-1652 — (U.S.A.) 1-800-562-0809 
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FIRST AID 
FOR DWINDLING CLUBS 
by Jo Jan Nunley, Canyon, Texas 
How does one apply first aid to a club 
whose membership begins to sag? The 
first step is to understand first aid. Usual-
ly, first aid means applying emergency 
measures to save someone's life. In our 
meaning, then, first aid means applying 
measures to stop the flow of members (in-
stead of blood) from leaving the club 
Just as in using first aid to save a per-
son's life, we must analyze our problems 
before we are able to apply first aid effec-
tively. If a person were in danger of los-
ing his life, a first-aid trained person would 
try to analyze in a short a time as possi-
ble what the life-threatening problem was. 
We must know our problems before we 
can begin the solution tasks. 
In an injured person, the immediate 
problem might be a loss of blood. In that 
case, first aid would mean stopping that 
blood loss as quickly as possible. In our 
club's first aid, that would be our goal. 
Stopping the exit of members may sound 
simplistic, but if a club's in trouble from 
sagging membership, then the present 
membership must remain stable or there 
literally won't be a club to add growth to 
in the future. 
Just as a person bleeds for a specific 
reason or from a specific injury, then we 
must analyze why our club may be los-
ing some of its membership. If it's just a 
couple who happens to be moving, then 
that's not a sign of exiting members. 
However, if three or four couples suddenly 
stop coming within a month, then chan-
ces are the club has a problem. 
Why do members drop out of clubs? 
That question needs to be answered 
before a club can decide how to effectively 
seal the leak of dancers. There will always 
be, of course, individual reasons for drop-
ping out of a square dance club. III health 
has forced many avid dancers off the 
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dance floor. Many times one member of 
a couple will fall ill and the couple will drop 
out. Just in my own experience, I can 
think of three circumstances like this. 
In one case, a couple in their thirties 
had to drop out because the woman 
developed a serious nerve disease. 
Another couple in this age group dropped 
out because the woman developed can-
cer. An elderly couple ran into a problem 
when the wife developed a knee that 
couldn't tolerate dancing. In their case, 
they came. He danced and she visited on 
the sidelines. 
Maybe your club has had the problem 
of losing couples when just one of them 
became incapacitated. Can this be avoid-
ed? Yes. Why should both members be 
forced to stop dancing when an illness 
stops one? The answer many times is that 
the club makes the remaining member 
feel like a "spare tire." The "better half" 
isn't there so he/she doesn't belong either. 
What a sad waste. Many times the well 
partner of a couple facing illness needs 
just a little TLC too. Wouldn't it be nice 
if our clubs could make those members 
feel just as welcome as before. Wouldn't 
it be wonderful if the ill spouse could still 
feel that just his/her presence at the club, 
without dancing, was an asset to the club? 
There are many functions that a tem-
porarily disabled dancer might perform if 
our clubs gave it a little thought. Maybe 
that person would enjoy making some 
telephone contacts to members who 
haven't attend in a while. Maybe the in-
capacitated dancer would enjoy making 
a club scrapbook. Who best could sit on 
the sidelines and capture some of those 
great dancing movements on film? The 
secret is to make the person still feel like 
a unique benefit to the club. If these folks 






PLUS 3-ISLAND GUIDED TOURS 
600f(ltrtng  
• TOP-NOTCH CALLERS/CUERS FROM ALL OVER THE U.S.A. 
STEVE JACQUES, MARYLAND 
DICK LEGER, RHODE ISLAND 
KEVIN LOWE, VIRGINIA 
SAM & DELORES PROCOPIO, PENNSYLVANIA 
DUANE SILVER, NEW YORK 
SKIP SMITH, FLORIDA 
• FESTIVAL-TYPE MS & PLUS DANCING 
• WORKSHOPS AND CLINICS 
• ALL IN SOME OF HAWAII'S FINEST HOTELS 
• YOUR CHOICE OF TOURS, THREE ISLANDS 
• MEMORIES TO LAST A LIFETIME 
CONVENTION DATES: January 24-26, 1991 
TOURS PRECEDING OR FOLLOWING THE BIG EVENT 
HOW ABOUT A TRIP OR CRUISE TO THE CARIBBEAN, TO MEXIg) 
TO THE CANADIAN ROCKIES, OR THE SOUTH PACIFIC? y- 
ASK US! 
9-OhtUga egrIeSS UOttit CO. 
Toll Free: 800-323-2222 Nationwide/800-521-2346 Calif. 
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When they are on 
0 
 their feet again, 
wouldn't it be 
wonderful to have 
them still in the 
swing of coming to 
square dancing 
each week? Once 
the missing starts, 
it gets easier and easier to miss. Why not 
encourage steady participation even 
though that participation may not 
necessarily be "dancing" participation? 
Some people drop out not for health 
reasons but because they don't feel need-
ed or welcomed in their own clubs. Maybe 
they have not been offered an officer posi-
tion. Maybe they are shunned as dance 
partners. Cliquishness should be avoid-
ed in our square dance clubs. It can and 
does drive off a portion of the dancers. If 
our clubs are to work effectively, then 
every member should have a definite role 
to fill within the club. 
Some people have children who get in-
volved in so many activities that attending 
square dancing regularly gets to be vir-
tually impossible. A club should make 
allowances for this. It happens at one time 
or another with nearly any family who has 
children. Yet, if a club does not show un-
derstanding towards these parents, then 
the couple will recognize the resentment, 
drift away from the club and stop par-
ticipating. A little patience in weathering 
family obligations will benefit the club, 
because children do grow up quickly. 
Then the mature dancers could come 
more regularly, if they have been par-
ticipating on some level right along, if our 
club made them feel that their dancing 
was valued whenever they could 
participate. 
Clubs are a little like families. Under-
standing the unique problems of the in-
dividuals that compose a club will per-
sonalize that club and make it a better-
running club. Just as with families who 
have open communication, open com-
munication in our clubs will stem an out-
ward flow of members. 
Personality conflicts could cause some 
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clubs to lose members. Clubs should 
decide if they want to function as a club 
or as individuals who think only of their 
own needs. To be in a club, the benefit of 
the club must be considered by all its 
members. There will never be a perfect 
club, just as there will never be a perfect 
church, a perfect job, a perfect family. But, 
individual dancers must desire to make 
the club work as a cohesive unit or the 
club will die and individual dancers will 
lose their club in which to dance. 
The officers of a square dance club 
often put the lion's share of the work into 
the club. The result: burnout. I have 
known many former officers of square 
dance clubs who eventually drifted away 
from dancing all together. Clubs should 
show their officers that they appreciate 
their efforts. How is this accomplished? 
By all of the membership pulling some of 
the load off the officers. If you know an 
officer has done a good job, tell him or her. 
If you know you can help an officer with 
a task, offer your services. The club does 
not belong to the officers. It's not like a 
business where the boss does the lion's 
share of the work because it benefits him 
most. The membership of the square 
dance club benefits from a smooth runn-
ing club. 
Each dancer can make a club run 
smoothly by simply helping when possi-
ble and acknowledging the efforts of 
others. Officers deserve our appreciation. 
Protecting an officer from burnout will plug 
on& leak from our square dance clubs. 
If a club doesn't know the reason or 
reasons why members are leaving, then 
it should become top priority to find out. 
Ask the former members why. Sounds 
simple. It is simple. If we don't ask the 
questions and find the answers, then the 
future of our club and the future of square 
dancing itself could be in jeopardy.. 
However, since square dancers are pro-
blem solvers, I choose to believe that the 
whys will be found out and that club 
memberships will increase. 
Each dancer can make a difference. 




SUBURBAN Another Special for Men 
$22.90 
Ponces' Sizes 4' r to 10 





Black - 7 to 12 - Med. & Wide 
Bone - 7 to 12 - Med. Only 
Write for FREE Catalogue on COAST Shoes 
featuring DISCOUNT PRICES from $2490  
Colors: White — Navy 
Black Smooth — Red 
Black Patent 











WE NEED TO KNOW 
STYLE • COLOR • SIZE • WIDTH 
NAME. ADDRESS. CITY. STATE. ZIP 
Add S3.00 per pair for handling/shipping 
N.Y.S. Residents Add 	Sales Tax. 
We accept: 
Checks. Visa. Mastercard. C.O.D. 
rochester shoe store... 
For the Best Selection 8c) Service of 
Square and Round Dance Footwear ! 
$68 Value am Timir U. .41. 
Genuine ADIRONDACK DEERSKIN 
RINGO - MISSY - DIXIE - BARBARA - SUNNY - LISA - VICKY - MANDY -GINA -KRISTI 
Toll Free: 1-800-688.4325 
U.S. & Can. (7 days a week) 
OR MAIL TO: 
rochester shoe stores 
8186 Pembroke Drive 
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THE DANCE MASTER 
by Glenn Hall, Nashville, Tennessee 
Ben Smathers' name is either the least 
known or most well known depending on 
where you are. If you are backstage at the 
Grand Ole Opry, everyone knows Ben, but 
then they ought to, he has been a regular 
member of the Opry for over 31 years. 
Ben Smathers brought the Stoney 
Mountain Cloggers to the Opry in 
September of 1958. Since that time, every 
other Saturday night, Ben and the Stoney 
Mountain Cloggers have danced for the 
millions of folks who have made their way 
to either the old Ryman or the "new" 
home of the Opry since 1974 at the 
Opryland Hotel and Park Complex. 
They toured with the Roy Rogers and 
Dal Evans Show for six years, and while 
doing so, played in some of the largest 
casinos in Las Veaas. 
In 1977, Ben was asked to join the 
Charlie Daniels Show to tour as a regular 
act. After almost 20 years on the Opry, 
Ben thought perhaps the crowds would 
not accept him and the simple dance he 
had perfected and which had been so 
much a part of his life. He thought this was 
a little old-fashioned now and he knew 
that the crowds that followed Charlie 
Daniels and the CDB were much younger. 
Most wouldn't even know what the Grand 
Look for Ben Smathers at the National Convention in Memphis in June. 
He will give a seminar on clogging on Saturday. 
If you go to the mountains of Hender-
sonville or Maggie Valley, North Carolina, 
you'll find a lot of folks there, too, that 
know Ben, or at least know of him. That's 
where Ben grew up and learned the 
dance called clogging, from none other 
than Sam Queen. Queen was the leader 
of the group of dancers that went to 
Washington, D.C. in 1938 to dance for the 
President of the United States and the 
Queen of England. 
Ben watched Sam and his dancers until 
he learned the dance. He then formed his 
own group and called them cloggers. He 
was the first to call his dancers cloggers 
and to put taps on their shoes. 
From 1958 through 1963, Ben and his 
wife, Margaret, and all the Stoney Mou-
tain Cloggers toured as a regular part of 
the Red Foley Show. During that period, 
in 1961, they appeared at Carnegie Hall, 
the first and, to date, only cloggers to have 
done so. 
Ben Smathers and the Stoney Moun-
tains Cloggers were also on Canadian TV 
for five years (1963-1968) as a regular part 
of the Carl Smith Show. 
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Ole Opry was. Much to Ben's surprise and 
delight, not only was he accepted, the 
crowds went absolutely wild over their act. 
Year after year from 1977 through 1983, 
the crowds at the Charlie Daniels Shows 
looked forward to seeing Ben Smathers 
and the Stoney Mountain Cloggers. 
Ben has received awards and honors 
too numerous to mention in the more than 
31 years he has toured all over the U.S., 
Canada and Europe. He has 300-Plus 
network television appearances, including 
a recent episode on America's Most 
Wanted, where he played the part of a 
grandfather who is killed. He has six mo-
tion pictures to his credit, appearances in 
Nevada's largest casinos and showrooms, 
and his cloggers are the only ones ever 
to appear at Carnegie Hall. yet some have 
never heard of Ben Smathers. 
Look for him at the National Conven-
tion in Memphis in June. Ben will give a 
seminar on clogging on Saturday and 
perhaps speak at the Parade of States. 
We're looking forward to seeing 
everyone at the clogging workshops that 





















RED BOOT PRODUCTIONS INC. 
Rt. 8 College Hills, Box 28, Crest Dr. 
Greeneville TN 37743 
Phone: 615-638-7784 
RED BOOT RED BOOT STAR, GOLD STAR, J-K, G&W, ENGLISH MT. 
Mike Hoose 
	
Johnny Jones 	Don Williamson 	Mac McCall 
RB 3023 THERE'S NOTHING I CAN DO Johnny J. 
RB 3020 IF THE SOUTH WOULD HAVE WON RBB 
RB 	3021 GONNA TAKE ALOTTA RIVER 	RBB 
RB 3017 PINK CADILLAC 	 Don 
RB 	3018 HONKY TONK MOON 	 Don 
RB 3022 FOR THE GOOD TIMES Drew 
RBS 1332 BREAKING NEW GROUND 	Wayne M. 
RBS 1331 SOMETHING GOOD 	Chuck Meyer 
RBS 1327 YOU'RE MY JAMAICA Mike I. 
RBS 1326 ACE IN THE HOLE 	 Bob 
RBS 1324 ME & BOBBIE MCGEE Don Coy 
RBS 1302 MY BLUE HEAVEN 	 Stan 
RBS 3015 BLOWIN' IN THE WIND 	 Red 
RBS 1298 THIS LAND IS YOUR LAND Cliff 
RBS 1320 FROM A JACK TO A KING 	Bill 
RBS 1313 I LIGHT THIS CANDLE Chuck Meyer 
RBS 1311 SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY 	Chuck Marlow 
RBS 1316 DON'T BE CRUEL 	 Paul 
RBS 1312 PURE LOVE 	 Jim & Fae 
RBS 1319 RIDIN'MY THUMB 	 Don Coy 
RBS 1322 HENRIETTA 	 Cleo Barker 
RBS 1325 0 SUSANNA Jim & Fae Park 
RBS 1329 TENNESSEE STUD 	 Ralph 
RBS 1330 MOONLIGHT BAY Jim W. 
RB 3024 HOOKED ON LOVING YOU 
Wayne West 
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EAGLE PRIDE 
DANCERS 
During the 1988-1989 school year the 
teachers and staff of East Elementary 
School in East Liverpool, Ohio began an 
"effective schools" study. One suggested 
focus was how to foster student self-
esteem. As an outgrowth of building 
discussion, an "Eagle Pride" committee 
was formed (the eagle being the school's 
mascot). 
Head custodian Walt Lunger, his wife 
Janet, and Nancy Davidson, cafeteria 
manager, suggested they might begin a 
square dancing class for those boys and 
girls needing more than academic 
recognition. From a very casual beginn-
ing, the Eagle Pride Square Dancers have 
become a positive school community 
symbol. 
Expanding from the original eight fifth 
graders of last year, who moved on to the 
Middle School, thirty-two current fourth 
and fifth grade students have met for 
after-school instruction since October 
1989. Walt, Janet and Nancy have 
volunteered countless hours of their own 
time. In addition, Nancy and a fellow 
dancer, Shirley Springer, made all the 
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children's costumes. Supporting the pro-
ject with enthusiasm, the parents through 
the Home and School Association pur-
chased Eagle Pride sweat shirts for the 
group. 
To date, the various sets have 
performed for citizens' banquets, school 
functions, the local Ohio River Regatta, 
and took a prize in the city Christmas 
parade. The children have also 
brightened the lives of the elderly by their 
visits to area nursing homes and senior 
citizen centers. 
Eagle Pride Square Dancers have been 
invited to be guests of adult dancing 
groups such as the Pottery City Squares 
with callers Del Rector and Frank Gatroll 
and the R. & J. Lamplighters with Ron 
Anderson, caller. 
Truly these student square dancers 
have accomplished far more in the way 
of school pride, personal commitment, 
and community involvement than was in-
itially ever thought possible. 
The administration of East Elementary 
School salutes our square dancer staff 
members, Walt and Nancy, for the great 
contribution to our "effective school" 
project. 
Alma M. Kelly, Principal 
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DICK WAIBEL 
675 E Alluvial 
Fresno CA 93710 
209.439-3478 
JERRY HAMILTON 
821 Madden St 
Kernel CA 92343 
714-652-3442 
STAN COLE 
4899 Peg Leg Rd. 
Mariposa CA 95338 
209-966-5182 
RAY TAYLOR 
Rd 03 Box 216 
Bainbridge NY 13733 
607-563-2083 
KEN SIERECKI 
548 Wisteria Way 
Livermore CA 94550 
415-449-4492 
AL SAUNDERS 
3001 S 288th Sp154 
Fed. Way WA 98003 
206 839 8970 
JIM BROWN 
1104 Rebeccan Av.  
Ridgecrest CA 93555 
619 3752864 
LEE MCCORMACK 
RI 6 Box 161A 
Mena AR 71953 
501.394-5913 
LARRY COLE 
3302 N 500 West 
Marion IN 46952 
317.3847089 
STEVE SULLIVAN 
105 Park View Dr.  




Rapid City SO 57701 
605.343.4397 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* HOT NEW RAWHIDE RELEASES * 
RWH-162 MAKING BELIEVE by Ray 
RWH-161 CHAINS by Stan 
RWH-160 LIGHT IN THE WINDOW by Lee 
* UUMING SOON * 
RWH-164 THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES by Larry & Dick 
RWH-163 COWBOY'S SWEETHEART by Lee 
BUC-1238 I'M BACK IN THE SWING by Otto 
* SIZZLIN SELLERS * 
RWH-159 THE KEYS IN THE MAILBOX by Jim 
RWH-158 ACT NATURALLY by Stan 
RWH-157 SWIMMIN' UP STREAM by Stan 
RWH-156 THERE'S A TEAR IN MY BEER by Dick 
* PEPPY NEW HOEDOWNS * 
RWH-516 HAMMER HEAD HOEDOWN by Dick 
RWH-515 BLACKJACK HOEDOWN by Stan 
* EXCITING NEW ROUND DANCES * 
RWH-721 TENDER TWO-STEP by the Hamiltons 
RWH-720 SINCERELY (A Two-step) by the Rows 
joll BUCKSKIN .' 
RECORDS 
* HOT NEW BUCKSKIN RELEASES * 
BUC-1237 MEAN WOMEN BLUES by Ken 
BUC-1236 UNCLOUDY DAY by Jerry J.  
* GREAT NEW HOEDOWNS * 
BUC-1513 OLD BUSTER HOEDOWN by Otto 
BUC-1512 BOOGIE BAM HOEDOWN by Al 
* SIZZLIN' SELLERS * 
BUC-1235 TRAINWRECK OF EMOTION by Otto 
BUC-1234 WHY'D YOU COME IN HERE LOOKIN' 
LIKE THAT by Steve 
BUC-1233 A BETTER MAN by Jerry J 
BUC-1232 SHE'S CRAZY FOR LEAVIN' by Steve 
* WRITE FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR BRAND NEW CATALOG 
* DICK WAIBEL ENTERPRISES * 
* 675 E. ALLUVIAL, FRESNO CA 93710 * 209-439-3478 * 
CALLERS- CUERS - LEADERS - SPONSOR & ESCORT A CRUISE 
* CALL OUR CRUISE COMPANY, TOLL FREE, FOR INFORMATION * 
In Calif: 1-800-227-1899 * Outside Calif: 1.800-247-1899 
* * * * ** ** * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * 
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OTTO DEGNER 
24013 Mesa Verde 
Farmington NM 81401 
505-325-1254 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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WHAT IF... 	by Nancy Burton, Toledo Promenade 
WHAT IF...we had not had fun that first evening we went to square dance class? 
WHAT IF... the caller had not been the spouse of a colleague, willing to struggle along 
with an ill-defined group that seemed to make little progress? 
WHAT IF...some angels had not joined the group and given help and encouragement? 
WHAT IF...there had not been Beginner's Dances where we met other dancers and 
danced to other callers? What it we had not been encouraged to attend them? 
WHAT IF...we had not—finally—been asked to join a club and encouraged by club 
members, even though we were still struggling and they were "good" dancers? 
WHAT IF...we had not been invited eventually into an Advanced workshop? 
WHAT IF...because I was a slow learner (and still am), I had not been helped, 
encouraged—even bullied—until I became the "most improved dancer?" 
WHAT IF...we had not become part of a workshop known as the Sunday Night Fights, 
with no "leader," only a few couples who struggled together to figure out calls 
with the help of Burleson's Encyclopedia and one experienced couple. 
WHAT IF... when we moved to the Toledo area, there had been no clubs, no callers, 
dancers? 
WHAT IF... we had not been "adopted" by some friendly dancers, integrated into 
several clubs, and made to feel a part of the dance community? 
WHAT IF...when my partner was traveling on business, I had not been encourged to 
dance anyway? And WHAT IF... when I was ill a few years back, my partner had 
not been encouraged to dance and Ito watch and dance as much as possible? 
And WHAT IF... these dancers had not supported me with their friendship? 
WHAT IF... there were no callers, no clubs, no workshops, no leaders, no dancers? 
WHAT IF...I forgot these lessons I've learned? 
Editorial Note: WHAT IF... we woke up one day and discovered that some of these 
scenarios had come to pass? Would we discover, like Pogo, that "the enemy is us." 
Or are we so friendly and so helpful that we are supporting square dancing and square 
dancers in every possible way? WHAT IF... 
CATALOG NOW AVAILABLE 
ASHTON & CALIFONE AMPLIFERS 
ASTATIC & ELECTROVOICE MICROPHONES 
CUSTOMIZED MUSIC VOLUME CONTROLS 
SPEAKER STANDS (We manufacture) 
RECORD SLEEVES 
POLYETHLYENE RECORD STORAGE BOX 
REPAIR SERVICE 
NADY WIRELESS MICROPHONES 
CALLER AND CUER CADDIES 
3 AND 5-YEAR CALENDARS 
MAGNETIC & TRAVEL PATTER AIDS 
NEEDLES, WAX, MISC. 
TAPE RECORDING ACCESSORIES 
AMPLIFIERS & MICROPHONES 
   
RANDOM SOUND, INC. 
Oscar & Shirley Johnson 
7317 Harriet Ave. S., Minneapolis MN 55423 
612-869-9501 Bus./612-869-6168 Res. 
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SHO-GRAND RESORTS 
GRANO SMOKY SQUARE DANCE RESORT 
at the GRAND HOTEL. Pigeon Forge. Tenn. 
AND 
CONVENTION CENTER 
May I 3-1 7 — PLUS LEVEL — Don Williamson 
& Johnny Jones: Rounds: Sue Pollock. Virginia 
MU 20-24 
PLUS LEVEL. ROS.. Hall #1, Ron Lowe (Canada' 
Hall #2, Al Warren (MO), Don Whiteman 
May 27-31 — ROUND DANCE WEEK 
Hall #1 & 2, Phase IV, V, VI 
Easlerdays (MD) and Blacklords (FL) 
May 27-31 — PLUS & MAINSTREAM, ROUNDS 
Hall 43, Tom & Glenda Morgan (MO) 
Gene & Del Meginty (MO) 
July 1.4 — PLUS WEEK 
Hall #1, Red Boot Boys (Don Williamson, Johnny Jones, 
Mike Moose, Mac McCall), Wilson and Ann McCreary on 
Rounds 
Hall #2, Jim Burns (TX) & Brian Judd (TX) 
July 8-12— PLUS —Don Coy (KY) 
Phil Robinson (KY) 
July 15-19 — PLUS 
Hall #1, Kip Garvey (CA), Tom Miller (PA) 
Rounds: Tom & Rosalee Clark (IL) 
Hall #2, Tim Tyl (TX) & Gary Whitsett (TX) 
Leland & Helen McNeeley 
July 22-26 — PLUS 
Hall #1, Danny Robinson (FL) 
Hall #2, David Flournoy (TX) 
Hall 43, Texas PD Boys (TX) 
August 3-5 — GRAND SMOKY SQUARE UP 
Red Boot Boys, Rounds: Steve & Jackie Wilhoit 
August 5-9 — Jim & Fae Park (MI) 
Chuck & Sandy Weis, (MI) Cliff & Marlyn Hicks (MI) 
August 12-16 — PLUS WEEK 
Ralph Kornegay (NC) 
August 19-23 — Plus 
Johnny Jones. Don Williamson 
August 26-31 
Hall Al T.D. Brown (TX) & Slim Harrington (TX) 
ROUNDS: Frances Brown (TX) 
Hall #2: Cleo Barker (NC), Paul Kubler (NC) 
Rounds: Phyllis Loflin (NC) 
GRAND SMOKY SQUARE DANCE RESORT 
PO Box 177, Pigeon Forge TN 37863 	4  
Canada:615-636-1652 — U.S.A. 1-800-562-0809 
LAS VEGAS SQUARE DANCE RESORT 
at the SHOWBOAT HOTEL, Las Vegas, Nevada 
Oct. 28-Nov. 2— Plus & Adv. 
Red Boot Boys, Tennessee 
ROUNDS: Harmon & Betty Jorritsma (CA) 
November 4-9 
Hall #1, PLUS & ADV., ROUNDS, Mike Sikorsky (CA) 
Rounds: Ray & Kitty Harrison 
Hall #2, PLUS. MS & ADS, Chuck & Dora Olsen (MI) 
Johnny Jones (TN) & Don Williamson (TN) 
November 25-30 
Hall 41 — Ron Ross (WA), PLUS & ADV. 
Rounds: Ron Noble (WA) 
Half #2 — MAINSTREAM & ANNOUNCED PLUS 
Connie Gressett, Carol Stanford 
(The Sunshine Girls — TX) 
Don Williamson, Johnny Jones (Two Red Boot boys) 
Dec. 2-7 — ALL ROUNDS WEEK 
Phases III, IV, V — Iry & Betty Easterday (MD) 
Ralph & Joan Collipi, Charles & Ann Brownrigg 
December 9.14 — MAINSTREAM & PLUS 
Hall #1 — Joe Sorrell (WY) & Harold Rowden (MO) 
Rounds: Nadine Taylor (WY) 
Hall #2 — Mike Jacobs (VA), Joseph Volvo (NV) 
C-1 with Star Tips of C-2 
1991 
January 6-11 
Hall #1 — PLUS 
Wayne Morvent (TX), Ed Larder (TX) 
Hall #2 — NEW DANCERS WEEK 
Jack Murtha (CA) 
February 24-March 1 
Hall #1 — PLUS & Announced ADV. 
Deborah Parnell (CA); Rds: Joyce Doss (CA) 
Hall #2 — PLUS — Rick Allison (IL) 
Rds: Paul & Louise King (IL) 
March 24-29 
Hall #1 — PLUS & ADV. 
Nate Bliss (CA), Vic Kaarla (CA) 
Rds: Craig & Debbie Rice (CA) 
LAS VEGAS SQUARE DANCE RESORT 
PO Box 93994, Las Vegas NV 89193 
Canada: 615-636-1652 — U.S.A. 1-800-562-0809 
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MILT'S PONE 
by Emillee & Dale Dennison 
Located in the Minneapolis/St. Paul 
area of Minnesota is a small but very ac-
tive club that puts on demonstrations at 
nursing homes and other special events. 
Milt Floyd has called for them for the past 
two years. 
NMI graduated from square dance 
lessons in 1984. He could always be seen 
talking to callers at dances and conven-
tions; the microphone and its magic with 
the dancers held a fascination for him. He 
attended the MSDCA new callers seminar 
and announced that he wanted to be a 
caller. He has since been active in the 
Swingmasters' training program and has 
called at the Minnesota, Iowa and 
Wisconsin state conventions and in those 
states. He teaches lessons three nights 
a week. 
Milt's Posse was reorganized in Janu-
ary 1989 and put on a first nursing home 
demonstration in February. Since then. 
The Posse has put on demonstrations at 
28 different nursing homes, as well as at 
Veterans Hospital on three occasions and 
at the Special Olympics. At the latter 
event, the Special Olympians joined in 
and danced. The Posse has also put on 
demonstrations at three senior citizens' 
homes for those who can no longer 
dance. 
Milt's Posse built a 12x20' float and 
danced in the Richfield, Minnesota, 
parade on the Fourth of July. The Posse  
sponsored the first annual 12-hour square 
dance-athon for Muscular Dystrophy on 
Labor Day at the Medina Ballroom. The 
members are most proud of having 
presented slightly over $5400 to Jerry's 
Kids on the MDA Telethon. They are plan-
ning a second annual dance-athon next 
year at the same location, with the goal 
of doubling this year's donation. 
The motto of The Posse is "We have 
only just begun." 
All of the dancers in Milt's Posse belong 
to other area clubs. Some are on the 
boards, helping to run other clubs. Each 
and every dancer donates time and effort 
helping to put on the demonstrations and 
run the group. 
Milt Floyd donates all of his calling time. 
C.J. Floyd cues rounds between the 
squares. Milt and C.J. traveled over 2500 
miles last year calling and cueing at 
demonstrations. When anyone asks about 
donations to the caller, cuer or club, the 
answer is to donate the amount to a 
favorite charity in the name of Milt's 
Posse/The Posse. 
NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CAMPERS ASSOC.; INC. 
For more information contact: 
Dept. B P.O. Box 224 
Little Chute, WI 54140 
()ter 150 Chapters in 37 States & Canada 
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DANCE PROGRAM Thurs.-8-10:30 










Friday - 1:00 P.M.-4:00 P.M. 
(Casual Attire Optional) 
Friday - 8:00 P.M. - 11:00 P.M. 
Saturday - 10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M. 
7:30 P.M. - 11:00 P.M. 










TELEPHONE Area Cock) 
RIBBONS WILL BE HELD AT DOOR FOR RECISTRAT104iS RECENED AFTER SEPT 10, 1990. 
or. 	 Kers 
WOD-AME CA 
sacra DANCE JAMB R 4th Annual 
September 21, 22, 1990 










In B Tx 
Phil & Benny • urenthnew 
Ky. 
PRICE PER PERSON - 520.00 
COMPLETE DANCE PACKAGE 
AFTER AUGUST 15, 1990 PER PERSON • S22.50 
(Deadline for Cancellation Refunds 	Augusl 15, 1990) 
($1.00 charge per person for each cancellation) 
EMERGENCY PHONE NO. AT EVENT ONLY - (502) 366-9592 
LODGING INFORMATION 
Please Request Mid-America Reservations 
Headquarters Motel: 
EXECUTIVE INN — (502) 367-6161 
Room Rates — 1-4 People — $59.00 
EXECUTIVE WEST — (502) 367-2251 
Room Rates — 1-4 People — $59.00 
Mid-America Square Dance Jamboree, Inc. 
P.O. Box 421 
Fairdale, Ky. 40118 
(502) 368-1006 
Future Date - September 27, 28, 1991 
Johnny Preston 
Ca 
Grant 811 Barbara PlnkHon 
Tn. 
1990 	 RETURN WITH CHECK FOR RIBBONS 
	
1990 	 PLEASE CHECK PREFERENCE 
MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO Mkt-Am•Hca Square Dance Jamboree, Inc. 
P 0 Box 421 • Falreale, Ky. 40119 American Sqbaredance, May 1990 
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STATE LINE 
In 1989, at the South Carolina Square 
and Round Dance Convention, Jim Cos-
man was inducted into the South Carolina 
Square and Round Dance Hall of Fame. 
Jim was presented with an engraved pla-
que inscribed: "In honor and deep ap-
preciation for outstanding leadership, 
dedicated service and distinguished and 
unselfish contributions to square and 
round dancing in South Carolina" Jim's 
portrait will be placed in the Hall of Fame 
Showcase in the Hugh Dimmery 
Memorial Center in Columbia. 
Jim loved square dance music from the 
first moment he heard it at age 14 in 
Hilton, New York, where dances were held 
on Saturdays with callers and live bands. 
At 18, Jim joined the Air Force and was 
stationed at Keesler AFB in Biloxi, Missis-
sippi. Here he took six or eight square 
dance lessons. In 1961 he was sent to 
Japan, where, at Yokota AFB, he had his 
first chance at the mike. He called Just 
Because (borrowed from the club caller) 
and enjoyed it so much that he borrowed 
more records and spent most of his free 
time learning and practicing. He called his 
first club dance in 1962 at Tachakawa AFB 
near Tokyo. Before his tour of duty end-
ed, he had called and traveled all over 
Japan, including on top of Mt. Fuji. 
His next duty post was Viet Nam. Here 
he found Chuck Bexley and called with 
him for the Viet Mai Mixers. In 1964 it was 
back to the U.S., and Shaw AFB in 
Sumter, S.C. Here he was involved in the 
organization of the Shaw Flying Squares 
and was one of the original group which 
met to organize the S.C. Federation. 
From Sumter, Jim's next post was 
Tackhli, Thailand. Here there was no 
square dancing, so he became a member 
of a glee club and a church choir, and 
continued to practice his calling. 
In 1966, he was back in the U.S. at 
Charleston AFB, calling for the Swamp 
American Squaredance, May 7990 
Stompers and the Wappoo Wigglers. In 
1970 Jim attended Dick Jones Callers 
School and returned with great en-
thusiasm and a tremendous will to work 
toward the formation of a callers organiza-
tion in South Carolina. In 1971, several 
meetings were held and the association 
was organized with Jim as president. He 
has worked in every aspect of the associa-
tion and the state convention, even to 
making the coffee. 
Jim retired from the Air Force and 
Charleston became home until three 
years ago, when he moved to St. Mary's, 
Georgia, to be supervisor of the Quality 
Assurance program of the Trydent Missile 
Base. He works sixty hours a week at this 
job but has found time to organize a 
square dance group in Kingsland and to 
call for a group in Jacksonville on a 
regular basis. Margaret had to ask his 
boss for time off so they could attend the 
S.C. convention for the special award. 
In his spare time, Jim is a ham radio 
operator and is interested in motorcycles 
and cars. A new interest for him and 
Margaret since moving is boating. Jim 
calls Mainstream through A-2 and cues 
some rounds. He often has contra tips at 
this club dances. He says teaching is 
most rewarding and that square dancing 
is still, exciting, enjoyable and challenging. 
YJ 
"FAMOUS QUOTATIONS" 
1929 "The Stock Market will never crash" 
1949 "Man will never walk on the moon" 
1969 "There will never be a better YAK STACK" 
1989 "Never say Never" 
INTRODUCING 
r THE 	  
DIRECTOR] 
BY<YAK STACK 
The Finest Portable Speaker 
Column Made in America 
100% Horizontal Room Coverage 
Virtually Indestructible Case 
Handles From 1 to 320 Watts 
Weighs Only 25 pounds 
Engineered and Manufactured by 
YAK STACK 
Contact These Authorized Distributors 





1033-E Shary Circle P.O. Box 687 1513 N. 46th Ave. 
Concord, CA 94518 
	
Ridgewood, NJ 07451 
	






For further information, write YAK STACK, PO Box 361, Tolland CT 06084-0361 
or call 203-647-7530 
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by Mary Fabik 
ifighlighis of Paii issues of this Magazine 
25 YEARS AGO—May 1965 
Our theme this month is one-night-
stands and the great potential these in-
troductions to square dancing have in 
drawing vast numbers of people into the 
square dance movement. 
The caller should be careful in choos-
ing his material so it represents modern 
square dancing accurately...He/she 
should keep the primary objectives, fun 
and sociability, in mind. Teaching should 
be kept to an absolute minimum... 
Square dancers and callers who par-
ticipate in one-night-stands should keep 
in mind that a "hard sell" for square dan-
cing is out of place at one-nighters. 
American Squares is eager to promote 
one-night-stands as evenings of fun and 
friendship that can draw many new 
dancers into our activity. Keep it easy, 
keep it fun, and enjoy that next one- 
nighter. 	 Arvid Olson, editor 
From Leo J. Brown, Milwaukee, Wisc., 
comes news of a nationwide effort just 
underway to see square dancing made 
the national dance of the U.S. Dancers are  
urged to write President Johnson, local 
newspapers and TV stations requesting 
that such a declaration be made. Also, 
dancers should urge that the week of 
Sept. 19-26 be set aside as National S/D 
Week. Below is a sample letter to be sent 
to the President: 
"Mr. President: 
"The pioneers started square dancing, 
and through the years improved it by 
adopting parts of many national dances, 
making it truly the blending of nationalities 
and people. 
"Perhaps, Mr. President, by making 
square dancing our national dance, it 
might get thousands of people who do not 
get enough exercise up onto their feet to 
get their needed exercise and have fun 
doing it," 
New Ideas: Pass the ocean (sea) by 
Holman Hudspeth; cross run by Bill 
Jordan. 
10 YEARS AGO— May 1980 
Club Survival suggestions from 
readers: 	Continued on Page 96 
INLAWMtwith Jim & Gerrie Purcell 
March 2-16, 1991, Flights from all key cities 
For brochure and full information 
Jim & Gerrie Purcell, 340 Highland Ave., Randolph MA 02368 
(617) 963-0713 
Fly to Honolulu, then cruise the islands aboard the SS Independence, visit 
Kauai, Hawaii & Maui. All meals & entertainment aboard ship are included. 
7 days & nights of luxury aboard the ship and 4 nights on Oahu. 








The Samson wireless microphone system 
offers outstanding quality with ease of 
operation and minimal size. II is ideal for 
teachers. cuers. callers, or anyone requir 
ing freedom of mobility while using a 
microphone 
This UHF (high band) system with built 
in dbx noise reduction, offers you the 
most advanced technology while deliver 
ing clear, lull frequency sound. Reliable 
operating distances up is 250 feet 
Samson systems are availabe v. in a 
choice of hand held. headset 2r 
type microphone a system io 
requirements 
PORTABLE SOUND SYSTEM 
See us at the National Convention 
in Booth #168 
featuring... 
• Light & Compact 
• Dual Channel 
• Record Reset 
• Wide Range Remote 
Volume Control 
• Three Band Equalizer 
• Two Mic Channels 
• Front Strobe Window 
• 110 or 220 Volt 
THE NEWEST ADDITION TO THE HILTON PRODUCT LINE 
A powerful light weight sound system offering many of the features only 
found in top of the line units. Two independently controlled microphone 
channels, each with volume and tone 
controls. All microphone inputs and tape 
recorder inputs and outputs are grouped 
away from main controls. Remote record 
reset and wide range music volume 
controlled from microphone. Two chan-
nels for use with a monitor speaker or 
in "tandem" for those large dances re-
quiring extra speakers. Separate bass, 
mid-range and treble controls gives 
extremely wide latitude for the music 
program. Redesigned lighter tracking 
tone arm with a high compliance stylus. 
A simple change at the power entrance 
module for 110 or 220 volt 50/ 60 Hz. 
operation. Carrying weight 17.5 pounds. 
WRITE OR CALL FOR A 
COMPLETE INFORMATION PACKAGE 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
1033-E Shary Circle 
Concord, CA 94518 
PHONE: 415-682-8390 
SOUND SYSTEMS • SPEAKERS • SPEAKER STANDS • MICROPHONES • RECORD CASES 
WIRELESS MICROPHONES • CHOREOGRAPHY SOFTWARE 
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WRITE FOR INFORMATION: 
JACK MURTHA — P.O. Box 3055 — Yuba City, CA 95992.3055 — (916) 673-1120 
Everyone who works with small children 
to 8 years old) should have these two records: 




KILOWATT 8'S OF DENVER 
In October, 1989, the Kilowatt 
Eights Square Dance Club of 
Denver, Colorado, held their fif-
tieth Anniversary Dance in the 
grand ballroom of the Univer-
sity of Denver. Gold balloons 
made gala decorations. The 
ballroom has a hardwood floor, 
highly polished, and will ac-
comodate 45 squares. 
Two emcees—Charlie Tuf-
field, club caller for 30 years, 
and Torgy Thorbjornson, one 
of Denver's popular callers— presided. Guest callers and cuers included Herb 
Egender, Jim and Bonnie Bahr, Fred and Elenor Hartwell (who were members of the 
Kilowatts for about ten years before becoming involved in calling), and Jerry Tuffield, 
Charlie's wife. 
Refreshments were provided by the University of Denver's Catering Dept. and con-
sisted of fresh veggies and fruit with dips, punch, coffee and an anniversary cake. 
Two planned surprises were on the program. One was an interruption of a round 
dance by one of the members, dressed as a cleaning lady and mopping the floor. 
The other was an old-time dance tip with live music supplied by a club member who 
plays the tuba, Jerry Tuffield on the accordian, and two other musicians, one on guitar 
and one on violin. The tip consisted of Solomon Levi and Texas Star. Then, there was 
the surprise of surprises, unplanned and unknown until presented—the Bears Square, 
which was eighteen months in preparation and done expressly for the anniversary. 
The Kilowatt 8's anniversary party was a night to remember. 	Dick & Jo King 
A subscription to the LEGACY Club Leadership Journal will be sent to this club, compliments of ASD. 
Great for Classes and Parties! 
SD 506 Virginia Reel 
For Six Couples 
SD 507 Nine Pin Square 





















FOUR BAR 8/QUADRILLE RECORDS 
"The Quality Sound" 
NEW RELEASES: 
4B-6107 WILL THE CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN—Bill 
4B-6106 SHINE ON HARVEST MOON—Bill 
4B-6105 CHAINS—Gary 
4R-Rtna SHF'S ruiNF now GONE—Paul 
4B-6103 MCCLOUD—Mike 
4B-6102 OKIE FROM MUSKOGEE Mike 
RECENT BEST SELLERS: 
48-6101 WHO'S SORRY NOW—Bill Volner 
4B-6100 IF I COULD BOTTLE THIS UP—Bill Volner 
48-6099 TRAIN OF THOUGHT—Gary 
48.6096 THE WANDERER—Gary 
4B-6095 STRONG ENOUGH TO BEND—Paul 
* * * * * 
NEW QUADRILLE RELEASES: 
0-870 WALKIN', TALKIN', CRYIN', BARELY 
BEATIN' BROKEN HEART—Bob 
0-869 STRAIGHT FROM THE FACTORY—Lee 
0-868 YOU ARE THE WOMAN—Ken 
0-867 I CAN'T GIVE YOU ANYTHING BUT LOVE—
Richard Lane 
0-866 BLUE EYES CRYIN' IN THE RAIN—
Lee, Ken, Richard 
O 865 FULL MOON FULL OF LOVE—Art 
0-864 NEVER GIVIN' UP ON LOVE—Bob Hutt 
0-863 WAITING FOR YOU— Bob Hutt 
[Al 
RECENT OUADRILLE BEST SELLERS: 
0-862 PARTNERS. BROTHERS & FRIENDS— 
Lee & Ken 
0.861 DANCIN' SHOES— Art 
0-860 HOOFIN' IT — Hoedown 
CALLERS GET-TOGETHER—Cassettes Vol I & Vol. II 
Both tar $12.95 postpaid. 
EVERYONE IS INVITED TO OUR FREE TRAIL END DANCE 
in the Memphis Ballroom of the Peabody Hotel 
on June 27 at the Memphis National Convention 
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR 
LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION 
CONTRA & EDUCATIONAL RECORDS 
Call or Write for our Free Catalogue. 
Box 7-1 1 
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FEEDBACK 
I am a new square dancer and just love 
it. I love the square dance clothes, the 
crinolines and the festive dresses. They 
set the stage for square dancing. This is 
one activity where I feel completely 
feminine, because of the pretty clothes 
with all the ruffles and bows. 
I wear my prairie skirts to square dance 
class and most people wear prairie or 
jeans. But for our regular dance I hope 
no one gets the idea to change the regular 
clothes. Let's keep square dance clothes 
the way they are or next they will be dan- 
cing in shorts. 	Dorothy Grace 
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania 
I am writing in response to the "Square 
Line" article by Mary Mines in the 
January 1990 issue about whether or not 
women should learn to dance arky. 
Here in Japan it is taken for granted that 
if there are more women than men at a 
dance, some of the women will take the 
man's part. (It is even occasionally true 
that if there are more men than women, 
some of the men will take the woman's 
part.) This is partly due to the fact that 
clubs here are not made up of singles or 
couples, but just a variety of members, so 
that the balance in each club of men and 
women is not always 50/50. 
Also, there are a number of all-women 
square dance clubs, so that at dances in  
some areas there are almost always more 
women than men. In some of the all-
women clubs, some dancers learn only 
the man's part and don't even know how 
to do the man's part. 
However, I think that in most cases 
women learn to dance arky after they are 
already fairly proficient dancers. I, for ex-
ample, am a switch-hitter (dancer?). I 
dance either part equally well, even 
though I belong to a mixed club (although 
I have to admit that I do occasionally start 
to go the wrong way for the grand right 
and left). Often many of the men will be 
late in arriving because of work or 
whatever, and so I'll dance the man's part 
until enough men arrive. Or at a large 
dance where there are more women than 
men, rather than sit out because of the 
lack of a partner, I'll just ask another 
woman to dance. It seems to me that the 
more people who get to dance, the bet-
ter. After all, isn't that the whole point of 
square dancing? 	Martha Ogasawara 
Tajimi-shi, Japan 
TRAIL DANCE 
Historic Vicksburg, Mississippi 
Tuesday, June 26, 8-11 PM 
Hawkins Methodist Church 
Halls Ferry Road 
Caller: SAM SANDERS 
For more information, call 
601-638-1195 or 636-1395 
(Take time to see Vicksburg Battlefield) 
DOUBLE T 
SQUARE DANCE SERVICES 
PO Box 28, Streamwood IL 60107 
(312) 289-5590 
20,000 RECORDS IN STOCK 
Try our 24 Hour Phone Service 
"THE MOST INFORMATIVE 'TAPE' GOING" 
WRITE FOR FREE SERVICES CATALOG PACKET 




IN IN PI I! 
CONVENTION t90  
 






7th Canadian National 
Square & Round Dance Convention 
at the 
Vancouver Trade & Convention Centre 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA 
JULY 26, 27 & 28, 1990 
03.1110710+ r 
411.44 
REGIS ER NOW! 






Who makes the decision in your club 
to have a club dance? Who makes the 
decision in your club to cancel a club 
dance? 
Opposite sides of the same coin. Sure, 
I realize the enormous amounts of time, 
money, and energy we exert to get dan-
cers to attend our dances...but what hap-
pens when weather, or some other emer-
gency, forces cancellation of a dance? 
Who makes the decision? Is your club 
prepared with an "emergency cancellation 
plan"? 
Your club's emergency cancellation 
plan should include these steps: 
1. A decision by the board, president, or 
other designated person(s) to cancel the 
dance. This decision should be based on 
many common sense criteria. 
For instance, if the police are asking 
everyone to stay out of an area, or off the 
roads because of weather conditions, or 
other emergency; then, obviously, you 
should not endanger the lives of your dan-
cers or callers. If freeways in the area are 
closed due to ice and snow, your dance 
should he cancelled. 
2. The banner chairman or designated 
"temporary" banner chairman (should 
the appointed person/couple be unable to 
attend the dance) should be notified to 
call and cancel any clubs that have 
planned to attend. Those clubs' banner 
chairman and president should be called 
and they should, in turn, notify their club 
members. 
3. The caller(s)/cuer(s) and any other 
special guests should be notified as early 
as possible of the cancellation. Many 
times they travel from longer distances 
and may even have dancers that they 
Continued on Page 78 
the ASHTON AMPLIFIER SYSTEMS 
. . . when you call for the very best 
VERSATILE! 
Each model is available with any or all of these 
extra features: 
Built in Samson Wireless Mike 
Built in Variable Speed Tape Recorder 
Digital Speed Indicator 
LED Power Meter 
Send for Free Brochure & Prices 
222 Stonegate Circle, San Jose CA 95110 (408)995-6544 
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C-710 ANOTHER SQUARE DANCE CALLER—Marshall Flippo 
C-116 ZINGER/TODAY—Hoedown 
C-525 LOVE ME HONEY DO—Ken Bower 
C-115 GYSPY FEET/YESTERDAY (Hoedown) 
C-322 FREEDOM—Gary Shoemake 
C-524 DIM THE LIGHTS—Ken Bower 
C-415 RED RIVER VALLEY—Beryl Main 
C-217 I'M GONNA SING—Jerry Haag 
C-809 HELP—Scott Smith 
1990 CHAPARRAL CONVENTIONS 
August 31-September 2 OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 
May 25-27 KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 
October 5-7 BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN 
KEN BOWER BERYL MAIN 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
CHAPARRAL RECORDS, INC. 
1425 Oakhill Drive, Plano, TX 75075 
(214) 423-7389 
, 	if ) 	• 
( Chaparral 
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by Bill Johnson 
I have two computer programs for com-
piling dances on a Commodore 64, one 
for four couples which is basically 
modular and taken from tapes and the 
pages of ASD, and the other for two 
couples which is live and creative. 
The 4C one started off being a collec-
tion of get-ins, zeros, conversions and 
get-outs at Plus, Advanced and C-1 
levels—like four sets of building blocks 
that could be combined in various ways. 
Some of the sequences seemed rather 
long, however, and the idea arose to split 
them into wave lengths, to go from RH 
wave to RH wave and thus make more 
building blocks. 
But the cart soon pulled the horse and 
it ended with 150 blocks for there are of 
course, many parallel wave configura-
tions. It became necessary to devise a 
system of notation for the waves, one 
which might be of more general interest. 
If we keep the men as 1,2,3,4 and 
make the ladies 5,6,7,8, then the RH 
waves that contain No. 1 man can be 
simply read off from the left; thus Heads 
pass the ocean and extend gives 1672; 
Acey deucey from there will lead to 4671, 
and so on. If the number ever contains 
the same digit twice, or contains a 3, then 
a mistake must have been made. 
The computer adds zero to the wave 
numbers and stores the get-outs from 
there—thus for 6125 they are at 61250 to 
61259 a handy and speedy reference. 
These get-outs will be to other waves, or 
to a zero box, zero line, RLG or A/L. 
And that's about it—short sequences 
American Squaredance, May 1990 
have an automatic wheel around to kick 
them off again from a zero line, long ones 
go direct to the nearest RLG. Thars and 
alamos (although both really are waves, 
crossed or endless) are treated 
seperately. 
The 2C system is more creative in the 
sense that every move is based on the 
position of the dancers after the previous 
call; there is no set pattern or "off the 
hook" modules. 
There's a location number for every 
position in the square where No.1 Man 
could be (and with phantoms this runs in-
to several thousand), the number consists 
of four digits which reading from the left 
for facing direction, ends and centres; 
handedness, belles & beaus; and 
rotation. 
In symmetric dancing the first three are 
either 0 or 1 and the fourth is 1,2,3,4—a 
typical number would be 1014. In asym-
metry where the same sexes can be 
together or on the same side of a box or 
where original partner can be once or 
twice removed then the third digit can 
also be 4,5,7,8—too complex to explain 
here! 
Every movement has an entry code 
from which the computer updates the 
location and resultant formation—
selection can be at full random (the initial 
call would be one of 90) or restricted per 
level (Plus, Advanced, C1, C2, C3) or 
modified by mixed sex, APD or with or 
without phantoms as preselected. 
If the first call were to be spin the top 
(Y11-E5) then the location would become 
1012—No.1 man being the centre of a RH 
wave with the other woman beside him, 
and backing onto spot 2. The Y codes 
apply where all the dancers do the same 
(in this case change partner and move 1 
place), and the E code (one of 25) says 
that beaux become centres and belles 
change handedness. Where there is ir-
regular rotation T,U,V and W codes 
replace Y, and where in asymmetry there 
are irregular partner changes (as with 
ends fold from an inverted line) then there 
Continued on Page 100 
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BLUE STAR RELEASES: 
2390 	HELLO MEDLEY 
2389 ONE HUNDRED 
2388 MY SHADOW 
2387 	MEMPHIS 
2386 14 KARAT 
2385 	BUTTON UP 
2384 WITCH DOCTOR, 
2363 COCOANUTS, 
2382 	HERE'S JOHNNIE/THERE'S 
2381 TROT THE 
2380 	JUST THE 
DANCE RANCH RELEASES: 
698 	CAN'T STOP 
697 WE GOT THE 
BOGAN RELEASES: 
1381 	YES. YES, 
1380 ACE IN THE 
MERRBACH RECORD 
(Star's Favorite), Johnnie Wykoff 
DEGREE PLUS PATTER, David 
AND ME, Mary & J.0 Norris 
GAVE BIRTH TO ROCK AND ROLL, D. 
GOLD, Johnnie Wykoff 




FOX. Nancy Carver 
WAY YOU ARE, Nancy Carver 
MY HEART, Chuck Myers 
MEMORIES, Chuck Myers 
YES, Ken Jeffries 
HOLE, John Aden 
SERVICE 
Square Dance 
Davis/Riocky Chatwell 	Hoedown 
Round Dance 
Davis/R. Chatwell 	Square Dance 
Square Dance 










WE STOCK MOST SOUARE AND ROUND DANCE LABELS: CHAPARAL, ESP, RED BOOT WINDSOR, WAGON 
WHEEL, RANCH HOUSE. RAWHIDE, RHYTHM. LOU MAC, HI-HAT, STING, SNOW. GRENN, CHINOOK, FOUR 
BAR B. JOPAT, KALOX, SCOPE. TNT ROYAL. EUREKA. BIG MAC, CIRCLED, QUADRILLE, GOOD VIBRATIONS. 
and many others. 
SCHOOL AND PRE-SCHOOL RECORDS AND TAPES: KIMBO, MELODY HOUSE, EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES, 
BOWMAR and others. 
A GOOD LINE OF MICROPHONES IN STOCK: Electro-voice, AKG, Shure, Audio-Technica, Passo 
and Asiatic. We have Williams Wireless and Samson Systems. 
FOR YOUR TAPING NEEDS: "Blank Cassettes" 5-Minute, 15-Minute, 30-Minute, 45-Minute, 
60-Minute and 90-Minute with or without boxes, labels extra. 
WE STOCK: Ampex 456 Grand Master reel to reel in 2-Inch, 1-Inch, 1/2 -Inch and 1/4 -Inch. Quarter 
inch in bulk pancakes also. (2500 feet x 1/4 inch) 
WE SELL AND SERVICE A COMPLETE LINE OF "CALIFONE" PRODUCTS—For dance schools, 
pre-schools, cloggers, square dance and churches. 
WE SERVICE AND REPAIR AND HAVE PARTS FOR: Some Newcombs — Califone — Hilton 
SOUND CONSULTANTS: Bids and estimates for S/D halls and churches. 
TAPE SERVICE—New Releases for only $24.00 per year subscription. This service will help you 
select your latest singing calls and hoedowns soon after they reach our store. You keep the tape! 
Write or call today for a Free Sample. 
_ 
We 
When in Houston come 
Monday thru Friday 
Saturday 
If placing an order atter 
VISA AND MASTERCARD 
PO Box 7309, Houston, 
have a new supply of PLASTIC SLEEVES/4 
12C each, 1-49 	10c each, 50-99 
see us: 
closed Wednesday 
hours. by phone. recorder will answer 
ACCEPTED 
MERRBACH RECORD 
TX 77248-7309 	 323 
2.1 
MP NV 




SC each, 100 & up 
8:30 AM to 5:00 PM CST 
9:00 AM to 1:00 PM CST 
(4th ring) 	 713-862-7077 
SERVICE 
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RHYME TIME 
IN PRAISE OF THE SQUARES 
Allemande left and do-sa-do, 
Around in a circle here we go. 
One couple in and one couple out 
Away we spin with a laugh and a shout. 
Square dancing is such a special treat 
For youthful toes or elderly feet. 
It's my favorite American tradition 
As long as they give us—intermission! 
Jean Conder Soule 
Springfield, Pennsylvania 
S-Q-U-A-R-E D-A-N-C-E-S 
S Square up your sets with a happy glow 
Q Quiet your nerves with a do-sa-do 
U Unwind your limbs with a promenade 
A And see those heebie-jeebies fade 
R Rollaway with a half sashay 
E Each tribulation that comes your way 
D Dispel your gloom with an outstretched hand 
A A right and left and allemande 
N No tonic like a toe and heel 
C Completing together a wheel and deal 
E Everyone dancing will eventually find 
S Square dancing is healthy for body and mind. 
Harold Haskell 
Leominster, Massachusetts 
SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS 
Create an original square dance dress for yourself or your club at a 
fraction of the ready-to-wear prices. Easy to make, extra-full, eight 
gore skirt with three neckline choices and matching scarf. Patterns 
in multi-sizes (5-7-9, 6-8-10, 12-14-16, 18-20-40). 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Mail to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC. 
P.O. Box 170119 
Arlington, Texas 76003 
Pattern *275 	4510 ea. Size(s) 
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED S 
Name 	 
Address  
City 	 State 	Zip 
Add for 	1 Pattern —61.60 3 Patterns-62.90 
postage & handling:2 Paltems—$2.35 4 Patterns-6325 
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Elmer Sheffield Jr. 
Bob Newman 
Craig Rowe 
Bob Van Antwerp 
1(7,4  




ESP 163 BURGERS AND FRIES by Elmer 
ESP 524 YOUNG AT HEART by Bob Newman 
ESP 015 BLUE FIDDLE WALTZ (Round) by Jim 
RECENT RELEASES: 
ESP 712 SITTIN' ON TOP OF THE WORLD by Craig 
ESP 211 NOBODY'S SWEETHEART NOW by Bob Van 
ESP 523 PADDLIN' MADDLIN HOME 
by Bob Newman 
ESP 162 PUT ON YOUR OLD GRAY BONNET 
by Elmer 
ESP 014 IT HAD TO BE YOU (Round) by Jim 
* Guest 
appearance by 







GREAT NEW RELEASE 
* * * JP/ESP 801 JUST BUMMIN' AROUND 
by Jerry 
BEST SELLERS: 
JP/ESP 232 THAT OLD WHEEL by Joe 
JP/ESP 230 I HAVE YOU by Joe 
JP/ESP 121 I NEVER SEE MAGGIE ALONE 
by Elmer 
WRITE FOR CATALOG AND INFORMATION 
ESP, 2213 S. Adams St.,Tallahassee FL 32301 
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LOVE FOR TWO 
Callerlab Round of the Quarter, April-June 1990 
CHOREOGRAPHY: Wilson & Ann McCreary 
RECORD: MGR 062 (HH815) 
FOOTWORK: Opposite, except as noted. 
PHASE: II+ 1 (Fishtail) 
SEQUENCE: INTRO AB AB ENDING 
RHYTHM: Two-step 
INTRO 
1-4 	WAIT;; APT,—, PT,—; TOG SCP LOD TCH; 
(1-2) In OP fcg wall (ptr wait 2 meas;; (3) apt L,—, pt R,—; (4) tog R to SCP fcg LOD,—, tch L.—; 
PART A 
1-4 	2 FWD TWO-STEPS;; CUT BACK TWICE; DIP & REC; 
(1) In scp fcg LOD fwd L, cl R. fwd L,—; (2) fwd R, cl L, fwd R,—; (3) XLIF, bk R, XLIF, bk R; 
(4) dip bk L,—, rec fwd R,—; 
5-8 	CIRC AWAY TWO-STEP; TOG TWO-STEP CP WALL; 2 TRNG TWO-STEPS CP LOD;; 
(5) Circ away from ptr fwd L, cl R, fwd L,—; (6) circ tog fwd R, cl L, fwd R to CP fcg wall,-; 
(7) trng rf sd L, cl R, bk L.—; (8) trng rf sd R, cl L, fwd R to CP fcg LOD,—; 
9-12 2 FWD TWO-STEPS;; PROG SCIS BJO LOD;; 
(9) Fwd L, cl R, fwd L,—; (10) fwd R, cl L, fwd R,—; (11) sd L, cl R XRIF (W XIB) to SCAR fcg DW,—, 
(12) sd R, cl L, XRIF (W XIB) to BJO fcg LOD,—; 
13-16 FWD HITCH; HITCH SCIS SCP LOD,—; TWIRL 2; WK 2 BFLY WALL; 
(13) Fwd L, cl R, bk L,—; (14) bk R, cl L, fwd R (W sd R twd RLOD, cl R, XLIF) to SCP fcg LOD,—; 
(15) fwd L,—, fwd R (W twl rf R,—,L),—; (16) fwd L, 	fwd R to BFLY fcg wall,—; 
PART B 
1-4 	SAND STEP TWICE;; 2 SD CLS; WK 2 CP WALL; 
(1) In BFLY fcg wall tch L toe to R instep, tch L heel to R instep, XLIF,—; (2) tch R toe to L 
instep, tch R heel to L instep, XRIF.—; (3) sd L, cl R, sd L, cl R; (4) fwd L,—, twd R to CP fcg wall,—; 
5-8 	LF TURNING BOX DW;;;; 
(5) Trng If 1/4 sd L, cl R, fwd L to fc RLOD,—; (6) trng If 1/4 sd R, cl L, bk R to fc COH.—; 
(7) trng If 1/4 sd L, cl R, fwd L to fc RLOD,—; (8) trng rf 3/8 sd R, cl L, bk R to BJO fcg DW,—; 
9-12 FWD BJO CK; FISHTAIL; WALK 2; 2 FWD LKS; 
(9) Fwd L twd LOD,—, fwd R ckg fwd motion,—; (10) XLIB (W XIF), sd R, fwd L, lk RIB (W lk LIF); 
(11) fwd L,—, fwd R,—; (12) fwd L, lk RIB (W LK LIF), fwd L, lk RIB (W lk LIF); 
13-16 HITCH 4; WK 2 CP WALL; TWISTY VINE 4; PIVOT 2 SCP LOD; 
(13) In BJO fcg LOD fwd L, cl R, bk L, cl R; (14) fwd L,—, fwd R trng to CP fcg wall,—; (15) sd L, 
XRIB (W XIF) to SCAR fcg RLOD, sd L trng to CP fcg wall, XRIF mnvrg to CP fcg RLOD (W XIB); 
(16) pvtg rf bk L,—, fwd R to SCP fcg LOD,—; 
ENDING 
1-4 	2 FWD TWO-STEPS;; TWIRL VINE 2; APT PT; 
(1) In SCP fcg LOD fwd L, cl R, fwd L,—, (2) fwd R, cl L, fwd R,—; (3) fwd L trng to fc ptr,—. XRIB 
(W twl rf R,—L),—; (4) apt L,—, pt R,—, 
*14 • oot tw 
409 North 7th St. 
Hiawatha KS 66434 
913-742-3673 
-CD101— Please Don't Ever Get Tired 
Of Lovin' Me by Bob 
CD102— I Picked A San Antonio Rose 
by Bob 
CD103— Poor Boy by Bill 
CRR001—Don't Waste It On The Blues 
Round Dance by Bob & Vida 
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4-Gore 10-Gore 
With pockets 
The answer to your dilemma is the 
Tawz Pocket 
)0 • 
12 Solid Colored Pleats 
with 12 contrasting pleats 
Circular 
Includes all 7 skirt styles shown 
and Peasant Blouse pattern, tool 
Shirley's Patterns are also 
available at your local sin Shnp 
Peasant Blouse 
Pattern 	t J 
Sizes Small. 
Medium 
Large .  






1-Size-fits-all S4 95 +$1.50 
pstg 




Square Dance MAIL ORDER CATALOG 0 
Contains newest S/D patterns: plus apparel including 
skirts. blouses. shirts, petticoats. pettipants and 
Beginner Discount specials! 	SALE PAGE! 
Send $1.00 refunded on 1st $10.00 order 
SHIRLEY'S S/D SHOPPE 
Route 9-D Box 423 Dept B 
Hughsonville, NY 12537 
Telephone (914) 297-8504 
CLUB OFFICERS: To introduce your new CLASS MEMBERS to our Catalog, we will send you 
12 FREE copies if you'll send $1.00 to help defray postage costs. Limit — 12 free copies per class 
• .41 1%terpolir'idir .1 
Circular 
Double Ruffle 
Do you enjoy leaving your purse unattended at a dance? 
Does you partner enjoy carrying your essentials in his pocket? 
We are Square Dance specialists and have designed the TAWZ POCKET with you in 
mind. The TAWZ POCKET is unique. It clips to your belt or dress. Looks small on 
the outside but with three compartments is roomy on the inside. Fun to make and easy to 
obtain. 
12 exciting colors to choose from: White, Black, Beige, Brown, Red, Pink, Baby Pink, 
Lavender, Purple, Navy, Powder Blue, Kelly Green 
Order the Kit complete with pattern and pre-cut fabric for only $4.95 (+52.00 S/H.) 
Finished TAWZ POCKET ready to attach to your outfit for S12.95 ( + $3.00 S/H.) 
Send Check or Money Order (U.S. Currency please) and desired color to COLLEEN'S 
ORIGINALS, P.O. BOX 1707, CUMMING, GA. 30130. 
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Cl oubt2e M cPkoducttONa 911c. 
4110 WILLOW RIDGE ROAD. ISO 
ADDRESS DOUGLASVILLE, GA .10130 
CITY.STATE,ZIP 	 (404) 949-3640 
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B arbara Fisher's dress is made of green and white polyester fabric that 
she purchased at the Seattle National 
Convention from Twirl-Away Togs. The 
skirt is mini-pleated and the dress is cool 
and comfortable, as befits Hawaii's warm 
evenings. Barbara was chairman of the 
convention fashion show this year. She 
and her partner were happy to be dan-
cing; Barbara has overcome a serious ill-
ness during the past year. 
berm fine 
A t the 1990 Hawaiian convention, 
A many square dance outfits were 
made out of distinctive island fabrics. 
When dancers live far from square dance 
shops, they become innovative about us-
ing local fabrics with lovely prints. 
Pictured here are John and Ahiko 
McGregor, chairmen of this year's con-
vention. Ahiko's dress and the trim on 
John's shirt is of black and white polyester 
fabric in a hibiscus print. 
quake ((ate (Patton 
We have the following brands In stock for immediate shipment: 
Authentic 	• 	C & C Originals 	• 	Kwik Sew 
Ruffle Collection 	• 	Fann Burrus 
ENCLOSE $1.00 FOR CATALOG 
BERMUDA 1991 
2nd ROUND DANCE FESTIVAL (Phases IV—V—VI) 
Thursday, February 7 to Tuesday, February 12, 1991 
CUERS: Richard & Joanne Lawson, Alabama 
Peter & Beryl Barton, Ontario 
12th SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE CONVENTION 
Thursday, February 14, to Thursday, February 21. 1991 
CALLERS: Jim Purcell — Carl Hanks — Jim Lee — Bob Silva 
CUERS: Richard & Joanne Lawson 
Betty Hanks — Norma Silva — Shelly Lee 
THREE HALLS: Plus — A-1 — A-2 
NEW! 	— 1st CLOGGING FESTIVAL — 	NEW! 
Thursday, February 21 to Monday, February 25, 1991 
INSTRUCTORS: Charlie Burns, KY — Jeff Driggs, W.V. 
TWO HALLS — Easy & Intermediate to Advanced 
TO BE HELD AT... 
THE DELUXE SONESTA BEACH HOTEL...in Bermuda!! 
Come for Any — All — Or Part!! 
FOR INFORMATION: BERMUDA, PO Box 145, Avon MA 02322 
Tel.: 617-963-0713 
MATCHING VETT ID Ft I E 
A FORM FITTING pant of NYLON TRICOT with SHIRRED-
ON MATCHING LACE. Cool, comfortable and light weight. 
In sizes: P(6-8), S(I0), 8(12), L(14), 18.(16) corresponding dress sizes 
WITH YOUR PURCHASE OF 
The SENSATIONAL  
ETTiCOAT  
An 80 YARD DOUBLE petticoat of FIRM NYLON SHEER 
that is LACE TRIMMED on the hemline of the 4 tiered 
skirt. The 1" elasticized ADJUSTABLE waist and nylon 
tricot ADJUSTABLE (snip - top) YOKE make an easy fit. 
ORDER the SHORTIE for 17",18",19",20" - REGULAR 20",21",22",21", lengths 
CHOOSE from 16 colors: white, black, red, navy, brown, wine, purple, 
royal, kelly, natural, yellow, peach, medium pink, powder blue, sou, 
A $46.00 value - WITH THIS COUPON - 	1 y $37.80 
FREE 
TheCatchall 1813 Ninth Wichita Falls, TX 76301 
ikiiiumamuMUNLIMMILIWNialaAlm.anampmaa.mummt.minar 
ORDER NOW I MONEY SACK GUARANTEE I 
YES I Please rush 	sets at $17.80 plus $4.60 shipping 
11  I have CIRCLED my color and size choices. 	Texas add 7% tax ENCLOSED is my check or money order. ALLOW 10 days SHIPPING 
(I Please SHIP to: 	(j Please SEND a catalog at no charge to: 
Name 	  
Address  
.._.ifilL....City 	  State 	Zip 	  
SERVICE and ASSISmaCi (817) 766-1612 ij  
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C aller Dean Fisher of Coll-ingwood, Ontario, sent us 
a full page Huronia newspaper 
photo-feature on square danc-
ing, naming also Don and 
Elaine Whitford and the Mid-
land Grand Squares. 
F rom New Albany, Indiana, enmes word that Phil and 
Norma Roberts have retired 
from round dance teaching. 
T he Catalyst, Schenectady, N.Y. area) honored caller/ 
leaders Glen/Connie Young for 
30-year continuous work with 
the Electric City Twirlers. 
A caravan of RV's will be heading down to Mem-
phis, Tennessee, from Oregon 
to help promote Portland as the 
possible site of the 1994 Na-
tional Convention, say Rex and 
Sylvia Anderson. 
M ichigan caller Bill Peter-son received 40 calls and 
signed up four sets as a result 
of a Detroit Free press column 
by Bill Laitner quoting health 
benefits of square dancing from 
Duane and Barbara Smith. 
F lorida's non-stop dancing seniors Charles and Elea-
nore Hocevar reached 432 
days of dance on March 9 at 
Strawberry Square, Plant City. 
n Hawley, Minn., a retirement 
I party was held for caller Don 
and Martha Littlefield, now 
enjoying traveling in Florida. 
41 
TeopOe 
IN THE NEWS 
T his scene could be Any-where, LISA, but it hap-
pens to be at a dance in Square 
Dance Lane, Wichita Falls, 
Texas. as shot by Fred McCall. 
Fred is one of our prolific 
photographic contributors. 
W hale we're covering Texas, we'll report that Lonnie 
Montgomery is still actively 
dancing in the Lubbock area at 
age 90. according to Carlton 
and Theron Tanner and an ar-
ticle in the Avalanche-Journal. 
He started in 1930 when 
"women wore ankle-length 
dresses and a steel ring to hold 
the skirts out.-  
A ccording to Ken and Phyllis Perry of Jefferson 
City, Missouri, and seen in the 
Jefferson City New Tribune, a 
group of Show-Me-State square 
dancers (Spinning Heels and 
Circle Bobs) showed legislators 
how to swing at a hearing to 
designate square dancing as 
Missouri's official folk dance. 
Spokeswoman and impromptu 
caller was Shirley Baxter. 
faller Tony McUmber pro-vided the next three items. 
First, from U.S. News and World 
Report, a photo of Laura Hargis 
shown square dancing in Cen-
treville, Va., with friends, de-
picts the activity as an antidote 
for heart attacks in women. 
American Squaredance. May 1990 
ven Life Magazine, in cov-
G ering what goes on in the 
Pentagon in Washington, D.C., 
the largest military facility in the 
world, showed a photo of the B 
'n B Club dance there. 
F inally, from Road Rider, we learn that the Dancing 
Wheels of the Willamette Valley 
in Oregon go on monthly motor 
cycle/square dance outings in 
both Oregon and Washington, 
according to Mary Wagner in 
a three-page photo-story. 
S hown here are Sam and Betty Mitchell, recipients 
of the Top Prairie '85 award for 
Easy Lovin' and T.P. '86 award 
for Serenade, belatedly presen-
ted by Al and Donna Horn of 
P-M-D-O-U Records. Other 
recipients were Kim Hohnholt 
and Chuck Donahue. 
t has been announced that 
I Bob Scraper has sold Car-
dinal Records to B.J. Carna-
han of 4-Bar-B Records 
O n March 8, the nationally-televised Good Morning 
America show ran a S/D seg-
ment extolling fitness, set up by 
Bill and Bobbie Myriuck of 
California's Blue Book. 
T opeka, Kansas, was the location of a party and 
milestone in the lives of popular 
round dance leaders Frank and 
Ruth Lanning, celebrating six-
ty years of marriage. 
Join the 
4th 
World Square Dance 
Convention 
Austria 
(Sept. 29 &30, 1990) 
Passion Play Year 
Pre & Post Tours: 
• Romantic Road & Passion Play • Vienna & Budapest • Holy Land 
• Additional week in Seefeld 
Daily Optional Tours: 
• Fairytale Bavarian Excursion • Venice • Tyrolean Evening 
• Shopping excursion to Innsbruck and Northern Italy 
• Excursion to Salzburg • Best of Switzerland • Oktoberfest 
Departures starting September 23, 1990 
Prices starting from $1196.50 Per Person 
(9 Days—Per person based on double occupancy, plus $23 00 departure tax) 
For a Full Color Brochure call: 
National: 1-800-545-8687 
Illinois: 1-708-771-3200 






R & R VIDEO 
INTERNATIONAL 
3649 Whittler Boulevard 
Los Angeles. CA 90023 
213/262-5942 
From: 
-: -v, l•  
Darting /tips 
---  
by Harold & Lill Bausch 
by Harold & Lill Bausch 
So many opinions are heard about our 
hobby, so many views, and all from some 
very different situations. It is time we bring 
some perspective to things. 
Your opinion and mine are drawn from 
our own personal experiences. I must 
add, however, that I have been exposed 
to most every area of our great nation, for 
I have called in all sections of the U.S. and 
two foreign countries. Even so I have been 
exposed only to the clubs and festivals for 
which I have called, and still do not pre-
tend to understand all situations. 
Our situations are all different, just as 
our areas are. For example: my state of 
Nebraska has a population of 1,577,000, 
a population density of 20 people per 
square mile. The city of Los Angeles has 
1,389,850; New York City has 5,494,649 
more people than our entire state. The 
population density of these cities must be 
in the thousands, instead of 20. How can 
we possibly have all the types of clubs 
and programs? We can't. Take the state 
of Wyoming, population of 492,000, popu-
lation density of five people per square 
mile. They, too, cannot have all the types  
of clubs that the metropolitan areas have. 
What I am trying to get across is that 
our areas are different and our needs and 
practicalities are different. That is not to 
say the people of Wyoming or Nebraska 
are not as good or as smart. It does tell 
me that we cannot afford the same things. 
When I speak of Advanced and 
Challenge clubs hurting our areas, I am 
not speaking of Los Angeles or New York, 
I am speaking of the midwest and areas 
like this that do not have an excess of 
dancers, or people. 
I stress that we should approach square 
dancing as entertainment, not challenge. 
There are more parts of the U.S. that 
approximate our situation here in the 
heart of America than approximate the 
heavily populated areas. There are more 
five-to-fifteen square clubs than there are 
40-or-more square clubs. There are more 
areas that depend on 500-1,000 square 
dancers to keep the area going than areas 
with millions of people. That is why I urge 
moderation in the complication in our pro-
grams. I do not believe most areas can 
afford to split into many groups, as our 
programs would have us do. I forget who 
it was that made the famous quote, 
"Divide and conquer," but to divide our 
dancers into many section is to dilute the 
strength of the overall program. 
It is my belief that in most areas, it 
would be better to have only the 
Mainstream and Plus programs. All calls 
above this should be used only as a fea- 
Continued on Page 94 
Plus Square Dancing (DBD) with DON McWHIRTER 
• : Vol 1 Teacup Chain to Relay the Ducey 
Vol. 2-Cross Foe to Spin Chain and Exchange the Gears 
Western Dancing with MAXINE PEARL 
(.] Vol. 2-10-step: with Variations; and Others 
Clogging With MARILYN HANSEN 
0 Vol. 1- Beginning Clogging 
Basic Square Dancing with LARRY McBEE 
ID Vol. 1-1 !tiro 23 
O Vol. 2-24 thru 49 
O Vol. 3-Mainstream 
Basic Round Dancing with BOB & EDNA FAUDREE 
O Phase 1 & 2-Fraulein 8 St. Louis Blues 
O Phase 3 & 4-Answer Me 
Contra Dancing with HAL RICE 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY 	 STATE 	ill' 
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NEW ON CHINOOK LABEL RECO RDS 
CK-104 LIVIN' IN THE HOUSE by Bill 
CK-103 ARE THERE ANY MORE LIKE YOU by Daryl 
CK-102 ME & MILLIE by Daryl 
CK-101 MAGIC CARPET by Dan & Joe 
CK-100 IT'S NOT FOR ME TO SAY by Joe 
CK-099 TENNESSEE SIX STRING by Daryl 
CK flog OLD WIDDI by Bet. 
CK-041 WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD by Daryl 
CK-096 YOUR MEMORY WINS AGAIN by Dan 
CK-095 EVERYBODY'S SWEETHEART by Joe 
CX-094 I'LL BE YOUR BABY TONIGHT by Dan 
CK-093 HUMMINGBIRD by Daryl 
SUMMER: 7915 N. Clarendon 
Portland OR 97203 
503-285-7431 
WINTER: PO Box 919 SP. 542 
Apache Jet. AZ 85217 
602-983.3013 
HD-123 THE ONE THAT GOT AWAY by Jerry 
HD-122 HELLO TROUBLE by John Kwaiser 
HD-121 RUBBERNECKIN' by Terry Mosier 
HD-120 SLOWLY I'M FALLING by Doug Davis 
HD-119 SLIPPIN' AWAY by Mike 









THE BILL PETERS 
CALLERS GUIDEBOOK SERIES 
PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES 	 Book 1A 
In-depth coverage of all patter calling presentation techniques including music. 
timing, body flow, voice techniques, showmanship, etc. The perfect guidebook 
for the beginning caller 	 $7.95 
SINGING CALL TECHNIQUES 	 Book 2 
The most complete how-to-do-it book about singing calls ever published. Includes 
instructions for changing, improvising and "hashing" singing calls plus more 
than 150 singing call dances 	 $7.95 
THE ART OF PROGRAMMING 	 Book 4 
Offers detailed descriptions of a modern caller's day-to-day programming 
responsibilities, including all program planning techniques and tips for pro-
gramming a complete season, an individual dance, a tip, or a single routine or 
figure 	 $7.95 
Order postpaid by sending check or money order to: 
BILL PETERS, P.O. Box 10692, Zephyr Cove NV 89448 
Canadian or overseas orders, U.S. Funds please. Add $3.50 for Air Mail. 
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SclUARE DANCE SOUND EQUIPMENT 
Continued from April Issue 
by Brian Hotchkies 
Adjustment of volume was also easier 
to control with pre-recorded music than 
it was with "live" instruments. In the ear-
ly days speed variation of records was dif-
ficult to obtain, but as we know now, this 
benefit would also come in time. 
In my early days, variable speed turn-
tables were difficult to come by, and those 
that were available were very heavy and 
bulky. We settled on a set speed unit, to 
which we fitted a little felt pad on an ad-
justable arm that would touch the side of 
the turntable as it rotated—a little brutal 
I admit, but it worked. In those days we 
used two independent systems (amplifier/ 
speakers): one for music, the other for 
voice. The amplifiers may have been simi-
lar, but the music speaker was a big 
enclosure which measured about 3 feet 
high, 14 inches deep and 18 inches wide 
(you can convert to metric if you wish). 
The voice was usually reproduced via two 
columns which were placed on each side 
of the stage. In those days our amplifiers 
were the "valve" type with generated 
quite a lot of heat—look out for any 
records left on top of one... I still believe 
that because of the valve amplifiers 
(which produced a very "full" sound), and 
massive music speaker enclosure, our 
music reproduction in the early days was 
superior to that of today, but the vocal 
clarity is many times better today than it 
was then, due mainly to better quality 
speakers and amplification available for 
voice reproduction. 
Specialty square dance sound systems 
such as Newcomb, Del-Sound, Clinton  
and Hilton were not available in our early 
days here in Australia. As a result, many 
of us built our own systems, by buying an 
amplifier here and speakers there. The 
result was a "hybrid" system which re-
quired an army to bring it into the hall, and 
an audio engineer to set it up. One thing 
it did do, was to help keep us fit. The 
sound quality varied considerably, but in 
most cases the voice reproduction left a 
lot to be dosircd. 
The fidelity of sound for square danc-
ing is more critical than the usually re-
quired for general public address. The 
music does not need to be hi-fi, in fact 
some of the better systems such as Hilton 
have very lo-fi music. It does need to be 
relatively free of distortion—music that 
sounds mushy is not pleasant to dance 
or call to. Similarly, the voice reproduction 
should be clean. A muddy call presents 
major problems for the dancers and 
severely restricts what the caller is able 
to call to the floor. 
Controls on the music (pre) amplifier 
should include independent bass and tre-
ble, so that the caller can build the sound 
of his music. The vocal amplification must 
be crisp and clear, with sufficient bass to 
prevent the sound from being harsh and 
clinical. The equalization (bass/treble) of 
the voice on some imported amplifiers is 
built into the one control, turn the knob 
one way and you get bass boost/treble 
cut, turn it the other way and the reverse 
effect is achieved. 
Too much bass or treble in either the 
music or voice does not tend to produce 
good, clean sound. The majority of an 
amplifier's output energy is taken up pro-
ducing bass sound, so if this frequency 
area can be limited, the available power 
for mid-range frequencies can be greatly 
increased. The high frequency range is 
also wasted in a square dance hall and 
can create hearing problems for the 
dancers, if it is excessive. For this reason, 
manufacturers of the most popular spe-
cialty sound systems have designed 
the freqency curve of their pre-amplifiers 
to restrict the power-consuming "bottom 
Continued on Page 100 
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THE COLLEGES 	 TRAINING 
ARE COMING FOR CALLERS & CUERS 
Walt Cole's Three TIMING/ 
MUSIC/CHOREO SCHOOLS 
Hannibal, Missouri—May 25.29 
Rapid City, SD—July 22-26 
Pt. Angeles, WA—Aug. 26-31 
New & Experienced Callers 
The basis of calling is timing, 
the basis of timing is music. 
Contact: Walt Cole 
944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 
84403 	 801-392-9078 
NO. TEXAS CALLERS COLLEGE 
Friendship Hall, Rockwall, TX 
Close Individual Supervision 
For 0-3 Year Callers 
June 10-15, July 1-6, Aug. 5-10 
Staff: TD. Brown & Guests 
Choreo Management, Sight vs. 
Modules, Mental Image, Memory 
Write T.D. Brown, PO Box 940 
Rockwall TX 75087 
214-771-9701 
LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION 
LEADERSHIP TRAINING INST. 
Canyon City, Colorado 
June 26-July 1, 1990 
Staff: Calvin Campbell, Don 
Armstrong, Bill itIchman 
Dena & Elwyn Fresh 
Teaching Methods for Squares. 
Contras. Rounds, Folk 
Calvin & Judy Campbell 
343 Turf Lane 
Castle Rock CO 80104 
MIDWEST CALLERS SCHOOL 
Promenade Hall 
Auburn, Indiana 
for new/newer callers 
June 17-22, 1990 
(Just before Nat'l Convention) 
Stan Burdick. Don Taylor 
Don Taylor,/Promenade Hall 
112 Depot St, Auburn IN 46706 
219-925-3818 or 925-6039 
NORTHERN N.Y. 
CALLERS COLLEGE 
Silver Bay, N.Y. 
July 18-21, 	1990 
Stan Burdick & guests 
For 1-5 year callers only 
Complete Course 
Fundamentals 
Write Stan Burdick 
P.O. Box 488 
Huron OH 44839 
TURKEY RUN ROUND DANCE  
LEADERS SCHOOL 
Turkey Run St. Park  
Marshall, Indiana 
July 22-27, 1990 Phases 1-2-3 
July 27-29, 1990 Phases 3-4 
Staff. Betty & Clancy Mueller 
Write Betty & Clancy Mueller 
112 Hollybrook Dr. 
New Whiteland IN 46184 
317-535-4437 
8th ANNUAL ROUND A RAMA 
INSTITUTE FOR RID TEACHERS 
designed to improve teaching techniques 
Hagerstown, Maryland 
Aug. 1-4—Techniques PH IV. V, VI 
Staff: Bill & Carol Goss, CA 
Iry & Betty Easterday, MD 
REGISTRATION LIMITED 
Contact: Easterdays 
524 Gordon Circle 
Hagerstown MO 21740 
301-733-0960 




July 8-12, 1990 
Emphasis on Choreography, 
Sight Calling, Stage Presence, 
Programming, Voice, 
Workshopping 
Limit 8 for max. pers. attention 
New (6 mos.) & Experienced 
Write Ed Foote, 140 McCand- 
less Dr. Wexford PA 15090 
3rd ANNUAL KACHINA 
KOLLEGE FOR RID TEACHERS 
Parrish Ranch Campground 
Berthoud, Colorado 
May 20-24—Beginning Teacher 
27-31-2-5 Yrs. Exp. 
Aug 31-Sept. 2—Phase V-VI Clinic 
Emphasis on Teaching, Cueing 
& Dancing Techniques 









Box 3508. Mesa AZ 85208 
602-984-1780 
DANCE 0 RAMA COLLEGE 
(Since 1965) 
August 24-25-26, 1990 
Complete Curriculum 
Lodging & Meals Included 
New & Experienced Callers 
Individual Attention 
Write for Information to: 
Harold Bausch, 2120 Jaynes 
Fremont NE 68025 
402-721-4925 
SUPER SCHOOL-EAST 
Pocono Manor Resort 
Pocono Manor, Pennsylvania 
August 19-24, 1990 
Herb Eg ender, Bill Peters 
John Kaltenthaler. Jim Mayo 
Full Curriculum Tailored 
To Individual Needs 
Write: John Kaltenthaler 
PO Box 679 McCauley Ave. 
Pocono Pines PA 18350 
NORTHWEST CALLER COLLEGE 
at the beautiful Square & 
Round Dance Center, and 
Campground, Lolo, Montana 
July 9-12, 1990 
Daryl Clendenin, Chinook 
Records Recording Artist 
Make the College A Part 
of a S/D Vacation. 
Write: 9955 Hwy 12 
Lobo MT 59847 
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Linear Cycle Round the GI 
Steffen Mauring recently escorted a 
group of German square dancers to 
Australia and New Zealand, the first such 
tour ever. En route the 25 dancers enjoyed 
the sun and water at the beach of Waikiki. 
German caller Thorsten Geppert and 
Hawaiian caller Doc Casey called a dance 
at the Waikiki Elks Club. The group also 
danced under open skies with the Pali 
Twirlers in Kapiolani Park. 
Then, as Steffen tells it, "Overnight we 
fly to New Zealand. We cross the date line 
and lose a day. In Auckland Mike Saville 
greets us. His club members pick us up 
for a special dance in the Hibiscus Club." 
Other sites visited were Waitomo 
Caves; Rotorua, the "place of geysers" 
and "many Maoris;" Christchurch, with 
a dance at Cotsworld Inn and a dance  
with the Cathedral Squares of over 400 
members; Mt. Cook; Queenstown, with 
rafting; Milford Sound; Sydney and 
Brisbane with more dances. 
Back to Steffen: "We take the bus to 
Caloundra where we spend Christmas 
with our Australian dancers. We spend 
our time making trips, swimming and dan-
cing. Here in Australia people celebrate 
Christmas much more cheerful than peo-
ple in Germany. We are very impressed 
by the Australian and New Zealand 
hospitality. It is hard to say goodbye. 
"Again we cross the date-line and this 
way we can celebrate Christmas a second 
time on Moorea. For the rest of the tour, 
we mostly relax at the beach and enjoy 
the French Food. On December 30 we are 
back in wintry Germany." 
EAST TEXAS 
CALLERS SCHOOL 
Fin & Feather Resort 
Hemphill, Texas 
SOUTHERN CALLERS COLLEGE 
Grand Hotel, Pigeon Forge, TN 
(Scenic Gatlinburg Area) 
September 3-7, 1990 
PARRISH RANCH COLLEGES 
Berthoud, Colorado 
Rounds.. Ray & Anne Brown 
602-984-1780 
August 26-31, 1990 Staff - Don Williamson. 3 Schools: May 20-24, 
Staff: Wayne Morvent Stan Burdick. May 27-30, June 3-7 
Stan Burdick Squares: Jack Murtha (CA) 
For 0-5 yrs. experience For new/newer callers 916-673-1120 
Tuition: 5175.00 plus lodging June 10-16 (full week) 
Write W. Morvent Full Callerlab curriculum taught. ARIZONA CALLERS SCHOOL 
HC52, Box 344 Don Williamson, Rt. 8, College Feb. 4-9, 1990 
Hemphill TX 75948 Hills, Greeneville TN 37743 Vaughn Parrish, 602-982-1088 
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IVA by Bob Howell 
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Hugh Macey of Bath. Ohio, has re-released a record that has been a favorite of many callers for several years. 
am so pleacpri that it is now available again The late Johnny Davis calls the flip side. It is a smooth-flowing routine. 




*Join hands and circle left, that Riverboat's awaiti n' "Four little ladies chain now go straight across the river 
All aboard it's time to go 
	
Chain 'em back and watch 'em go 
Allemande left the corner girl Put the ladies back to back, 
Turn a right hand round your partner 
	
Men go round the outside track 
Men star left around the town 
	
Get back home do Paso. don't you hear the whistle blow 
Star promenade that gal around Corner box the gnat, then you do-sa-do her 
Girls step out and backtrack, same one a do-sa-d o Then you left allemande and come home, promenade 
And then you left allemande, then come home 
	
You promenade her, as up the river we go 
And promenade, you promenade her 
	
I see that riverboat so... 
It's up the river we go, forward 8 and back you go.  
ALTERNATE PATTER: 
*Join hands and circle, we're churnin' muddy water, hold her steady as we go... 
*Join hands and circle, we're sailing up the river. easy now don't go aground. 
**Four little ladies chain now that paddle wheel's aturnin'. 
**Four little ladies chain now, we're dancin' on the levy. 
The following two dances have been selected by the Contra and Traditional Dance Committee of Callerlab to 
be recognized as the quarterly selections for the second quarter of 1990. The Traditional Dance, as called by 
Billy Lewis of Dallas, Texas, is... 
RED WING 
FORMATION: Square 
MUSIC: Do It Yourself Red Wing, Kalox 1015; Red Wing, MacGregor 640 (638 called) or Red Wing, Top 25347. 
OPENER AND ENDING: 	 FIGURE: 
Join hands and circle left, circle around that ring 	First old couple lead out to the right and circle 1/2 round 
Allemande left with your old left hand 	 You dip and dive and away you go 
Weave the ring. don't just stand 	 The inside high and the outside low 
Weave go in and out, until you meet your own 	Hurry, hurry. let's go, it's over and then below 
Do-sa-do, it's back to back, step right up & swing You dive right thru and on to the next. circle 1/2 round 
Then you swing, swing tonight, oh pretty red wing Then dive right thru and on to the next. circle I/2 round 
Then promenade her and serenade her 	 You dip and dive and away you go 
Yes you swing, swing tonight, oh pretty red wing 	The inside high and the outside low 
While red wing cries her heart away. 	 Dip and dive across that track 
You dip and dive acomino back 
Dive right thru and home you go and everybody swing 
Then you swing, swing tonight, oh pretty red wing 
Then promenade her and serenade her 
Yes, you swing, swing tonight, oh pretty red wing 
While red wing cries her heart away. 
Carole Howard of Mt. Pleasant, Michigan, has used a little mixer for several years which has proven to be 
a real crowd scrambler She calls it her.. 
SUPER DUPER MIXER 
FORMATION: Partners, scattered anywhere on the floor. 
48 	 American Squaredance. May 1990 
MUSIC: Jingle Bells—FoIkKraft 1080 or any other seasonal, Popcorn—Mus 145. Currently using I Heard It Through 
the Grapevine, Marvin Gaye, C4KS7754. 
ROUTINE: 
1-8 	Couples (partners) promenade in any direction for 8 steps. 
9-16 Partners face one another and back away 4 steps, then quickly clap own hands 3 times and then stamp 
feet quickly 3 times. 
17-24 Partners walk back together again, swinging right elbow once around. 
25-32 All find new partners and swing left elbows. Keep new partners to begin again by promenading. 
The committee's choice of a contra is written by Ed Butenhof of Rochester, New York: 
BIM $TYLE CONTRA 
FORMATION: Improper duple 
MUSIC: Is It True (What They Say About Dixie), County Line CL-1 Are You From Dixie SIO 124, or any stan- 
dard 64-beat tune. 
ROUTINE: 
Intro 	 With your corner do-sa-do 
1-8 — — Same girl swing 
9-16 	 Straight across right and left thru 
17-24 — — Ladies chain 
25-32 	 — — Right and left back 	\ 
Dixie style to an ocean wave 33-40 — — —  
41-48 — — Balance four, Drop hands and everybody walk 
49-56 — — — 	Turn alone and come back 
57-64 Same girl turn thru, New girl do-sa-do 
(Every other time, those facing out must partner trade.) 
REEVES RECORDS INC. 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED 
SQUARE, ROUND AND 	 BOOKS & MANUALS 
CLOGGING RECORDS PLASTIC 
DIPLOMAS 	 RECORD 
RECORD CASES 	 JACKETS 
TOA WIRELESS 
PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES 
MIKES & ACCESSORIES 
We also have records that are hard to find 
and have been listed as not available. 
EDDIE—BOBBIE—ROBBIE 
REEVES 
P.O. Box 17668 	 1835 So. Buckner 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75217-0668 	 214/398.7508 























by BettyLee Talmadge 
Lake Buena Vista, Florida 
You asked about "mountain top" ex-
periences in "Meanderings." Boy, do I 
have one for you! 
We left Ohio in 1965, an average fami-
ly with three children who had very little 
time for outside activities. Our move to 
Florida got us into square dancing and 
our life did a complete turnaround. 
I started working at Walt Disney World 
in 1971. The entertainment director heard 
about square dancing and asked me to 
invite square dancers to be the first group 
to dance in the Ballroom of the Americas 
in the Contemporary Resort Hotel. Who 
could turn that down? Over 1,0000 dan-
cers came from all over Florida. One 
group from Miami spent the day in the 
Magic Kingdom and danced all evening. 
Disney was amazed at what we had ac-
complished in just four weeks. 
The following year I was asked to repeat 
the dance, but success always means 
larger successes, so I said, "No!" They 
wanted to know what would change my 
mind. I said, "Give me the entire Magic 
Kingdom," knowing that Disney did not do 
big parties in the kingdom. To my surprise, 
I was asked to host the first Magic King-
dom Mix-In. We had over 5,000 square 
dancers. Our parade down Main Street 
surprised everyone, especially when we 
did a peel off out of the Grand March to 
send our dancers to two separate dance 
locations. In the following years, we 
hosted nine additional mix-ins. 
Many invitations for parades and exhibi-
tions in the Magic Kingdom followed, 
50  
limited to 50-100 dancers per show. Then 
we were asked to invite 200 dancers to 
carry the American flag in the grand finale 
of the Kids of the Kingdom Fourth of July 
Spectacular. We were to wear the Main 
Street costume and had to be available 
for three shows nightly for three evenings. 
Dancers carried the flag for ten years, un-
til the format of the show was changed. 
When Disney officials started planning 
opening ceremonies for the American 
Adventure Pavilion in EPCOT, they felt 
square dancing was appropriate. Three 
weeks before the ceremonies, we had a 
10 PM rehearsal. We were expected in 
casual clothes. They were totally sur-
prised when we marched in in the red, 
white and blue outfits we planned to wear 
for the show, which drew great applause. 
The Square Dancers of Central Florida 
is an ever-changing group. We have been 
a part of three New Year's Day football 
half-time shows from the Orlando Arena, 
Other fantastic experiences include the 
New Year's Eve show at Cinderella's Cas-
tle seven years ago, with Janie Fricke and 
Ricky Skaggs. I was asked to invite 300 
dancers; we had 800 volunteers and 
Disney let them all come to the filming. 
Eighteen years later, I am still working in 
the convention office and booking meeting 
rooms. Four squares of dancers and an 
identical number of cloggers were invited to 
participate in filming a sequence for the 
Disney World Christmas Parade. My 
daughter, Susanelaine Packer, a square 
dance caller for almost 20 years, assisted 
American Squaredance, May 1990 
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PliMeiclOnfE PlitrMr; 
Complete line of Quality 	 
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
9 SKYLINE DR. 
MANKATO MN 56001  
the show director in square dance moves to 
incorporate with the parade dance moves. 
The show director said the dancers' portion 
would be a ''show stopper" because of the 
energy expended, even after a day of 
rehearsal. 
Susanelaine and I have been very for-
tunate through the years to participate in 
these fantastic things at Walt Disney World, 
and we would like to extend our thanks to 
all the Square Dancers of Central Florida 
who have helped with the fun projects. We 
salute them all! 
Ecra 
OFF TO GERMANY AGAIN 
Nine caller-hosts with their partners and 
about 200 tourists will be underway this 
month to Germany and a four-country tour, 
including also a viewing of the Passion 
Play in Oberammergau. This marks the 
second German-American Friendship 
Festival, this year in Rudesheim. A 
special dance in The Hague, Netherlands, 
is also planned. 
Royal Holiday )°/(e/74671/ at eAai r <014I 
sui rAv & El )1 1N11 DAM 3.: WEEKENDS St. Charles, Illinois. 
ROYAL RECORDS FESTIVAL 
March 2-4 
LARRY LETSON — JERRY STORY 
TONY OXENDINE 
2 HALLS: PLUS & APD PLUS 
Rounds: Pat & Jim Thomas 
March 9-11 
WADE DRIVER — TIM MARRINER 
Rounds: Teresa & Jeff Johnson 
(After-party Concert & Dancing) 
March 16-18 
DARRYL MCMILLAN — ART TANGEN 
Rounds: George & Joyce Kammerer 
Deposit—$50 per couple 
Please make check payable and send to: 
April 20-22 
DAVE LIGHTLY — DAMON COE 
2 HALLS: A2 and Cl 
(C2 Star Tips) 
ROYAL ROUNDS FESTIVAL 
April 27-29 
BILL AND CAROL GOSS 
HELEN AND BILL STAIRWAL1 
Phases 3 thru 6 
Styling Clinic and I)ie Hard Ball 
RHYTHM RECORDS FESTIVAL. 
May 26-28 
WADE DRIVER — TIM MARRINER 
MIKE SEASTROM 
2 HALLS: PLUS AND ADVANCED 
Rounds: Teresa & Jeff Johnson 
ROYAL HOLIDAY — 8350 E. Lakeview, Mesa, Arizona 85208 
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WE'LL SEE,YOU AT 
THE NATIONAL CONVENTION, 
LOOK FOR OUR BOOTH 
y1 
GOOD OL BOYS ME 
Sam Dunn (OH) 
Keith Zimmerman (OH) 
Mike King (OH) 
(RDS) Phyllis Hathaway (OH) 
hdy 27-29 







REM i,c6;* (WV) 
Game Shell (VA) 
July 13-15 
Bill Bulatg\-ner (OH) 
Gary Brown (OH) 
[RDS] Butch & Nancy 
Angist-18-12 
America's Finest Square Dance Resort • 
1990 Weekend sehpfhlip 
CHAPARRAL'RECORDS WIE Ray 	Eo (04) Chuck,44eYars (AL) Frank Rolland (NC) 
Ken Bower (CA)' Marahall Flippo (TX) Ro on,(TN) Jim my-Robweapn (NC) Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Stott SmIth (UT); Beryl Main (AZ) (RDS),Clwa & Earl,Jordon (ADS] Chuck & Nancy (ADS) Bonnie Tomchik 
Gary Shoe make (TN) 
[ADS) Ray & Bee Dowdy (WV) 
_>-
1114-44 





Dandy Weeks (GA) 
Gabby Baker (GA) 





& Sandy Bush 
L---tWW_— 
loas 14 
Phil Ko,iloWkl (IN) 
Nick4lartligel) 
(RD% Chuck & Barb 
Mae 1-111 
r 
Ron gveinert (IV) 
Dien CraVr(IN) 





[RDS/Judy Everhart (IN) 
lase25-24 
ROYAL gtaORDS W/E 
Tony,Gheruhrr (SC) 
+14TY Story (T,x) 
Larry Letson (17) 
(FIDS] Jim i-jiiiiifonnan (IL) 
hay 29-22 
Phil Korfoeski (IN) 
Josept Hiller(FL) 
(ROSI,Phil Van Lokeren 
(OH) A6 (O
Bill Stie NIQH) 










Coley Direr (AL) 
Ray r Brigance (TN) 




(RDSOudy Everhart (IN) 
October 25-25  
Wayne LkDorbld (TN) 
[RD% Dee Smith.(TN) 
Aug. 31- Sept. 2 
LIGHTNING.RECOR DS WE 
Jimmriloberson (NC) 
Barry Echols (NC) 
Max Amok:1(NC); Bob Price (NC) 
[RD% Wentz A Norma Dickenson (TN) 
October 12-14 
HarohitKelOy (GA) 
Jo hrt'Swinche (GA) 
(ADS) Hal & Sadit,Roden 	Buddy Coulder(NCI 
(RDS) Nora Hutchins (NC) 
October 19-21 	Movomber 2-4 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: ENGI 
1096 ALPINE DRIVE • SEVIERVILLE, TN 3'7 
American Squ, 
J. R. Speelcs (KY) 
Sae'  lowitiSC) 
[RDSIborothy Sanders 
September 14-11 
iBany yesal (TN) 
Gary *male (TN) 
[RDSJ Nay & Boa tvotty 
Septum 7-9 
Mark la usi?ig(OH) 




In The Heart of the Great Smoky Mountains 
1990 5 Dav Schedule • 
Rounds Week 
PhasesIll‘thru VI 
Tom &Jan Kan napei (KY) 
Ralph & Joan Collipj (NH) 
16a/ ialis 
VirgiTroxell (IN) 
Chdck Peel (IN) 
John Paul Bresnan (AL) 




April 3$-May 4 
Jimjandall (CA) 
K Burke(IL) 
[RDS1Bbd & Ona Mighetto 
(CA)__ 
May 27-June 1 
Les Greenwood (Canada) 
Lorne Loc kery(Canada) 
[RDS] Neale & kilhurlyn 
Brown (Canada) 
Jane 241-2 9 
Fraittl7atiell (OH) 
Sco Sharrec(OH) 
ERDSTDick & Pat Winter 
July 22-27 
Separate-Hall 
Darryl Lipscomb (GA) 
Augost72-17 
FlouridSWeek 
Phases IV,\tf & VI 
Wayne & Barbara Blackford (FL) 
Frank & Phyllis Lyn hert (OH) 
September 3-7 
A2 Into to CI 
Darryl UPscomb (CO) 
Mike Jacobs (VA) 
May 6-11 
Andy petrafe (LA) 
Deantroweit(TX) 
[RDS)/Jacky & Juanita 
/ Smith (All_r= 
taw a-t1 
Marshall Flippo (TX) 
Jeri Haag(WY) 





Tim fAarrinerr (VA) 
& Betty Lincoln 
_.(AR) 
July 29-August 3 
John Carton (NJ) 
John Kephart (NC) 




September 9-14  
Charles 0(4isehberry (TX) 
Jerrytiover(OK) 
EROS] BM & VirgiAkTracy 
Mae 1742 
Tony Cliankline (SC) 
JerrY Story.(TX) 
Larry Letson (IX) 




[RDS1 trick & Gail Blaskis 
August 5-10 
Ramonilarsch (OH) 
Larry Dung (NY) 
psi Lloyd & Eileen 
Lockerman (PA) 
1160-ust 26-31 
Larry LeiSon (TX) 
Lem Graven& (LA) 
[RDS] Marilyn & Cliff 
(AL) 	Hicks (MI) 
September 23-28 
Pat Rtamend (AR) 
Etrib Hutt(MO) 
[RD14ry,_se  & DokYockey 
1m111110-111 
Bobyoer (IL) 
ShaneP (Ic  










Bred Carter (IL) 
• 
Lady callers Week 
Betsy Gotta. (NJ) 
Grate Wheatley (NM) 
May- 20:25 
Ken jlower (CA) 
(RDS) Chuck & Voncille 
Murphy (MS),s,  
September 38- 
October 5 
Bill Hoirrl n (MD) 
Jim 6e (Canada) 




[RDS] Barbara & Ted May 
1 (LA) 
October 14-19  
Tony Oaendine (SC) 
Jerry Story.(TX) 
[RDS] Jim & Priscilla 
LAcicock (VA),,  
October 21-26 
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DEJA VU? 
by Gene Berger 
Ontario, California 
Both of us were single, we belonged to 
the Bachelor and Bachelorette Square 
Dance Clubs. At the time there were 
eleven clubs in California, five of which 
were located in southern California. Ellie 
belonged to the rs,owney chapter acid I 
belonged to the Los Angeles branch. 
The Downey club danced on alternate 
Saturdays and we danced every Thursday 
night. I was vice president of my chapter 
and had recently been appointed to the 
job of Regional Special Activities. 
I asked each club if they could select 
one person to assist me in getting some 
activities started. Ellie was the only volun-
teer. We had known each other slightly, 
that is, we had talked at various times but 
never socialized. We decided to meet and 
to get better acquainted. 
We went out to dinner and to a square 
dance. We got along very well. We  
planned many activities and found that we 
were very similar. I told Ellie of my idea 
to start a new chapter in Torrance, where 
Ellie was living, and we found a hall, caller 
and night to dance. The next year we were 
married, and we started another B 'n B 
chapter in Pomona. I took a trip out there 
and located a hall, a caller and a conve-
nient night. We ourselves could not run 
this chapter also, so we found a young 
woman who was to du an adn-iirable job. 
We now had to change our badges to 
read associate members, as a married 
couple, and we could not long hold office. 
So we started an associate club. The 
following year we found that the National 
Square Dance Convention was to be in 
Salt Lake City, Utah. We had made many 
friends from the Utah group who had at-
tended some of our dances. We took a trip 
there to get acquainted with the motels 
with the idea of attending this event. 
I had realized that many dancers never 
attended a national because of the cost, 
which usually included an airplane ex-
pense. I figured that if we could put to- 
PETTICOATS from RUTHAD, INC. 
AL and ELEANOR MUIR 	8869 AVIS (at ELSMERE) 
COLORED MARQUISETTE PETTICOATS 
Single Layer 	 Double Layer 
60 yards 	 $35 00 50/50 yards 
50 yards S32 00 	45/45 yards 
35 yards 	 528 00 40/40 yards 
NOTE: While Marquisette 	35/35 yards 
Additional $3.00 each 30/30 yards 
NYLON MARQUISETTE RIBBON STRIPE 
Colors' Yellow or Lime Green 
Single Layer 	 Double Layer 
$45 00 40/40 yards 	 $65 00 
$40 00 	30/30 yards $50.00 
NYLON ORGANZA PETTICOATS 
Single Layer 	 Double Layer 
S51 00 50/50 yards 	 $87 00 
547 00 	45/45 yards $81.00 
$45 00 40/40 yards 	.$75 00 
35/35 yards 868 00 
30/30 yards 	...1.$62 00 
NYLON SPARKLE PETTICOATS 
565 00 	35 yards 	 $50.00 
Single Layer 
Double Layer 	 Triple Layer 
$144.00 50/50 yards 	$96 00 50/50/50 yds 
$135 00 45/45 yards $90 00 	45/45/45 yds. 
$126.00 40/40 yards 	584 00 40/40/40 yds 
5114 00 35/35 yards $76 00 	35/35/35 yds 
30/30 yards 	$69 00 30/30/30 yds 	5183 CIO 
Nylon Sparkle or NylonOfparwa can Se made reversrble 	I( 
wrh each layer rn a different cob,  
Triple and rnahl•coloree petticoels evadable in all tabdcs. upon f 
NO, Single s4 extra. Double -$6 aelta 
Phone. (313)841-0586 	DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48209 
All petticoats are four tier unless otherwise specified 
NYLON GOLD OR SILVER METALLIC 
Single Layer 
50 yards 	 $94 00 	35 yards 
	
$88 00 
Double Layer 	 Triple Layer 
50/50 yards 	5129 00 50/50/50 yards 
	
$194 00 
45/45 yards. $124.00 	45/45/45 yards $186 00 
40/40 yards 	$112.00 40/40/40 yards 
	
5168 00 
35/35 yards $105 00 	35/35/35 yards $163 00 
30/30 yards 	599 00 30/30/30 yards 
	
5150 00 
LACE wISILVER OR GOLD OVERLAY 
50 yards 
	




With Conon Elasticized Bodice 
Size 1-2-10 yds. 	$1600 	3-4 Toddlers-15 yds 	$18.00 
Size 3-4-10 yds $1800 20 yds $23 00 30 yds $27 00 
Size 56-10 yds $1900 20 yds S23 00 30 yds $28 00 
Gaze 7-8-10 yds $20.00 20 yds $24 00 30 yds $29 00 
STRETCH PANTIES 
COTTON BATISTE, WIDE LACE 
Colors to Match Petticoats 
Leg Angths Sissy, Short 2", Medium 4". and Long 6' - 






Gold or Silver Lace Trimmed 
	
$13.00 
All Metallic Panties 
	
$16.00 
Bo-Peep Pethpants (full length) 
	
$25 00 
Lace Leg Warmers. 	 $1200 
We male any length special order petticoats, upon request. 
Less than 19" and over 23" in length are 
HON-RETURNABLE and NON-REFUNDABLE. 
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gether a package at a reasonable cost, 
then perhaps many of us could go. I found 
that the whole thing could be done by bus, 
including lodging and cost of dancing, for 
less than an air flight would cost by itself. 
I was no longer special activities coor-
dinator but no one else seemed to come 
forth, so we had flyers printed and distri-
buted. We did not restrict the package to 
only B 'n B members nor only to singles. 
Vile achieved a total of over 100 people 
and visited a Trail Dance in Utah. We 
visited Mormon Square and a few other 
events, as the bus stayed there with us. 
We stopped off in Las Vegas en route, for 
lunch and gambling, and only lost one 
person who couldn't find the bus depot 
(or that's what we were told later on). I 
made a report on the happening on my 
return; everyone had a great time. 
Ellie and I moved a distance away from 
our club and we danced less and less. 
Every so often we went to a dance only 
to find that a bunch of new calls were be-
ing introduced and if you didn't keep 
abreast of them, you would be the cause  
of breaking down the square. So we at-
tended dances even less, and then the in-
firmities of age started setting in. 
Now we did not know whether we could 
physically dance. However, we loved dan-
cing and talked of going back once more. 
A few weeks ago we went to visit one of 
our Utah friends and found that in 1991 
there is to be a National Square Dance 
Convention in Utah. The light relit itself 
and an idea arose—doyou think that we 
dare do it again 18 years later? We are 
still honorary members of our Torrance 
club and we talked it over with our Utah 
friend who knew some of the people on 
that end, and he agreed to join with us. 
We have since gone to two half-way 
dances, which, due to the added calls, are 
now being held, and did pretty well. We 
will be going to other dances soon. We 
have ordered a book on the new calls. 
We can't do any advertising until after 
the 1990 convention but we are working 
behind the scenes and have contacted 
the bus company. We intend to have a 
larger group than last time! 
BUILD CONFIDENCE • SHARPEN SKILLS • REINFORCE LESSONS 
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Starting Formation; One couple following 
another, box circulate or Z. 
Definition: Each lead dancer turns away from 
the center of the starling formation, walks in 
a semi-circle and steps forward to become an 
end dancer of a new line. Meanwhile, each trail-
ing dancer steps forward and does a U-turn 
back, turning away from the center of the start-
ing formation to become the center dancer of 
the new line. 
Ending: From one couple following another, the 
ending formation is a line of four; from a Z, the 
ending formation is a two-faced line; from a box 
circulate, dancers may have to take one step 
forward to adjust to a two-faced line. 
SAMPLE CHOREO: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, double pass thru 
Peel off, star thru, peel off, touch 1/4 , boys run 
Centers California twirl, swing thru 
Right and left grand... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru, girls fold 
Peel off, ferris wheel, pass thru 
Left allemande... 
Heads touch 1/4 , box circulate, peel off 
Wheel and deal, right and left grand... 
Head ladies chain, heads lead right and 
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Circle to a line, touch 1/4 , circulate, peel off 
Wheel and deal, right and left grand... 
MAINSTREAM 
Quarterly Selection 
SPIN CHAIN AND SCOOT THAW 
Starting Formation: Parallel Waves 
Timing: 16-18 beats 
Action: Each end and the adjacent center 
dancer turn 1/2 . The new centers of each ocean 
wave turn 3/4 to form a new ocean wave across 
the set. Meanwhile, the ends facing out cir-
culate once while the ends facing in move to 
the center to form a four-person star with the 
very centers. Turn the star 1/2 . Now those who 
meet cast off 3/4 while the others move forward 
and out to the ends of new parallel waves. 
Ending formation: Parallel waves. 
1. Z/B wave 
C> 	C> 
1111 1=1 
2. Turn 1/2 right 
C> C> 
0 -0 
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>Co, 
3. Men turn left 3/4 and girls 1/2 circulate 
4. Center four star right 1/2 , end girls ltd circulate 
Men turn left 3/4 and center girls move forward 
and out to the end of a wave. 
•71C) 
c:c0 
'C /  
Heads touch 1/4 , walk and dodge, spin chain 
And scoot thru, girls circulate, swing thru 
Recycle, pass thru, left allemande... 
Heads touch 1/4 , boys run, star thru 
Pass the ocean, eight circulate, swing thru 
Scoot back, spin chain and scoot thru 
Right and left grand... 
Heads rollaway, star thru, spin chain and 
Scoot thru, scoot back, recycle 
Eight chain three, left allemande... 
Singing call: 
Heads touch 1/4 , boys run, star thru 
Pass the ocean, spin chain and scoot thru 
Boys run, wheel and deal, pass thru 
Swing, promenade... 
Heads square thru four, pass the ocean 
Fan the top, spin chain and scoot thru 
Boys run, chain down the line, flutter wheel 
Touch 1/4 , boys run, left allemande... 
Heads lead right, spin chain and scoot thru 
Boys run, tag the line in, touch 1/4 
Eight circulate, boys run, centers pass thru 
Eight chain five, left allemande... 
Heads half square thru, touch 1/4 , scoot back 
Boys run, pass the ocean, spin chain and 
Scoot thru, recycle, right and left grand... 
Heads rollaway, touch 1/4 , boys run 
Pass thru, square thru and on third hand 
Spin chain and scoot thru, boys cross fold 
Right and left grand... 
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Heads lead right, spin chain and scoot thru 
Spin chain and scoot thru, recycle 
Square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
Heads star thru, pass thru, spin chain and 
Scoot thru, spin chain and scoot thru 
Girls run, couples circulate, tag the line right 
Girls trade, ferris wheel, centers touch 1/4 
Left allemande... 
Heads pass the ocean, recycle, pass thru 
Swing thru, spin chain and scoot thru 
Girls run, wheel and deal, pass thru 
Right and left grand... 
Heads touch 1/4 , boys run, swing thru 
Eight circulate, spin chain and scoot thru 
Scoot back, right and left grand... 
Heads touch 1/4 and roll, slide thru, swing thru 
Spin chain and scoot thru, eight circulate 
Single hinge, centers trade, centers run 
Couples circulate, half tag, trade 
Right and left grand... 
Heads rollaway, touch 1/4 , girls run 
Swing thru, spin chain and scoot thru 
Single hinge, right and left grand... 
'This material is from Dancetime Callers Notes 
by Dick Han of Monticello, Indiana. 
[REVIEW 
VEER FAMILY 
Starting Formation: Facing couples, facing 
dancers, mini-waves, two-faced lines. 
A. Left 
B. Right 
Action: Two facing couples, working as a unit, 
or dancers move (to the left or right as directed 
and forward) to end in a mini-wave or two-faced 
line, respectively. 
From a mini-wave or two-faced line, the veer-
ing direction must be toward the center of the 
mini-wave or two-faced line. Each dancer or 
couple, working as a unit, moves forward and 
inward to end back to back with the other 
dancer or couple respectively. 
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Sample choreo: 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave, recycle 
Veer left, couples circulate, half tag 
Girls trade, half square thru, trade by 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru, boys run 
Wheel and deal, veer left, ladies trade 
Boys fold, star thru, cast off 3/4 
Pass the ocean, centers trade, recycle 
Left allemande... 
Heads pass the ocean, extend, centers trade 
Recycle, veer left, ferris wheel 
Centers pass the ocean, explode the wave 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru, boys run 
Ferris wheel, centers veer left, girls hinge 
Flip the diamond, extend, centers trade, 
Girls trade, star thru, pass thru, trade by 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, recycle, veer left' 
Boys run, right and left grand... 
'Or, couples circulate, bend the line 
Pass the ocean, recycle, veer left 
Partner trade, half circulate, bend the line 
You're home... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Centers run, couples circulate, veer right 
Trade by, veer left, wheel and deal 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Dixie style to a wave, centers trade 
Recycle, veer right, promenade... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Dixie style to a wave, ends circulate 
Centers trade, recycle, veer right 
Centers cross run and told, star thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, dixie grand 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, tag the line left, centers trade 
Wheel and deal, veer right, couples circulate 
Bend the line, centers right and left thru 
Ends touch 1/4 , same four circulate, boys run 
Left allemande... 
Sides right and left thru, heads lead right and 
Veer left, girls hinge, flip the diamond 
Boys hinge, flip the diamond, couples circulate 
Wheel and deal, veer right, girls run 
Right and left grand... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, partner trade, reverse dixie style 
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To a wave, centers trade, recycle, veer left 
Couples circulate, bend the line, pass thru 
Partner trade, reverse dixie style to a wave 
Centers trade, recycle, veer left 
Couples circulate 11/2 , bend the line 
You're home... 
Heads square thru four, slide thru 
Reverse dixie style to a wave, boys circulate 
Girls trade, recycle, veer left, half circulate 
Bend the line, you're home...  
CHAIN THRU THE LINE 
By Wayne McDonald 
Note: This call is designed to be used in all 
levels (Mainstream, Plus and Advanced) 
depending on the fraction used and variations 
used. 
Starting Formation: Facing couples, lines fac-
ing, tandems or chain down the line. 
Definition: From facing couples, two ladies 
chain across, gents courtesy turn them and as 
you come back to face the other couple, the 
gents put the ladies in the lead and follow them. 
passing right shoulders tag the line all the way 
through. The ending is as in tag the line in/out, 
left/right. 
Timing: 16 steps (including last call—in/out, 
left/right.) 
Sample choreo: 
Lines: Heads square thru four, star thru 
Chain thru the line right, half tag face right 
Left allemande... 
Tandems: Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal and spread 
Lines pass thru, wheel and deal (girls in center) 
Chain thru the line, same sex touch 1/4 
All eight circulate, boys run right, zoom 
Centers square thru three, left allemande... 
VARIATIONS: 
Chain thru 1/4 : Same as above except 1/4 tag the line. 
Chain thru 1/2: Same as above except 1/2 tag the line. 
Chain thru 3/4: Same as above except 3/4 tag the line. 
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CALLERS or DANCERS 
EQUIPMENT BOX COVERS 
Designed exclusively for the Square Dance Caller 
Our covers offer protection with a professional look. 
1 Amp, 1 Speaker 599.00 
per set 
• Machine Stitched 
• 32 oz Quilted Black Vinyl 
• Velcro Closing 
• Handle Opening for Easy Carrying 
• PATTERNS FOR 	 Hilton 75 A 8 B 
Supreme 8-82 Speaker 	Hilton Record Case 
Supreme S40 Speaker Ashton Amp 
Supreme Mini-Speaker 	Yak Speaker 8 'h Yak Speaker 
Hilton 300 
Caller J & J Manufacturing 
Gift 	Golden Strip Shopping Center 
Mauldin. South Carolina 29662 
Idea Phone (803) 288-4000 	S & H Included 





—to protect clothing 
from pin holes 
and tears 
At Your Square Dance Shop 
and Badge Maker 
DEALERS: Call or write for brochure 
BADGE HOLDERS, INC. 
(415) 783.8724 
24813 BROADMORE AVE. 
HAYWARD, CA. 94544 
CHAIN DOWN THE LINE AND 
CHAIN THRU THE LINE 1/4 , 1/2 , 3/4 
Action: From two-faced lines, ladies trade, 
courtesy turn them, and then do the tag part 
or fraction called. From two-faced lines, do not 
call chain down the line and then call chain thru 
the line. Just simply call chain thru the line. 
EXAMPLES: 
Heads square thru, veer left 
Chain thru the line 3/4 ...Ends in 3/4 tag. 
Heads square thru, slide thru 
Chain thru the line 1/4 and just the boys roll 
(Ends in a diamond...) 
Heads square thru, slide thru 
Chain thru the line half trade and roll 
(This ends in box 1-4) 
Heads square thru, slide thru 
Chain thru the line 3/4 just the girls face right 
(This ends in a diamond) 
CHAIN THRU THE LINE VARIATIONS 
(Advanced) 
Heads square chain thru, all slide thru 
Chain thru the line right, cross over circulate 
Chain thru the line right, turn and deal 
Pass, right roll to a right and left grand... 
Heads wheel thru, slide thru 
Chain thru the line right, cross over circulate 
Chain thru the line 3/4 , spin the windmill right 
Turn and deal, chain thru the line 1/2 
Quarter in, pass, U-turn back, pass 
Wheel and deal, zoom, centers pass 
Left allemande... 
Note: Only 1/2 tag can be used in MS program. 
1/2 and 3/4 tags can be used at the Plus and 
Advanced programs. Zig, zag can be used at 
the A-2 level. 
CRUISECTA GOOD 
A KO OL, BOYS 
SQUARE DANCERS & FRIENDS 
Three Day Cruise—October 26, 1990 
Carnival's Fantasy 
HURRY—SPACE LIMITED!! 
For reservations and information on all 
our Square and Round Dance Cruises, please call 
CRUISE PRO 1-800-828-7678 or 317-282-2618 





by Walt Cole 
TIMING'S THE THING 
INTRO: 	 : Heads promenade 1/2 
— — — — 	 : Into the middle & pass 
the ocean 
— — — Fxtend 
	
Swing thrti — — 
— — Spin the top 
— — Right & left thru 
Flutter wheel — — 
Sweep 4, corner swing — — Promenade 
— — — — 
FOR THE MODULAR CALLER: 
Zero line: Right and left thru, dixie style 
To an ocean wave, boys only scoot back 
Boys cross run, swing thru, turn thru 
Left allemande... 
Zero line: Right and left thru, dixie style 
To an ocean wave, boys single hinge 
Center boys trade, boys cast off 3/4 
Girls circulate one spot, boys cross run 
Swing thru, turn thru, left allemande... 
Zero box: Swing thru, spin the top 
Right and left thru, dixie style to an 
Ocean wave, boys trade, boys walk & dodge 
Boys run, girls trade, girls walk & dodge 
Girls run, lines forward and back, pass thru 
Tag the line right, wheel & deal, left allemande. 
Zero line: Right and left thru, dixie style to an 
Ocean wave, boys trade, all left single hinge 
Centers cast off 3/4 , new centers trade and 
With the ends cast off 3/4 , centers run 
Bend the line, star thru, California twirl 
Zoom, centers pass thru, left allemande... 
Zero box: Touch 1/4 , scoot back, boys run 
Right and left thru, dixie style to an ocean wave 
Boys trade, left spin chain thru 
Boys circulate double, slide thru 
Square thru 3/4, left allemande... 
THE BASIC PROGRAM: 
Zero square: Heads square thru 
With the sides square thru, partner trade 
Star thru, dive thru, pass thru, right & left thru 
Star thru, square thru, trade by, left allemande.. 
Zero square: Heads square thru 3/4 , separate 
Around one to a line, ends star thru 
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Centers square thru, split two, around one 
To a line, star thru, trade by, square thru 
Five hands, trade by, left allemande... 
Zero square: Heads square thru 3/4 
Separate around one to a line 
Forward and back, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Girls left square thru 3/4 , touch 1/4 , boys trade 
Swing thru, girls run, couples trade 
Wheel and deal, left square thru 
Grand right and left... 
Zero square: Heads half square thru 
Right and left thru, swing thru, girls circulate 
Boys trade, boys run, bend the line 
Square thru, trade by, star thru, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, double pass thru 
Leaders turn back, swing thru, boys trade 
Left allemande... 
THE MAINSTREAM PROGRAM: 
Zero line: Star thru, pass thru, trade by 
Star thru, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers do-sa-do to a wave, recycle 
Others divide and star thru, left allemande... 
Zero box: Touch 1/4 , split circulate, boys fold 
Double pass thru, cloverleaf, girls pass thru 
Touch 1/4 , boys trade, boys run, ferris wheel 
Zoom, square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
Zero line: Ends pass thru, ends trade and 
Star thru, centers box the gnat and fan the top 
Recycle, double pass thru 
Lead couple partner trade, box the gnat 
Grand right and left... 
Static square: Heads pass thru, cloverleaf 
Centers pass the ocean, recycle, sweep 1/4 
Double pass thru, centers in, cast off 3/4 
Centers square thru, ends star thru 
Spin chain thru, girls circulate double 
Grand right and left... 
Zero line: Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, centers in, centers run 
New centers partner trade, star thru, trade by 
Star thru, pass thru, bend the line 
Right and left thru, flutter wheel, star thru 
Pass thru, left allemande... 
Zero line: Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, centers in, girls partner trade 
Ferris wheel, girls pass thru, touch 1/4 
Boys trade, boys run, half tag the line 
Scoot back, boys run, left allemande... 
Zero line; Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom 
Double pass thru, centers in, centers crossfold 
Swing thru, turn thru, left allemande... 
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Bob Worley %Lilt Worle 
by 
Ed Foote 
HISTORY OF THE NATIONAL ADVANCED & 
CHALLENGE SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION 
The Beginning. The idea for a better level 
of dancing on a national basis began with 
three after-parties at the 1966 National 
Convention, organized because the Na-
tional Convention was not providing any 
higher level dancing. A large number of 
callers participated and the dancing was 
open to all. The callers were encouraged 
to call a better level, and the after-parties 
were very successful. 
For the 1967 National Convention in 
Philadelphia, it was decided to have for-
mal Challenge after-parties each night. 
These were private events. Six callers 
known for their Challenge calling ability 
were invited to participate and only dan-
cers who were known for their ability to 
handle Challenge dancing were permit-
ted to attend. 23 sets from eleven states 
participated in the dancing, from 11 PM 
to 2 AM for three nights. This was the start 
of the National Challenge S/D Convention. 
The overwhelming success of the 1967 
Challenge after-parties combined with the 
continued unwillingness of the National 
Convention to provide better level danc- 
ing led to the realization that it would be 
logical to have a separate National Chal-
lenge Convention. This was established 
in 1968 in Columbus, Ohio, with the Con-
vention running from Thursday evening 
through Saturday night. In 1969 the Con-
vention was held in Cleveland and the 
start of the event was Thursday afternoon. 
In 1971 a Trail End Dance was added. 
Convention Level. 1 he level of the Con-
vention has changed along with the 
square dance activity. Initially, the Con-
vention was one hall at the highest level 
of Challenge available. In 1972 it was 
recognized that an even higher level of 
Challenge had developed, so star tips 
were added to provide for this. By 1976, 
specific Challenge levels had been estab-
lished throughout the country, and the 
floor level of the Convention was recog-
nized to be C-21/2 (solid knowledge of C-2, 
some exposure to C-3), with the star tips 
being C-31/2 to C-4. 
In 1978, a second hall was added at the 
C-11/2 level, and the C-4 dancers were 
given their own special hours of dancing. 
In 1982, a third hall was added, and all 
three halls were in operation continuous-
ly; C-1, C-2, C-3, with a part-time C-4 hall. 
In 1985, a full-time Advanced hall was 
added, and the Convention name was 
changed to reflect this. In 1989, a part-
time C-3A hall was added, and in 1990, 
the C-3A hall will operate full time. Thus, 
at present there are five halls operating 
simultaneously: A-2, C-1, C-2, C-3A and 




Cabin on the Hill 
This Ole House 
Going Home For Christmas 
Wait For the Wagon 
Be My Baby 
CRC-101 by Bob 
CRC-102 by Bob 
CRC-103 by Bob & Matt 
CRC-104 by Matt 
CRC-105 by Bob 
CRC-I06 By Matt 
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LEE KOPMAN 
NOW AVAILABLE: 
* VIDEO TEACHING TAPES (Advanced, C-1 & C-2 levels) 
* INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES on Reel or Cassette 
For Beginner, Mainstream, Plus, Advanced, C-1, C-2, C-3 and C-3A 
* Minus a couple to make up a square? 
Try our (5) Two Couple Tapes geared to Approved Callerlab level lists 
Mainstream — Advanced Level — 
C-1 Level — C-2 Level — C-3 Level 
* DANCE !APES 
For Mainstream, Advanced (A-2), C-1, C-2, C-3, C-3A & C-4 
For Details, Write to LEE KOPMAN, 2965 Campbell Ave., Wantagh NY 11793 
have been continued to give all dancers 
a taste of more difficult material. 
Advisory Board and Selection of Staff 
Callers. In 1971, an Advisory Board of 
dancers was chosen to select the staff 
callers and to make suggestions on all 
aspects of the convention. Initially, there 
were nine advisors; this has grown to 20 
today. The advisors selected the staff 
callers for the 1972-77 conventions. In 
1977, the advisors turned caller selection 
over to the dancers. Beginning with the 
1978 convention and continuing to the 
present, the dancers have selected the 
callers. Each dancer attending the con-
vention receives a ballot and votes for the 
staff of the following year's convention. 
In 1980, the Advisory Board expanded 
its role to be jointly responsible for many 
convention policy decisions with the staff 
callers. This includes input for program-
ming of callers, selection of associate and 
non-staff callers and ballot procedures. 
A NEW WAY TO LEARN BY VIDEO TAPE 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
(CALL TOLL FREE) 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95841 
P.O. BOX 417802 
IN CA CALL 916/331-2550 
1-800-87-HINGE 
SQUARE DANCE 
A complete course of teaching tapes. Excellent for class or caller training, group practice and those who need 
to brush up on their dancing. The At Dance Tips and Singing Call Tapes are ideal for a party. 
ROUND DANCE 
The Round Dance training tapes demonstrate figures and movements used In easy level round dance routines. 
These tapes are ideal for home and group learning where no instructor is available and where extra help may 
be desired, 
GUITAR 
Learn to play the guitar with a professional instructor at your own pace. These tapes teach the basics from how 
to string and tune a guitar to various styles of intermediate and advanced playing. 
he 
SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
1. Basic .1 11•231 
2 Basic e2 124-491 
3. Mainstream 
4. Plus 
5 Singing Call 
ROUND DANCE TAPES 
6 Waltz Basics 
7 Two-Step Basics — .1 
8. Two-Step Basics — .2 
9. Easy Level Rounds 
(6 Waltz. 12 TwoiStep Routines) 
10 Cueing with Harmony 
(11 Two•Slep. B Waltz Routines) 
18 Phase Ill Waltz/Fox Trot 
19 Phase III Cha Cha/Rhumba 
ADVANCED SQUARE DANCE 
TAPES 
11. A • 1 PART A 
12 A- 1 PART B 
13 A 1 Dance Tips (Great Music) 
16 A2 Part 1 
17 A2 Part 2 
GUITAR 
14. Basic Guitar 
15 Inlermediale/Advanced Guitar 
ALL TAPES 
$39.95 
SPECIFY: r. ' VHS 	BETA 
HOW TO ORDER 
Send a check or money order (no 
cash please) payable to GOLD 
STAR VIDEO PRODUC-
TIONS, ($330 for shipping. 
handling and insurance for each 
tape). 
(Shipping and handling 510 each 
tape outside U.S.A.) 
Add 61/2.,0 sales tax 
it you live in California 
Immediate delivery. 
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To start calling smarter, order your 
copy of COMPUTER CALLER today! 
COMPUTER CALLER requires a Commodore 64 Of 
64C computer and disk drive. Send $2.00 for a demo 
disk. 55.00 for a demo VCR tape, or $50 for com-
plete program. Tennessee residents please add 
PA% sales tax.  
John Gregor 
4316 Earlene Drive 




While your mentor/father is forty-year 
caller Art Harris, unofficial dean of callers 
in the Buffalo area, and when you prac-
tice regularly with the very competent 
Jerry Carmen of Rochester, you "get in 
a position to share a lot of information," 
says caller Mike Harris. 
Mike has called party dances for 23 
years, western-style for a dozen years and 
cues rounds as well. He calls through A-1 
and cues through Phases Ill and IV. His 
dance partner is Jody Mattice. 
Accomplishments for this "second 
generation quality caller" are extensive. 
Callerlab and Roundalab involvement are 
only the beginning. He was twice co-
moderator of the Callers Cooperative of 
Rochester and co-founder of the N.Y. 
State Callers and Cuers Association. He 
teaches three basic classes each year 
and calls for the Waterwheel Squares and 
the Lock City Curly Q's. He is past chair-
man of Dance-O-Rama ('85) and current 
chairman of CURE (a benefit for child-
hood cancer). He's called in six states and 
in Canada and likes "smooth but in-
tricate" choreo. 
PUT A SQUARE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS! 
Introducing COMPUTER CALLER, an easy-to-use, professional 
quality program for the Commodore 64' . With COMPUTER 
CALLER, you can develop new figures, check out published 
choreography, or practice your sight or memory calling, all 
without the need for "dolls" or live dancers. 
Just load the program, choose the type of dance you want 
to call, and type in your calls. No programming skills are re-
quired! COMPUTER CALLER works like you do, with ordinary 
English-type commands like "heads square thru" and "swing 
thru." Dancers move instantly in response to your commands 
Work with color-matched couples, if you wish, or assorted single dancers 
to challenge your sight-calling skills. Or practice your memory or mental 
image calhng with the all-one-color option. Call at Mainstream, Plus or any 
Class level. Choose partner. corner or right-hand lady get-outs The pro-
gram also counts your steps for singing calls 
COMPUTER CALLER supports 58 formations (with any combination of fac-
ing directions), a vocabulary of over 250 words, and over 2000 combina-
tions of set-ups and calls. And if that's not enough. there's also a manual 
option that lets you move your dancers anywhere on the screen, lust like 
dolls. It's lust the thing for your asymmetric or "gimmick" figures. Switch 
between manual and calling screens with the touch of one key. 
You can save your completed figures, retrieve and replay them, even print 
them Comment feature lets you add fill-in patter or singing call lyrics to 
your printout 
Commodore 64 is a registered trademark of Commodore Electronics, Ltd 
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RON & DONNA BABA 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
In March 1984, Winnipeg, Manitoba 
welcomed Ron and Donna Baba into the 
dancing circle. In the fall they started a 
beginner class of eight couples and in five 
years the fold has grown to about 100 
couples of "Baba's Black Sheep." 
Ron and Donna started square danc-
ing in the fall of 1966 and round dancing 
in 1967. After a transfer to Kimberly, B.C. 
in 1968, they started teaching in order to 
have someone to dance with. Since that 
day their lives have been totally dedicated 
to the round dance movement. In 1981 
a move took them to Edmonton where 
they taught for a year before being trans- 
ferred to Fort McMurray where two years 
were spent commuting to Edmonton 
monthly to workshop their Carosel Club. 
They are members of the Manitoba 
Callers and Teachers Association, Mani-
toba S & RID Federation, Roundalab and 
U.R.D.C. Elected to the board of direc-
tors of Roundalab in 1985, they have 
served on the executive committee, and 
were Video Chairman for two years. They 
were re-elected to the Board of Directors 
in 1988 and served as chairman of the 
teaching progression committee. Current-
ly they are serving as coordinators for the 
newly-formed Teacher Training Committee. 
The Babas teach Phases Ito VI, have 
participated in two Canadian National 
Conventions and three U.S. ones. They 
have taught in many Canadian provinces, 
and at conventions and festivals along 
with weekends in the U.S. They were 
featured instructors at the Minnesota 
Round Council's 1989 teachers training 
seminar. 
Ron is a plant manager 
for Westinghouse Canada 
Inc. Winnipeg Region. Don-
na looks after the prepara-
tory work that is required in 
keeping all the classes in 
new material, bookeeping, 
record ordering and organ-
izing all the special func-
tions. After raising three 
sons, the Babas have just 
become the proud grand-
parents of a granddaughter. 
ALASKA STATE SQUARE G ROUND DANCE FESTIVAL 
Fairbanks, Alaska 
July 5-6-7-8, 1990 
Caller: DALE MCCLARY, Melbourne, Florida 
Cuers: DONNA & LYNN ROUMAGOUX, Arizona 
For Brochures & Information, Contact: 907-479-6129 
D.B. Tarnowski, PO Box 60006, Fairbanks AK 99706 
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11 Product Lint 
- T.)  
SUPER SUPREME CATALOGUE 
Perhaps the most complete all-purpose 
multi-item 76-page catalogue in print to-
day, covering everything imaginable for 
dancers, callers, cuers, leaders, cloggers, 
recreationists, is this one from Supreme 
Audio of New Jersey, owned by Bill and 
Peggy Heyman. Just a peek at the index 
will give you an idea of the huge variety 
offered: cases, cables, mikes, manuals, 
amplifiers, speakers, albums, records, 
tapes, videos, recorders, books, certi-
ficates—the list goes on and on. Your  
editors have picked it up many times to 
order or to recommend items to others. 
And it's free. Call 1-800-445-7398 for your 
personal copy. (Ads are also on the front 
inside cover of this issue.) 
duty °Amy 
NEW RELEASES 
RYL 404 COTTON PICKIN'/DOG HOUSE 
RYL 209 PUT A LITTLE LOVE IN YOUR HEART 
RYL 108 DOWN BY THE RIVERSIDE 
RYL 504 THAT'LL BE THE DAY 
RYL 108 FROM THE WORD GO 
RYL 208 DREAM ON 
RYL 306 HIGH COTTON 
RYL 207 EVERYTHING THAT'S WONDERFUL 
RYL 503 RUBY BABY 
RYL 107 YOU MAKE ME FEEL LIKE DANCIN 
RYL 403 K.C. BUDDY/FLICKER 
RYL 502 A DAY LATE & A DOLLAR SHORT 
RYL 402 KAYLA RAE/JAKE 
RYL 305 DO RUN RUN 
RYL 106 I'LL HAVE TO SAY I LOVE YOU IN A SONG 
RYL 206 I BELIEVE IN MUSIC 
RYL 304 WHY MUST WE EVER SAY GOODBYE 
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PARTY RECORD/HOEDOWN 
When one can get both an after-party 
or mid-party record to play to a crowd just 
for fun, and at the same time get a good 
hoedown on the flip side, that's a double-
barreled bargain! Here it is: Buckskin 
1513, Old Buster Hoedown, sung by Otto 
Degner, with music only on the reverse 
side. Years ago, we well remember similar 
records with lyrics by such caller/enter-
tainers as Ray Bohn and Tex Brownlee, 
and this is as good as any of them. Old 
Buster will be remembered from similar  
lyrics composed previously—he's not 
new—but his antics will make us smile 
when we listen once more: 
"He wants to pair it, bend, shuffle the stack, 
Cross twirl out and U-turn back, 
Alamo cast off once and a half around 
Just killed 'em off, run 'em to death 
Buster looked up, out of breath, said: 
'Son, when you gonna let that hammer down?"' 
FASHIONS BY MARILEE 
SQUARE DANCE FASHIONS & ACCESSORIES 
ALSO FASHIONS FOR COUNTRY SWING, BALLROOM 
AND CASUAL WEAR, TOO  
CALL OR WRITE 
FOR FREE CATALOG 
OR DEALER NEAREST YOU 
NASHVILLE SOUND PLUS YOU SING-ALONG CASSETTES 
OVER 1000 SELECTIONS FROM COUNTRY, GOSPEL & POP 
COMPLETE LIST AVAILABLE-FREE CATALOG 
YELLOW ROCK SHOPPE 1622 S. BUCKNER 
DALLAS, TX 75217 	1-214-391-7040 
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Stan Burdick 
216 Williams St 
Huron OH 44839 
The Meandering Man 
Don Coy (502.491-8878) 
118 Bonnie Ln. 
Louisville KY 40218 
Calling Wknds & Festivals 
You Ring, I Sing! 
Jim "Who" Cholmondeley 
12610 Lusher Road 
Florissant MO 63033 
(314)741-7799 or 653-1441 
The Caller Who Cares 
 
Charlie Wheatley 
6402 Beulah Church Rd. 




CALLER LINE-UP 	 
These Callers Are Available To Call For Clubs and Festivals Call Them. 
Bill Barr (203-934-2653) 
421 Campbell Ave. Box 352 
West Haven CT 06516 
Have a Train Hite 
With "Railroad Bill" 
?reveling Weekend: 
Walt Cole (801-392-9078) 
944 Chatelain Rd 
Ogden UT 84403 
The basis of calling is timing 
The basis of timing is music 
COVER TALK—This month's cover was painted in watercolor especially for ASD by 
Ann McFeely of York, Pennsylvania. The birches were inspired by the scenery at your 
editors' favorite retreat at Silver Bay, New York, where Ann is a neighbor. 
S:: TEM LIVE 
IN THE WILD!! 
COME WITH US TO AFRICA—Sept. 24-October 6, 1991 
Square dancers and non-dancers—It's a once-in-a-lifetime adventure! 
Best hotels! See the big game "at home in the wild" before it is too late! 
Ask for color brochure, details... 
Your Personal Hosts 
	
ASD TOURS (with Continental Squares) 
Stan & Cathie Burdick PO Box 488, Huron OH 44839 
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These three colorful handbooks 
are a must for every dancer 
iLIMME 	 a 




book-450 illustrations. $1.25 
each. $95.00 per hundred. 
SHIPPING COSTS BELOW 
Now Marketed By: 
NEW ENGLAND CALLER, Inc. 
P.O. Box 8069, Lowell MA 01853 
508-452-3222 
IMPORTANT-Add these SHIPPING COSTS (4th Class) 
Basic/Mainstream Handbooks: 
1 	Book $ 75 19-39 $3.00 
2-5 Books $1.10 40-60 $3.90 
6-11 Books $1.50 61-100 $5.00 
12-18 Books $1.85 
Plus & Indoctrination Handbooks 
1 	Book $ .50 	9-36 $1.85 
2 Books $ .75 37-75 $3.00 
3-8 Books $1.10 	76-100 $3.75 












The AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY 
2. Plus Movements Hand-
book-32 pages. fully illustra-
ted 75C each, $60.00 per 
hundred. 
SHIPPING COSTS BELOW 
SQUARE DANCING 
3. Indoctrination Handbook 
- Background, history. tradi-
tions-a must for every dan-
cer. 75C each. $60.00 per hun-
dred. 
SHIPPING COSTS P. r 
The Caller/Teacher Manual-This 
special guidebook covers the how-to 
teach elements of calling. The 
Mainstream basics are covered with 
guidelines every caller needs to know. 
$29.95 each + $4.00 S&H.  
Both volumes bound in quality, 
WE ALSO OFFER: 
	
Single 
Needle Notes Vol I $5.00 
Needle Notes Vol II 
	
$5.00 






.25 ea.  
Appreciation Awards 
Calendars-5 year 
Round Dancing For Fun 
The CallerText-640 pages 100 authors. 
with important tips on how to be a caller.  
Virtually every phase of caller knowledge 
is covered in this marvelous volume 




DEALER PRICES ON REQUEST 
For Dealers Only-Quick Service--1-800-666-ORDER 
heavy-duty. 3-ring binders 
I 













1990'2 GREAT AT TOLEDO SEAGATE! 
The 31st Buckeye Dance Convention 
will be a reality on May 4-6 at the Toledo 
Seagate. A registration desk in the main 
foyer will have dancing information and 
ribbons for singles and spectators, a 
singles' meeting area, tables for flyers and 
restaurant information. Toledo logo items 
will be for sale here as well. 
77 callers are signed up to present a 
full program of dancing at all programs, 
basic through challenge. Cloggers will be 
kept busy by 15 instructors. Contra danc-
ing will be included. Round dancers will 
dance to 23 cuers. A Trail End Dance is 
scheduled for Thursday, May 3, from 
8-10:30 PM in the Riverview Ballroom. 37 
shop owners are planning to be at the con-
vention. In the sewing room, a represen-
tative from JoAnn Fabrics will design per-
sonal bodice patterns. Four dresses will 
be raffled. The style show will be pre-
sented at Friar Tuck's Bijou Theater at 4 
PM on Saturday. Exhibition dancers will 
be on hand. and the Con-Weissenberger 
Color Guard will lead the opening 
ceremonies. 	Bob & Kathy Lark 
NEW ZEALAND NEWS 
In December, the Cathedral Squares 
graduated a new class of dancers who 
completed the Mainstream Program and 
Phase II of the Roundalab basics. 
The Cathedral Squares enjoyed a 
special dance with 29 West German 
dancers who were visiting Christchurch, 
New Zealand. The German dancers were 
"buddy-coupled" with New Zealand dan-
cers for the few days of their stay. Many 
new friendships were formed, and the 
CHOREOGRAPHY VIDEO 
SIGHT CALLING VIDEO 
By ED FOOTE 
Well-Known Caller Instructor 
Each Color Video about 90 Minutes Long. 
Presentations are Organized & Complete. 
$49.95 - 1 Tape 
$79.95 - suth Tapes 
Order From: Dale Garlock 
2107 Shunk Ave. 
Alliance. Ohio 44601 
i  yA I% 	NO SINGLES CLUB 
... 	• IN YOUR AREA? 
Let us help you start a local • 4,0
Liss. ' 
Chapter of Bachelors 'N' 
% 
Bachelorettes International. 
Become affiliated with the largest SINGLES' 
Square Dance Club in the world! Over 50 
Chapters currently and continuing to grow! 
WRITE NOW FOR INFORMATION! 
Bachelors 'N' Bachelorettes International Inc. 
cio Roy Northup, International President 





From DAYTON, OHIO 
SPACE IS LIMITED 
WRITE OR CALL FOR INFORMATION 
Walt Wilson 	437 Bellaire 
Dayton OH 45420 	513-252-0456 
A BLACKWOOD TRAVEL Tour Program 
24K Gold.Plated Enameled 
SQUARE DANCE  
JEWELRY 	 • • 
P Earrings or Pendant 5355 	47. 	 fi 
Both for only 16.95 
plus 61.00 ship. & handling 
(Calif 	res 	add 644, sales tax) 
Earring also available 
with clips 
When ordering specify dress 
color 	red, blue or black.  
Send check or money order to 
Charmz-Reaction 
P.O. Box 4208 
West Hills CA 91308 
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Art Shepherd (center) welcomes thorsten and Andrea Gepert 
from West Germany to the Cathedral Squares' dance 
7TH CANADIAN CONVENTION 
The latest pre-registration figures for the 
Canadian National Convention in Van-
couver, B.C. on July 26-28 are at 5100. 
These dancers will enjoy squares, rounds 
and clogging, a "Sail Into Fashion" 
fashion show, many educational seminars 
(including several sessions staffed by 
LEGACY personnel), a Showcase of Ideas 
and a sewing clinic. 
IN MEMORIAM 
Elizabeth S. Bennett died in February. 
She was the first person named (in 1979) 
to the Hall of Fame of the Folk and S/D 
Federation of North Carolina. Elizabeth 
was well-known in the Burlington, N.C. 
area, having taught elementary school 
there. She taught her students to square 
dance at their grade levels. Twice she sus-
tained broken hips from falls, but soon 
threw away her cane and went back to 
dancing. She will be especially missed by 
the Kentucky Dance Institute, where she 
presided as "tigress" at the annual initia- 
tion of new members. 	Mae Fraley 
Square dancing lost a talented and 
71 
motto of the Cathedral Squares came to 
the fore...Enter as a stranger but leave as 
a friend. 
When visiting Christchurch, contact 






HOME AND DANCE HALL FOR SALE 
Ideal site for square dance/RV resort 
Located in Blountstown, Florida 
1 hour from Tallahassee and Panama City 
3500 sq. ft. masonry/stucco home 
4800 sq. ft. dance hall with terrazzo floor 
Huge pool, pool house with restrooms 
2.85 acres with 6-foot chain link fence. 
$98.500 
Jim Yates 	 904-38 5-09 66 
1216 Walton Dr., Tallahassee FL 32 312 
ORIGINAL ROVER 	BADGES 
CUSTOM ENGRAVING FOR CLUB BADGES 
RHINESTONE BADGES 
LONG-STRING MINI-PURSE (ass't colors) 
BUTTERFLY BELTS 
S/D ACCESSORIES — WRITE FOR CATALOG 
A to Z Engraving Co., Inc., Since 1954 
1150 Brown St., Wauconda IL 60084 	312/5267396 
National Square Dance 
DIRECTORY 
• 10,000 clubs around the world. 
• Directories of festivals & conventions. 
$7.95 (plus $2.05 postage) 
$45.00—Life Subscription 
PO Box 54055, Jackson MS 39288 
Phone: 601-825-6831 
Call Toll Free: 	1-800-542-4010 (Dept. NSD) 
THE DIRECTOR SPEAKER 
$549.00 plus UPS 
All Yak Stack Products 
* * * * * 
NOW AVAILABLE TO KEEP 
YOUR DIRECTOR LOOKING GREAT! 
A high-quality black vinyl cover 
lined with a foam back interior 
$60.00 inc. postage/ins. 
LASRY CALLER SUPPLY 
1513 No. 46 Ave., Hollywood FL 33021 
Phone 305-981-7788 
American Squaredarce 	!cd,), 
much loved caller in December with the 
sudden passing of Kerry Stutzman of 
Pennsylvania. His generosity, happy per-
sonality and mike ability have left 
memories that will keep him alive in our 
hearts. Deepest sympathy is extended to 
his wife Mary and their family. 
RONALD MCDONALD BENEFIT 
The Southwestern Ohio Federation of 
Square Dancers held a dance to benefit 
Ronald McDonald House, a house near 
Children's Hospital where families from 
out of town whose child is seriously ill may 
stay for a nominal fee. The house is main-
tained largely by donations from 
organizations. 
Pictured are Tom and Betty Josephson, 
chairpersons for the dance; Charles and 
Mary Ann Thornton, Ronald McDonald 
House managers; Carl and Shirley 
Heismann, presidents of the Greater Cin-
cinnati Callers and Teachers Assn.; Russ 
and Peggy Crews, presidents of the 
SOSDF. 	 Ron & Emily Henry 
SQUARE DANCING DOWN UNDER 
Three major programs will take place 
in June 1990 in the lands "down under:" 
the New Zealand 24th National Conven-
tion, June 1-3, in Wellington; the 
Australian 31st National Convention, June 
7-11, in Brisbane; the American Callerlab 
Convention on the Gold Coast, two hours 
from Brisbane, following the convention. 
The timing of these events provides the 
opportunity to visit two countries, enjoy 
great dancing and meet new friends. For 
more infomation, contact Convention '90, 
PO Box 44-058, Lower Hutt, New 
Zealand. 	 Jim Aislabie 
ED FRAIDENBURG 
(Calling For You) 
* * * 
1916 Poseyville Rd. 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
Phone: 517-835-9524 
** * 
Calling All Levels Thru A-2 
Call or Write for Rates & Dates 
PROMENADERS 	lir" 	gir 
Clog & S/0 Shoes 
Blk & Wht 	534.95 
Colors 	 .L.,..., 
Gold & Sit 535.95 




Square Dance 8 Western Wear Fashions, Inc. 
Eastern N.C.'s Largest Square Dance Shop 
Route 9, Box 273A • Hwy. 70 East 
Goldsboro, North Carolina 27534 
111111
111CLOGGER tor men (black & while) 
CLOGGER for women (white only) 
S36.50 
•...,. We Ship Anywhere in the World 
Brochure available-52.00 (refunded on first order) 
Checks, MasterCard, Visa, American Express 
SQUARE DANCE LEADERS 
CALLERS, CUERS, CONTRA
; A.-igi 
Send for Free Copy 	
p# 
CALLERS NOTE SERVICE 
CALLERS LIABILITY INSURANCE 
NATIONWIDE CALLER REFERRALS  
MEMBERSHIP AVAILABLE 	:1 
"Oldest & Best" 	- 4 	0 6. 
NATIONWIDE 	--- 	_•• 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CALLERS ASSOC., INC. 
4819 Weal M-12, Quartz Hill CA 93536 
805-943.6984 
WE DESIGN CLUB BADGES 
1 line "Slim Jim" 	 51.25 
Name only, Regular Size 	 51.35 
Name and Town OR Design 51.50 
Name and Town and Design 	 52.00 
Name, Town, Design, Club Name 	 52.25 
State Shape 	 S2.75 & Up 
55. Minimum Order 
Badge Colors: Black, white, blue, green, brown, red. 
yellow and walnut 
Orders $10.00 or less, 
add $1.00. Orders over 
10.00, add $2.00. 	 C, 	ELLIE 
Thank you 
MICRO PLASTICS 	 MANDERS 
PO Box 847 
, 	UPTOWN. U.S.& 
Rifle CO 81650 
Tel: 303-6251718 
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The Best In 
Square & Round Dance Music 
All Rounds Cued 
TNT268 YOU'VE CHOSEN ME by Wynne Mahler 
TNT269 STAGGER LEE by Mike lavarone 
TNT270 THE LOCO-MOTION by Mike lavarone 
TNT271 PASS ME BY by Mike Trombly 
TNT272 PISTOL PACKING MAMA, Rd by Fran Kropf 
TNT273 IF I DIDN'T CARE by Peg Mulroy 
MODERN STYLE CONTRA PARTY 
LP1001—Dick Leger 55.+.75 pst. 
Plastic Record Sleeves Available 
Ouanoty DiscOunts Ion 25. 50, 100 & 1000 
RFD 2 Rt. 7, St. Albans VT 05478, 802-524-9424 
* water and dirt repellent 
* petticoats will not lose their shape 
* use for traveling and storage 
* carry up to 6 petticoats in one bag 
* secure * compact * sturdy * lightweight nylon 
SALES BENEFIT LEGACY 
Send 527.50 plus 52.50 postage 
To: Bob & Dottie Elgin, Box 398 Dept. E 
Harrison City PA 15636 
Make checks payable to LEGACY 	Allow 4-6 weeks 
Enjoy a Trail Dance 
in St. Louis! 
Plus level dance to benefit the 1993 
National Square Dance Convention 
June 26, 1990, 7:30 pm, $3 @ person, 
Bonhomme Presbyterian Church 
14820 Conway Road, Chesterfield, MO 
Callers 
Harold Rowden, Earl Kinsey, St. Louis 
Rounds, 011ie Loehr 
West County Spinners, Sponsors 
Information? Call 314/343-5468 
WANTED 
A1-A2 CALLER 
Looking toward retirement and 
not giving up calling entirely. 
Brookings, Oregon, may be the answer. 
We have the dancers and facilities. 
Write to Chetco Ocean Waves 
PO Box 6771, Brookings OR 97415 
Or call 503-469-4104 
DATE-LINE, Continued 
Canada—Alberta S/D Institute. Banff. June 17-22, Wnte Bert/Hazel Leys. 
923 9th Av S. Lethbridge Alberta, Canada T1J 1T7 
Virginia-241h Nati Advanced & Challenge S/D Commotion, VA Bch Con✓ 
Ctr, June 21-23, E Foote. D Hodson, R Howell, M Jacobs. L Kopmark 
R Libby, J Marshall. B Rubright, A Uebelacker, D Wilson Write Ed Foote. 
140 McCandless Dr. Wextord PA 15090 
Missluippi—June Bride Dance. H Wilson Rec Ctr, Gulfport June 22, 
Johnny Sicuranza Write Gulf Coast Arts Council. PO Box 4091. Biloxi 
MS 39535-4091 
Florida-38th Annual S&RID Festival, Bayfront Auditorium. Pensacola: 
June 22-23. B Newman. M Flippo. Barbara/Ted May Write Bill Jenner, 
aril Lillian Hwy LOT dz. eensacoia FL ..f2506. 
Tennessee—English Mt Special Trail In Dance & Campout: June 22-24. 
K Lowe J towe. J Everhart Call Kevin Lowe (703)738-9580 
Colorado—Plus Week. Dance Ranch. Estes Park: June 24-29. Jerry 
Thole, Frank Lane. Wnte Frank Lane. PO Box 1382. Estes Park CO 80517 
Kentucky-9th Annual Summer Dance School. Berea College, June 
24-30 Call T Auxier (502)695-5218 
Colorado—The Lloyd Shaw Foundation Leadership Training Institute, 
Canon City. June 26-July 1 Write Calvin Campbell. 343 Turf Ln. Castle 
Rock CO 80104 
Tennessee-39th Nall S/D Convention, Memphis. June 28-30 Contact 
NSDC, PO Box 751990. Memphis TN 38175-1990. 
Canada—Cochrane S/D Festival 90, Alberta, June 30-July 2, E Kinney, 
0 Levitt 
AVAILABLE 
16mm microfilm, 35mm microfilm, 105mm microfiche 
copies are available through Univeristy Microfilms In-
ternational. 300 North Zeeb Rd., Ann Arbor MI 48106. 
AnnGene 
Petticoat Kits 
Easy to finish: You simply sew 
the side seam and insert the elastic 
for a perfect fit. 
Available in Two Petticoat Styles 
with sweeps from 40 to 120 Yards. 
Priced from $17.95 to $40.95 
For a free Brochure, call toll-free 
1-800-338-3289 
SEWING SPECIALTIES 
7429 4th Ave. So. 
Richfield MN 55423 
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& BRIGHT IDEAS 
SOME SPECIAL TURKEYS 
In response to Mary Mines' letter 
("Square Line," Jan. '90) about women 
learning the man's part (she calls it Arky) 
because of the shortage of males in her 
class, Dot Mandt of Lawton, Oklahoma, 
wrote to tell of her group: 
"I belong to a daytime senior citizen 
square dance group called the Crippled 
Turkeys. There are 18 women and two 
men so, of necessity, many of these 
women have learned to dance the man's 
part. In our afternoon dances, we have no  
trouble knowing which of the women is a 
man. But, since these same women have 
joined regular dance clubs which meet at 
night, when we dance the man's part at 
these open dances, we wear hats (See 
picture.) to alert our square, and the caller, 
to this fact. 
"It works well and we have been well 
accepted by the square dance clubs here 
in Lawton. Everyone knows the To' keys! 
"The Best Little Square 
Dance Store Around" 
STYLE JB-586 
A Reverse Duco-Dot Beauty-Color dots on a white 
background. Flattering square neck w/ white sheer lace 
ruffles & ribbon trim Ribboned sheer lace trim on the 
sleeves & skirt. Bows at the corners of the neckline & on the • 
skirt for that extra-special trim! A delicate, Summer look of • 
65.35 poly/cotton. Washable. Sizes 6-20. 	 • 
Colors: White with Royal Dot.White with Red Dot; White • 
with Navy Dot; & White with Black Dot. 	372.00 
• 
• 
Send 	with order: 
Style, Color, Size and Price. Your • 
Name, Address, City, State & Zip. For •
Shaaterge:Card Number and Expiration 
••Rosei 
Add $3.50 for postage & 
handling.$4 50 for Air Mail. Check, 
Visa and MasterCard accepted. 
Please allow i-4 weeks for delivery 
• Send S 3.50 for a copy of ourSquare Dance Apparel 
• Catalog. Will be refunded with your first order. 	• 
250 West Broad Street (Route 7) Falls Church, VA 22046 • 
• (703) 534-7273 	 • 
•••••••••••••••• • • • • • • •• •11. I •••• 
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Oklahoma Larry & Vicki Leeson, MrAlkn, Texas 
111 	
PLUS LEVEL DANCING 
For more Information, Contact: 
TOOTS RICHARDSON 
Winter: 1710 Neptune Dr. 
Clinton OK 73601 
(405)323-5888 
Summer: P.O. Box 213 
Red River NM 87558 
(505) 754-2349 
June 21, 22, 23 8111 & adiwe Stilwell. Edmond. 
Itipside8 
ROUND REVIEWS 
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert 
WALKING ON A MOONBEAM—tirenn 14241 
Choreography by Helen & Slug Schmidt 
Good music and a nice easy two-step using basic 
figures and a fishtail. 
MAKES NO DIFFERENCE—Grenn 17132 
Choreography by Dan & Doris Sabala 
Excellent music and a good intermediate foxtrot/swing 
cued by Frank Lehnert. Phase IV, 
NO DIFFERENCE—Grenn 17132 
Choreography by Bill & Mary Ann Copeland 
Same record as above with a good basic intermediate 
foxtrot cued by Frank Lehnert. 
YOU BROUGHT A NEW KIND OF LOVE TO ME—MGR 
073; Choreography by Jack & Aileen Cody 
Good smooth music and a nice easy two-step with 
basic figures, cued by Pete Metzger Phase II +1. 
HEY GOOD LOOKIN'—Belco 381 
Choreography by Richard & JoAnne Lawson 
Good peppy music and a good fun-type easy two-step 
with Charleston and strolling vine. Cued by Richard. 
SHENENDOAH—Belco 381 
Choreography by Ken Croft & Elena DeZordo 
Pretty music and a good easy waltz cued by C.O. Guest. 
PASO QUATRO—Roper 249 
Choreography by Bill & Lee Howell 
Good lively music and a good intermediate paso do 
ble including all the Roundalab Phase IV basics. 
HELEN KICKS—King GT 4-2081 
Choreography by Ned & Lois Hartman 
Lively music with an intermediate polka routine. 
WALK ON BY—MCA 60058 
Choreography by Phil & Becky Guenthner 
Leroy Van Dyke vocal and a nice easy two step. Phase 
II + 1. 
ALL SHOOK UP—RCA 447-0618 
Choreography by John & Norma Becker 
Good Fivis vnral and a gnnd easy two-step. Phase II. 
HONKY TONK HEART—WB 7-22955 
Choreography by Paul & Betty Cooper 
Country music by Highway 101 with an interesting easy 
two-step with a chase and Tamara. Phase II. 
ON THE STREET WHERE YOU LIVE—Spec. Pressing 
Choreo by Richard Lamberty & Marilou Morales 
Great music and a good high-intermediate foxtrot. 
Phase V + 1. 
CREPE SUZETTE—Spec. Pressing 
Choreo by Richard Lamberty & Marilou Morales 
Good smooth Danny Kaye vocal and a good in-
termediate foxtrot. 
IF YOU GOT THE MONEY, I GOT THE TIME—Col 
13-33346: Choreo by Jerry & Diana Broadwater 
Peppy Willie Nelson vocal and a flowing easy-
intermediate dance Phase II + 1. 
FIVE HILLS TO TRAVEL—Special Pressing 
Choreography by Tom & Jan Kannapel 
Beautiful music and a good high-intermediate waltz. 
Phase V + 1. 
SWEET LOVE—Special Pressing 
Choreography by Tom & Jan Kannapel 
Catchy music and an interesting mixed timing routine. 
Phase IV. 
JUST ANOTHER WOMAN IN LOVE—Capitol 44432 
Continued on Page 97 
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TRAIN Wpm( nF FmannN—Buckskin 1235 
Caller: Otto Degner 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2 , pass the ocean, ex-
tend, swing thru twice, recycle, sweep 1/4 , square thru 
3/4, swing, promenade.  
UNCLOUDY DAY—Buckskin 1236 
Caller: Jerry Johnson 
FIGURE. Heads square thru, with the sides right-hand 
star, heads star left, right and left thru, dive thru, square 
thru 3/4 , swing, promenade. 
ANOTHER SQUARE DANCE CALLER—Chaparral 710 
Caller: Marshall Flippo 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, right and left thru, flut-
ter wheel, sweep V4, pass thru, right and left thru. 
swing thru, boys run, half tag. swing, promenade. 
CHAINS— Four Bar B 6105 
Caller: Gary Mahnken 
FIGURE: Heads square thru. do-sa-do corner, swing 
thru, boys run, half tag, walk and dodge, partner trade, 
pass the ocean, recycle, swing, promenade. 
ROUND AND ROUND—Grenn 12216 
Caller: Dick Leger 
No. 16 in the SID Progression Seiies. FIGURE. Circle 
left, do-sa-do, see-saw, ladies chain, do-sa-do corner, 
tum partner twice and form a star, shoot the star, weave 
the ring, do-sa-do new partner, promenade. 
MARINA—Grenn 12217 (122140) 
Caller: Dick Leger 
No. 17 in the S/D Progression Series. FIGURE: Alle-
mande left, do-sa-do, heads promenade 1/2, sides right 
and left thru. four ladies chain, circle left V2. left 
allemande, do-sa-do partner, weave the ring, do-sa-
do, promenade, swing. 
UNCLOUDY DAY—Ocean 33 
Caller: Gary Bible 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, square thru, right 
ON THE ROAD AGAIN 
For Your Square Dancing Pleasure 
Calling Mainstream thru C-1 
Tom Trainor 
Internationally Known Caller 
and Mountain Recording Artist 
Resident Caller, Sunflower RV Resort 
On Tour from April 15 thru October 1 
Throughout U.S. and Canada 
For your club dance, square dance weekend, 
campout, festival, caller's clinic or special event. 
WEEKEND DATES AVAILABLE, OCTOBER THRU APRIL 
For rates and dates, write 
Tom Trainor, 12809 Seville Drive, Sun City West, Arizona 85375 
Or call: 
602-584-3607 or Toll-free anywhere in the U.S. 1-800-448-5216 
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DISC-COUNT 
Recently Released Records 
Now Available 
Information supplied by Hanhurst's Record Service 
PO Box 687, Ridgewood NJ 07451-06871-800-445-7398 
Tennessee Stud, Ralph Kornegay 	Red Boot Star 1329 
Another Square Dance Caller, Marshall Flippo Chap 710 
It's A Sin To Tell A Lie, Ben Goldberg Dance Rnch 699 
!'‘'e Been Loved by the Best Oenny Caves 	Enis 2800 
Buttons and Bows, Mike Dabling 	 Ute 7 
You Are the Woman, Ken Burke 	Quadrille 868 
Through the Shadows of My Mind, Al Horn Ocean 36 
Chains, Gary Mahnken 	 Four Bar B 6105 
Straight from the Factory, Lee Main 	Quadrille 869 
Oklahoma Swing. Jimmy Roberson 	Lightning 108 
Singing the Bues. Troy Ray 	 Desert 46 
Chicago Dancin' Girls, Tom Miller 	Eureka 1303 
Heartbreak Hurricane. Joe Saltel 	 Eureka 1401 
Time for Me to Fly, Nordbye. Miller, Saltel Eureka 3001 
Memphis, Richie Burkhart 	 La Bandit() 102 






2012 Warren Ct.  














and left thru. slide thru, square thru, swing, promenade. 
YOU ARE THE WOMAN—Quadrille 868 
Caller: Ken Burke 
Dedicated to Nancee Burke. FIGURE: Heads square 
thru, corner do-sa-do, swing thru, boys run, ferris 
wheel, centers pass thru, touch 1/4 , scoot back, swing, 
promenade. 
STRAIGHT FROM THE FACTORY—Quadrille 869 
Caller: I 	Main 
Heads square thru,do-sa-do, swing thru, boys run, 
chain down the line, pass the ocean. scoot back, cor-
ner swing, promenade. 
CHAINS—Rawhide 161 
Caller: Stan Cole 
FIGURE: Heads star thru, pass thru, circle four to a 
line, pass thru, wheel and deal, double pass thru, 
centers in, cast off 3/4, star thru, centers pass thru, 
swing corner, promenade. 
LIGHT IN THE WINDOW—Rawhide 160 
Caller: Lee McCormick 
FIGURE: Four ladies chain, chain 'em back, heads pro-
menade 1/2 , star thru, pass thru, corner swing, left 
allemande, do-sa-do, promenade. 
Please send with order - size, color, your name, address, and 
telephone number. For charge purchases, send charge card 
number, name printed on card and expiration date. For freight, 
please add $3.50. S.C. customers, add 5% sales tax. 
The most unusual gingham 
check dance dress you've 
ever seen! Solid color insets 
at the neckline, down the 
front of the bodice and on the 
sleeves. Brass button de-
tail. Patent belt with brass 
buckle. Novelty double flare 
skirts. This dress moves 
on the hanger! 
Sizes: 6 - 20 
Colors: Red, Black 
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LINE OF FIRE, Continued 
know were planning to attend that they 
need to notify. 
4. Any officer names and telephone 
numbers should be updated as they 
change with the caller(s) and the local 
area publication editors. They can also be 
a "check point" in this time of emergency. 
5. A "Calling Tree" should be in place in 
your club. This is a fast and effective way 
to notify all of the members of the cancel-
lation. A "Calling Tree" is designed so 
that the key decision makers call two peo-
ple, who in turn call two people, who in 
turn call two people, until all are notified. 
6. Area radio and television stations 
should be informed. This information can 
be placed in their updates. The list of sta-
tions should be prepared in advance and 
assigned to people in the calling tree. 
7. A dancer living in the area of the dance 
location should be asked to post a notice 
on the main entrance of the building to 
inform any dancers that may not get the 
word of the cancellation. 
It is unfortunate that any dance should 
ever necessitate being cancelled due to 
weather, or any type of unforeseen 
emergency, but it is best to be prepared! 
Key: The decision should be made as early 
as possible, and the information 
distributed as quickly as possible, for the 
benefit of all concerned. 
Remember, in an emergency situation, 
you may be expecting people to risk be-
ing involved in an accident, or worse, risk 
their life, for your square dance...there 
may even be legal ramificaitons to con-
sider should something happen to a caller 
or dancer on the way to your dance...ls 
it worth it??!! Are you ready for an emer-
gency?? Who makes the decision? 
Eddie Powell 
Reynoldsburg, Ohio 
DID YOU MISS OUR VACATION ISSUE? 
Four pages of square dance vacations 
and special events were documented 
(from summer through 1990) in last 
month's special ASD issue. Order one if 
you missed it. 
SOLID GOLD/ 
SILVER STREAK 




SG102 — TRAIN HOEDOWN — Hoedown 	SG101 — SKAGG'S HOSS — Hoedown 
SG302 — MADE IN AMERICA — Nick SG201 — I'M MADE FOR DANCING — Tom 
SC402 — POETRY IN MOTION — Jim 	SG202 — LOVE BY MORNING — Tom 
SG203 — IN TIMES LIKE THESE — Tom SC301 — GET ME BACK TO DIXIE — Nick 
SSK201 — ALL THE FUN — Rick 	 SG401  — TWO CAR GARAGE — Jim 
COMING SOON 










319.752-4205 317-636-5536 708-289-5590 708-425-5653 815-339.2547 
T-N-J PRODUCTIONS 	PO BOX 175 	MIDDLETOWN IA 52638-0175 
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THE SHIP LEAVES AT 4 PM - 
WE'LL HAVE YOU DANCING BY 8! 
As the lights of Miami fade into the distance and thousands 
of stars in the night skies of the Caribbean twinkle overhead, 
we begin the first square dance on our 2nd annual United 
Squares of America cruise. Last year we had 17 dances and 
workshops in 7 days 	 this year will be even better, 
including a Square Dance Beach Party on beautiful 7 mile 
beach in Grand Cayman. 
All the fun begins January 5 on Carnival Cruise Lines' 
superliner Holiday with ports-of-call including Cozumel 
Mexico, referred to by many as the "Garden of Eden", the 
British Crown Colony of Georgetown, Grand Cayman, and 
the Gem of Jamacia, Ocho Rios. 
We think we have the best square dance cruise you'll ever go 
on .... outstanding service, great prices, and most of all 	 
a full dancing schedule with lots of great people! 
Call us .... it's toll free ... call us today! We would love to talk 
with you! 
CALL US AT 1-800-666-3359 
In St. Louis call: 
UNITED SQUARES of AMERICA 
c/o GROUPers Travel 
(314) 537-9505 







S25 W26319 MacArthur Rd. 
Waukesha WI 53188 
RECORDS 
30,000 INVENTORY 
ALL NEW TAPE SERVICE 
EVERY DAY SHIPPING 
ALL LABELS AVAILABLE 
Call 1-800-328-3800 
COLORS 
Pink 	Pasiel Blue 
Oust Royal Bloe 




Mississippi—May Dance. H Wilson Rec CU, Gulfport May 25: Ron 
Burkhalter Write Gull Coast Ails Council, PO Box 4091. Biloxi MS 
39535-4091. 
Wyoming-391h Annual Cowtown Hoedown, Woodland Park School, 
Sheridan, May 25-26 Contact Dorm McChesney. 17 Cottontail Ln. 
Sheridan WY 82801. 
Florlda-37th Annual FL State Conventon. Lakeland Civic CU. May 25-27 
Contact Fran Meet. PO Box 7930, Port St Lucie FL 34985 
Missouri-12th Annual Chaparral KC Convention. Hilton Arport Plaza 
Inn. May 25-27. K Bower. B Main. J Haag. S Smith, G Shoemake. 
Ray/Gerry Belanger Contact Mary Campbell, 1425 Oakhill Dr. Plano TX 
75075 
New Yort—Rocky's Rec Area Camping Weekend. Boonville: May 25-28. 
Write Chit Brodeur, Box 914, Pittsfield MA 01202 
VIrgInIa—Summer Square Up Anniversary, Duffield Hem School, June 
1. Gary Shoemake. Kevin Lowe. Call Kevin Lowe 1703)7389580 
Teas—Pre-Festival Dance. Lubbock Memonal Civic Ctr, June 1 Write 
Jon/Jean Lamberson. 8702 Joliet. Lubbock TX 79423. 
Kansas—Stale S/D Convention. Bicentennial Ctr. Salina: June 1-2. 
Utah-7th Annual Single &Dancers of UT, Union Sta, Ogden. June 1-2: 
Gilbert. W Guss. Russ/Micki Francis Write Ella Rogers. 3542 Casino 
Camino. W Valley City UT 84119. 
Mluour1-3rd Annual Rollin' on the River Weekend. Holiday Inn. Han-
nibal. June 1-3. Tom Morgan, Tony McUmber Wnte Tony McUmber. 1601 
36th SI. Hannibal MO 63401. 
Texas-28th Annual State Federation S&FUD Festival. Lubbock Memonal 
Civic Ctr: June 2 Write Al/Gladys Manning. PO Drawer CC. Edna TX 
77957 
Idaho-26th Annual Stale Festival. College of Southern ID. Twin Falls: 
June 7-9: Jon Jones. Jack/Dorothy Wright. Write BOUJoan Sargent, 3384 
N 5000 E. Munaugh ID 83344 
Australia-31st Australian Nall S/D Convention, Bnsbane: June 7-11 Call 
1-800-638-5723 
Wyoming-36th Annual CO State S&FUD Festival, U of WY, Laramie. 
June 8-9, Wnte Bob/Pat Brisket' 31 University Dr, Longmont CO 80501 
Calllorela—Bishop S/D Festival. Tn-County Fainords. June 8-10. M 
Kellogg, S Moore. S Byars. S Griffith, B GeFell Write Bill Gardner. PO 
Box 1677, Mammoth lakes CA 93546 
Massachusetts—Camp Kingsmont Weekend. Stockbridge, June 8-10. 
Wnte Cliff Brodeur, Box 914. Pittsfield MA 01202. 
Minnesota-39th Convention & Annual Meeting. State Fairgrds. St Paul: 
June 8-10. Beryl Main, Don/Pete Hickman. Wnte 1990 S/D Convention, 
217 W Nebraska 111, St Paul MN 55117. 
Michigan-171h Nall Asparagus S/D Festival. Shelby; June 9 Write 
Don/Margaret Knapp. 4435 W Grant Rd. Shelby MI 49455 
Colorade—Advanced Week. Dance Ranch, Estes Park. June 1015, Jerry 
Haag. Frank Lane Write Frank Lane, PO Box 1382, Estes Park CO 80517 
Kentucky-24th Annual Nall Mt S/D & Clogging Festival. Natural Bridge 
Stale Resort Park. Slade, June 14-16 Contact Richard Jett. PO Box 396, 
Campton KY 41301 
Canada—S Cariboo SID Jamboree. 100 Mile House, June 15-17, Ron 
Telford Contact Bev Abbs, RR 1. 100 Mile House. BC Canada VOK 2E0. 
Pennsylvania-11th Annual While Rose S/D Festival, York College of 
PA. June 15-17. A Uebelacker, J Marshall. M Jacobs, R Howell. R Leber. 
R Bssey, CarUPat Smith, Hap/AJAkolcott Wnte Don/Flo Dattisman, 1964 
Dorwood Dr. Dover PA 17315 
North Carolina—Family Music & Dance Week, John C Campbell Folk 
School, Brasslown, June 16-22 Write Registrar. John C Campbell Folk 
School, Rt 1 Box 14A, Brasslown NC 28902:9603 
Continued on Page 73 
Rita's Ouiltique 
,4 Square Dancers Exclusive!,  
SQUARE DANCERS QUILT-TOP KIT includes: 
• 30 pre-cut stamped, white blocks, to be appliqued 
& embroidered.' 
• 30 pre-cut solid color blocks. 
• Enough solid color fabric for final binding. 
• Patterns for applique pieces. 	 . OPAL, 
• Full instructions for appliqued blocks 	0101. 
AND ASSEMBLY. 	 -we. X.10 ■ 
• Use leftover fabric from your dresses. --)7.#1%. ,  
Available in queenidOuble size ...wily 
Finished size approximately 82 x 102 
Batting & backing NOT INCLUDED 
Only $39.95 
plug .5,160 pomp 6 li•ndling 
Canachen 0,00,5 05.00 	
LM: 
QUILTING TEMPLATES $2.50 
IPlease specify colas when ordering 	
Sow 0,1y won r, A uis 
1=21•14 
RITA DAVIS 
96 Palace Drive 









UTTLI MR HORN 
SPEARIAS 
THE BIG SOUND AT A LOW COST 
We give you the crisp clear sound, 
not the muffled bass and loss of 
highs. Hear music on records Thal 
you may not have linown was there. 
Write for Info.  
39th 
National Spare Dance Convention 
MEMPHIS, TENNESEM 
JUNE 23, 29, 30, 1990 
CALLING ALL CLOGGERS! 
Two clogging halls with top clogging in-
structors and dancing  pivgiammed by 
Ralph and Tammy Pierce are being 
prepared for both beginner and ex-
perienced cloggers. Other types of dan-
cing to be presented by national instruc-
tors will be line dances, mountain square 
dance and buck dancing. Free style and 
fun dancing will be programmed in the 
evenings. Instructors will include: Sallie 
Adkins, Anna Breeding, Cliff and Patricia 
Breehl, Deloris Breske, Denny and Jen-
nie Burchfield, Gloria Driver, Jay Dum-
com, Lynne Goode, Carole Hollis, Pat 
Hughes, Bob Johnson, Stacey Maples, 
Mercy Martinez, Donna Painter, Dorothy 
Snow, Charles and Elaine Steele, Bill and 
Nancy Tullock and Bobby Whitefield. For 
information, contact the Pierces at 148 
Westlook Circle, Oak Ridge TN 37831. 
DON'T MISS THE EXHIBITIONS! 
25 exhibition groups representing all 
types of dancing—square, round, clog-
ging, wheelchair, roller skate and 
heritage—have signed up to perform. 45 
hours have been set aside for exhibitions 
in Ellis Auditorium. For further info, con-
tact George & Deloris Leever, 110 Wilson 
Ave., Clinton TN 37716. 
AFTER-PARTIES ANNOUNCED 
Host groups for after-parties will be 
Utah, Ohio, St. Louis and the Kentuckiana 
SID Association. Utah will host an A-2 
after-party on Thursday and a varied pro-
gram party on Friday. Ohio's parties in-
clude rounds on Thursday and Saturday 
with Plus and contra on Saturday. A Plus 
dance on Thursday and a round dance on 
Friday will be hosted by St. Louis. Friday's 
square dance after party will be con-
ducted by KSDA. Other after-parties will 
be announced when confirmed. Locations 
will be in the program book. For more in-
fo, contact George & Sharon Terrett, 8528 
Cedar Circle W., Southaven MS 38671. 
CAMPING 
700 sites at the campgrounds will be 
available with 30 amp electrical services 
and water connections. Parking space on-
ly will be provided for rigs over the initial 
700. The campground is located about 15 
miles from the convention site with a shut-
tle bus every hour. 
REGISTRATION: 14,154 dancers were 
registered as of February 10, 1990. 
KENNY JARVIS/WES DYER, OWNERS 
4706 Saguard Dr, Louisville KY. 40229 
(5021 955-8341 
ENI-2400 HEARTBREAK MTN. by Kenny/Wes 
ENI-2401 DON'T CLOSE YOUR EYES by Kenny/Wes 
ENI-2402 HEARTBREAK EXPRESS by Kenny/Wes 
ENI-2500 SUSPICION by Sonny 
ENI-2600 ONE WOMAN MAN by Tim 
ENI-2700 GOTTEN GOOD AT GOODBYES by Cecil 
ENI-2800 I'VE BEEN LOVED BY THE BEST by Denny 
STAFF CALLERS. 
SONNY COATS—(812) 883-3909, RR a6 Box 364, Salem. IN 47167 
TIM CARMAN —(502) 451-9016, 1709 Belmar Dr, Louisville, KY 40213 
CECIL VEST—(812) 256-5770. 3415 Highway 3. Charlestown IN 47111 
DENNY CAVES-18121 883-4732, RR 2, Salem IN 47167 
ENIS 
ENTERPRISES 
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FASHIONS 
Mail Orders Available from these Shops 
CALIFORNIA 
DORIS'S Crystal Magic Petticoats 
8331 Pinecrest Drive 
Redwood Valley CA 95470 
Toll free 800-468-6423 
Free Swatches, Flyers 
ROMIE'S SID & WESTERN WEAR 
3827 El Cajon Blvd. 
San Diego CA 92105 
1619) 280-2150 
CAROLS COUNTRY CORNER S/D 
21932 Schoenborn St.  
Canoga Park CA 91304 
818-347-1207 
Quality at Discount Prices 
BOOT HILL S/D APPAREL 
Discount Prices 
7610 Balboa BI 
Van Nuys CA 91406 
818-901-9544 
FLORIDA 
OXBOW S/0 SHOP 
8650 49th St. N. 
Pinellas Park FL 34666 
813-541.5700 
Everything the dancer needs 
PROMENADE SHOP 
4200 F 62nd Ave N 
Pinellas Park FL 34665 
813-522.4547 




8121 Lillian Hwy. Lot 82 
Pensacola FL 32506 904-453-3327 
GEORGIA 
L'ELEGANTE PRINCESSE 
PO Box 378 
Helen GA 30545 
404-878-3147 
One of a kind designer outfits  
HAWAII 
FUN FASHIONS FROM FLORENCE 
Everything for S/R Ds on Big Island 
Bed & Breakfast avail by reservation 
24-hr. ph. 808-966-7076 Write F. Rita 
RR#1 Bx 125 Pahoa HI 96778 or 28 
Ohia Dr., Ainaloa Sub Div. Pahoa HI 
ILLINOIS 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE 
7215 W. Irving Park Road 
Chicago IL 60634 
312-589-9220 
INDIANA 
BEV'S SQUARE DANCE & WEST 
112 Depot St 
Auburn IN 46706 
219.925-3818 or 925-6039 
24-hour Phone Service 
KANSAS 
DOROTHY'S S/D SHOP, Inc 
3300 Strong Ave Box 6004 
Kansas City KS66106 (913-262-4240) 
Serving : 43 dancers since 1972 
Catalog: St 00 
LOUISIANA 
JANET'S S/D SHOPPE 
Rt. 9 Box 997 (318)855-4470 
Lake Charles LA 70611 
Member NASRDS. Visa & MC 
MAINE 
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC 
Rt. 115 Yarmouth Rd.  
Gray ME 04039 
207-657-3412 
Catalog St Refund with 1st Order 
MARYLAND 
ANDES S/D & WESTERN APPAREL 
2109 Liberty Rd (301-N5.0808) 
Eldersburg MD 21784 
Catalogue Available—S2 




Detroit MI 48209 
Prettier perkier petticoats & 
pantalettes 
CLIPPITY CLOPPITY SHOPPE 
32 E Main St 
Milan MI 48160 
313-439-8558 
Open Six Days 
MINNESOTA 
SKYLINE 8/13 SHOP 
9 Skyline Dr 507-345.1900 
Mankato MN 56001 
Member of NASRDS 
We welcome mail orders( 
NEW MEXICO 
JEANETTE'S ORIGINALS 
4017 Central Ave. NE 
Albuquerque NM 87108 
505-255-8961 
NEW YORK 
ROCHESTER SHOE STORE 
8186 Pembroke Dr. 
Manlius, NY 13104 
Discount Prices 
Send for free catalog 
SKY RANCH WEST. & S/D STORE 
109-111 S. Main St (315-668-2644) 
Central Square NY 13036 
Complete Western & SID Store 
Send for Free Catalog 
NORTH CAROLINA 
CIRCLE W S/D FASHIONS 
Don & Jackie Wilkins 
RI 1 Box 313 (Phone 919-327-3337) 
Sneads Ferry NC 28460 
Mail Services-MasterCard-VISA 
OHIO 
M & H WESTERN FASHIONS 
13002 Lorain Ave (216-671.5165i 
Cleveland OH 44111 
Dancer's Shopping Del,ght 
.400000000000000090  
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OKLAHOMA 
LOWELL'S PLACE on Main 
119 West Main 
Moore OK 73160-5105 
Apparel 405-799-5602 
Just outside OK City 8 worth the trip! 
GRAND TRAVEL S/D SHOP 
Twirl Away Togs. PO Box 690092 
Tulssa OK 75169 
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FABIAN'S WESTERN WEAR 
Square Dance Apparel 
18th & Jefferson Sts 
Lewisburg PA 17837 
Phone 1-717-523-6280 
SWING THRU 
RD 1 Box 428 






Wichita Falls TX 76301 
Square 8 Round Dance Regalia 
Immediate Mail Order Service 
N BAR J (MARJAC) 
2406 S Hampton Rd.  
Dallas TX 75224 
214-3392251 
YELLOW ROCK SHOP 
1622 S. Buckner Blvd. 
Dallas TX 75217 
Free Catalog 
VIRGINIA 
LIW WESTERN APPAREL 
Rt. 4 Box 19 
Elkton VA 22827 
Phone: 703-298-8676 
TRIPLE R WESTERN WEAR 
KMB ENTERPRISES, INC 
250 W. Broad St. 
Falls Church VA 22046 
CANADA 
S/DANCERS FASHION EXCHANGE 
3282 East 1st Avenue 
Vancouver BC V5M 1B8 
Phone: 251-5530 
Ken 8 Sally Crisp, Caller/Teachers 
ACROSS 
1. Record company (with #6) 
6. Part of #1 (make it plural) 
12. Aren't (2 words) 
14. Congeal 
15. -- Car 
16. Cotton State 
18. Its capital is Jefferson Cty. 
19. Trim a tree (with "off") 
21. Cain's brother's namesakes 
22. Freshwater fish 
23. Pub quaffs 
25. Iacocca 
26. 1/100 of a dollar 
27. Branched horn 
29. Cow sounds 
30. Teen's "Okay" 
31. Vikki of song 
32. Falsehoods 
33 Social functions 
35. City in northern France 
36. Mandible or maxilla 
37. Yelps 
39. Football pos. letters (Pl.) 
40. Action words 
42 Craft's companion 
43. Unit of measure 
44 Musicmaker (tradename) 
46. Midwestern state (Abbr.) 
47. Stary 
49. Frothy 
51. Praying 	 
52. Social engagements 
DOWN 
1. 	 Washington (Use one) 
2. Small hollow in a surface 
3. Big name in appliances (Abbr.) 
4. -- - shoestring 
5. Popular oldie found in 44 Across 
6. Sea mammal 
7. Amateur radio operators 
8. Time period 
9. Blue-penciler 
10. City in France (2 words) 
11. Horsy, loud outburst 
13. Writing pad 
17. ---- Barrel Polka 
20. 	 From Heaven 
22. I've Been to 	 on a Fast Train 
24. Dutch painter 
26 I'm As 	 As Kansas In August... 
28 --- Vegas 
29 --- tai (cocktail) 
31 	 Man, caller Mark Turner 
32. California's -- 	tarpits 
33 Mend, as a sock 
34. Pixie or softdrink 
35 	 bracelet 
36 Blue 	 (casual wear) 
38 Corset parts 
40 Clock numeral 
41. Husky's burden 
44. Butter unit 
45 Drivers' org. 
48 Gopher State Abbr. 
50 Main or Wall (Abbr.) 
by Arlyne Schwab 
Rancho Cordova, California 
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RECORD DEALERS 
MAIL ORDER—MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 82716 
Phoenix AZ 85071-2716 (602-993-9932) 
Square, round, ballroom, pop labels 
Specializing in mail & phone orders 
SPECIALTY RECORDS & SUPPLIES 
PO Box 335 
Largo FL 34649 
882-DANCE(3262) or (813)535-3043 
All Labels, amplifiers, needles. etc. 
PALOMINO SID SERVICE 
S25 W26319 MacArthur Rd. 
Waukesha WI 53188 (1-800-328.3800) 
SUPREME AUDIOIHANHURST'S TAPE SERVICE 
PO Box 687, Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687 
Toll Free 1-800-445-7398 (U.S. & Canada) 
THE Professional Source for Square and Round 
Dance Records & Equipment—FREE CATALOG 
PROMENADE SHOP 
11909 N.E Halsey. Portland OR 97220 
503-252-7623 
New Record Release Tape Service for 
just $21. Yr & you keep the tapes. 
ALLEMANDE SHOP 
PO Box 8246, Chattanooga TN 37411 
Call Toll Free 1-800-346-4867 
Tape Service available only $24 per year 
YOU keep the tape 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
Box 17668 — 1835 S. Buckner 
Dallas TX 75217.0668 (214-398-7508) 
CANADA 
THOMASSON SID SPECIALTIES 
121 Barrington Ave. 
Winnipeg, Manitoba R2M 2A8 
OVERSEAS 
HOWARD MARKS, 1 Ivy Road 
London E17, England (Ph081-539-7967) 
Serving the movement since 1954 
Mail Order A Specialty Member NASRDS 
SONG AND DANCE STORE 
Manor Workshops, West End. Nailsea 
Bristol. England Tel (0272)810399 
Suppliers of Records, Tapes 
Caller Equipment & Dancewear 
BADGES 
D & H ENGRAVING 
N 5003 HWY 0 (1-608-847-6569) 
Mauston, WI 53948 
Club, Fun & Mini Badges 
Send 256 for Catalog 
Computerized Engraving by LOWELL'S PLACE 
119 West Main.  
Moore, OK 73160-5105 (405.794-5774) 
Just outside OK City 
& Worth the trip! 
NOTES FOR CALLERS 
THE NEW V!E1A! 
Bill Davis 
1359 Belleville 
Sunnyvale CA 94087 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CALLERS ASSN INC 
Callers Notes Service 
4819 West M-12 
Quartz Hill CA 93536-2429 
805-943-6984 
CHOREO BREAKDOWN 
Don Beck (508) 897-9767 
176 West Acton Rd.  
Stow MA 01775 
Send for FREE sample. 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
3775 County Road 92 No 
Maple Plain MN 55359 
Mainstream through A-2 
DANCE TIME NOTES FOR CALLERS 
Dick Han 219-583-5902 
513 South Bluff St. 
Monticello IN 47960 
Write for Free Sample 
CANADIAN CALLERS NOTES 
Anne & Joe Uebelacker 
RR1 1158 Tara Rd.  
Peterborough, Ontario K9J 6X2 
Basic thru Plus or Adv. thru C-3 
SQUARE DANCE BALLS 
In the St Petersburg area 
OXBOW HALL, INC. 
8451 49th St. No. 
Pinellas Park, Florida 33565 
Earl Steele, Owner, 813-821-3809 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join today.  
PO Box 57 
Westfield MA 01086 
Cost. $250 plus 50C postage & handling 
PAULY'S (715.845-3979) 
PO Box 72 
Wausau WI 54402 
Engraved and Jeweled Badges 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO (614-471-3735) 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps 
From our Design or Yours 
Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219 
KA-MO ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 30326 
Albuquerque NM 87190 
3D Club & Fun Badges 
Free Catalogue—Ph 505-883-4963 
TAPES 
AUDIO TEACH & DANCE TAPES BY ED FOOTE. MS & Plus 
taught all-position to dancers who already know the calls from 
standard position. Al- and A-2 taught with walkthru & prac-
tice of all calls. Teach tapes emphasize understanding of calls, 
are widely acclaimed as best on the market. Drill tapes, dance 
tapes & two-couple tape also available. Write for literature to.  
Ed Foote. 140 McCandless Pl., Wexford PA 15090. 
VIDEO ALL POSITION TEACH TAPES BY ED FOOTE. Calls 
are taught all position for dancers who already know the calls 
from standard position. Numerous walkthrus of the more dif. 
ficult calls at each Callerlab program, along with brief samples 
of dancing, and hints for successful dancing. Understanding 
of calls is emphasized. 4 video tapes available Mainstream, 
Plus, A-1, A-2, each tape about 90 minutes long. VHS format. 
Cost' 539.95-1 tape; 559.95-2 tapes. Order from Dale Garlock. 
2107 Shunk Ave., Alliance OH 44601. 
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BOOKS 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS. 1989 Edition, 
Round Dance Basics Book, $aoo ppd. Now includes 10-week 
dancer-proven course, dance positions, complete approved ter-
minology. mixers, teaching hints, plus introduction into foxtrot, 
tango, cha cha and ballroom. Coordinate with the Grenn record 
teaching series. Order book and/or records from Frank Lehnert, 
2844, S. 109th St., Toledo OH 43611. 
THE TWO POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE DANCE 
CALLS- Book 1, Mainstream; Book 2, Plus program and Al 
A2. To order: Send $350 to Pocket Dictionary, PO Box 2223 
Vernon CT 06066. Specify which book you are ordering. 
SIGHT CALLING SIMPLIFIED- An easy and simple system 
tor new sight callers. Based on the premise (het anyone ca.. 
sight call. Price $6.50. Order from Whitey Aamot, 916 3rd Ave. 
SE, Waseca MN 56093 
COLD FEET: How To Get Them Dancing by Kaye Anderson. 
150-page Round Dance reference book for the Beginning 
Dancer. Step-by-step directions for man and woman. 140 
diagrams; 430-item Index. $1150 ppd. DANCE ACTION. Dept. 
AS, PO Box 15591, Long Beach CA 90815-9997. 
COUNTRY WESTERN DANCING. Book 1, Line, Partner & 
Couple dances. Book II, Continues on!; Book III, Photographed 
Turns!: Book IV. Teacher's Manual; Book V, Line Dances 
Galore; Book VI, Partner Dances. Shuffles & Schottisches: 
Book VII, More Photographed Turns. Order by number. $20 
each includes pstg. & handling. Kelly Geltette, PO Box 43425, 
Las Vegas NV 89116. 
OUT OF SIGHT. A Text on Mental Image Choreography for 
Square Dance Callers. Learn what makes choreography 
"tick" with this step by step approach to mental image and 
sight calling. Send $20. plus postage ($1.00 or overseas $6.00) 
to Don Beck, 176 W. Acton Rd., Stow MA 01775 508-897-9767 
THE CALL'S THE THING-A new booklet that just might be 
the "survival kit" for square dance clubs experiencing finan-
cial or other difficulties that threaten to force them out of ex-
istence. It features a CALL CARD designed for beginners as 
well as veteran dancers to properly describe the execution of 
calls as well as a CALL CARD RACK for flexibly displaying 
the cards for reference at classes or dances. Many other 
features include: TEACHING TAPES-THE SQUARE DANCE 
POSITION GAME'COMPUTER" SLIPS FOR FORMING 
SQUARES BY NUMBERS-DIAGRAMMING DECALS-LINE 
DANCE INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES-AND MORE $4.00 plus 
$1.00 post.& hand. Satisfaction guaranteed. Russell L. 
Hoelofts, 67 Forest Glen, Rm 321, Longmeadow MA 01106 
POTLUCKS AND PETTICOATS, 336 pages of square dancers' 
favorite recipes AND a full color history of American square 
dancing. Club fund raisers-Christmas presents-everyday 
use! $11.95 plus $1.50 shipping. Quantity discounts. Potlucks 
and Petticoats, PO Box 129, Dillard GA 30537. Credit card 
orders 404-746-2134. 
SQUARE DANCING ENCYCLOPEDIA: $15.00, All Movements 
MINI-BOOK, Basics-C3, $7.00 DIAGRAMMED GUIDE-
Basics & Plus, $700. ADVANCED DIAGRAMS: Plus-C2, 
$1000. Order from Jon Sanborn, 661 Middlefield Rd., 
Salinas CA 93906. Phone: 408-443-0761. 
ADVANCED & CHALLENGE DIAGRAM BOOKS FROM ED 
FOOTE. 3 books available: A-1 & A-2 (both in 1 book), C-1, 
C-2. Each book diagrams all calls for the indicated program 
from a variety of positions, also includes helpful hints for dan-
cing the calls. Books are 81/2)(11 with spiral binding, laser prin-
ting provides clear sharp images. The most complete diagram 
books for Advanced & Challenge available today. Cost: 
$12.95/book ($13.45 to Canada) includes postage. Order from 
Ed Foote, 140 McCandless Pl., Wexford PA 15090. 
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING-A comprehensive 117,414 
word glossary-reference manual for teachers, beginners, ex. 
penenced dancers Over 2200 ballroom & R/D terms, articles, 
descriptions & definitions. Order now $13.50 ppd. Fred Maury, 
8810 La Grima de Oro Rd NE. Albuquerque NM 87111. 
Phone 505-298.5050 
DISTRIBUTORS 
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS. PO Box 687 
Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687, 1-800-445-7398 US & Canada 
Continuing the Dealer Management Program 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, PO Box 7309 
HOUSTON TX 77248.7309, 713-862-7077 
SUNDANCE DISTRIBUTORS, 9356 Natick Ave. 
Sepulveda CA 91343, 818-891-6622 
S/D PRODUCTS 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS-Five color, eye-catching SEALS or 
all correspondence. checks, etc., are an invitation to square 
ny. Order fro-7. E.11.:,-;- 18:442, Memphis TN 35151 3 sheets 
(50 each). $1-) .25 p&h; 10 sheets, $3 + .75 p&h; 20 sheets, 
$5.00 +81 p&h; 100 sheets. $17.50 + $2.50 p&h.(Ist class). 
Samples on request. (SASE appreciated) 
YAK STACK-Sound Columns for Callers 
Write PO. Box 2223, Vernon CT 06066 
Phone 203-649-5144 
YAKETS (Plastic Record Covers) 
$9.00 Per 100 plus $$3.50 shipping 
SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCE THEME COUNTED 
CROSS-STITCH PATTERNS. 3 square books, 1 round book, 
5 patterns each. $5.00 ea. +5150 pstg. per order. State pat-
terns available upon request at $150 ea. +505 pstg. per order. 
Dealers welcome. Ralph & Mary Ann Kornegay, 138 Mohican 
Trail, Wilmington NC 26403. 
FREE! SAMPLE TAPE 
HANHURST'S TAPE & RECORD SERVICE 
MONTHLY TAPE Contains All New S/D Music 
TOLL FREE Order Phone DISCOUNTS 
Serving Callers Since 1971 - P. Perfect Gift for Your Caller 
Call TOLL FREE 1-800-445-7398 (U.S. & Canada) 
Bill & Peggy Heyman, PO Box 687 
Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687 (In NJ, 201-445-7398) 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
amplifiers • speakers • microphones 
wireless microphones • speaker stands 
1033-E Shary Circle, Concord CA 94518 
Telephone: 415-682-8390 
ASSOCIATIONS 
NATIONAL 5/0 CAMPERS ASSOCIATION 
Dept. B, PO Box 224, Little Chute WI 54140 
SQUARE DANCERS OF AMERICAN MENSA, LTD. 
Bruce W. Franz, 460 Lamplighter Place 
Xenia OH 45385 (513)372-0448 
RESORTS/CAMPGROUNDS 
NOBODY TREATS DANCERS BETTER THAN COPECREST 
Vacation in the mountains with a week of dancing at Copecrest. 
We offer superb food, modern air-conditioned rooms, swim-
ming pool and a staff that pampers you! Write Copecrest S/D 
Resort, PO Box 129 Dillard GA 30537, or call 404-746-2134 
WESTERN MONTANA Square & Round Dance Vacation. 
June 8-Sept. 3. 11 miles south of Missoula. Dancing every 
evening. National callers on weekends. No Packages. Camp-
ground among the pines on Lobo Creek. Square & Round 
Dance Center, 9955 Highway 12, Lobo MT 59847. 406-273-0141. 
MAGAZINES 
APART POINT MAGAZINE, The International Round Dance 
Magazine attuned to the needs of the Round Dancer and 
Leader Cue sheets, articles by "on staff" leaders, "pop" poll, 
and much more. Rates: US $20, Can $27, Others $27. Send 
to Apart Point, 33369 Tollhouse Rd., Tollhouse CA 93667 or 
call 209-841-3728. 












CD-240 - Rave On—Randy 
CD-24I - Merry Christmas (Straight To You) 
Dean and Andy 
CD-242 - Not Counting You—Andy 
CD-243 - On Second Thought—Dean 
BEST SELLERS 
CD-232 - We Belong Together—Andy 
CD-233 - Wildflowers—Dean 
CD-235 - It Keeps Right on a Hurting—Andy 
CD-236 - You Go - You're Gone—Dean 
CD-237 - Don't Waste It On the Blues—Wayne 
CD-500A - Circle D Romp (Hoedown) 
CD-500B - Clogger's Special 
CD-238 - Cumberland Road—Andy 
CD-239 - Sweet Baby Said Goodbye—Dean 
PRODUCED BY DEAN AND ANDY 
4804 IVY • PASADENA, TX 77505 • (7L1)487-6738 
ANDY PETRERE 








JAY FLOWERS 	DWIO TAUSWORTHE 	RICKEY ZIMMERMAN 
Lake Jackson TX Hesston TX 	 Mountain View OK 
A-K 104 NEVER GIVEN' UP ON LOVL Nickey 
A-K KM MUCH 100 YOUNG (To Feel This Darn Old) — Brad Caldwell 
A-K 106 HARD TIMES ROLL—King 
8E37' SELLERS 
A-K 103 I COULDN'T LEAVE IF I TRIED — King Caldwell 
A-K 102 THREE TIMES A LOSER — David Tausworthc 





LANSING AREA CALLERS & CUERS ASSOCIATION 
ROUND DANCE CLINIC, July 28.29, 1990; Level 11,111,IV,V; Ed 
& GLoria Kilner. Mason Community Hall, Mason, Michigan. 
For reservations or information, contact Claude & Shirley Nor-
ton. 13608 Summer Lane, Grand Ledge MI. Ph. 517-626-6941. 
34th FUNSTITUTE, McCall. Idaho, July 13,14,15; 2 days and 
nights of dancing, workshops & fun. Breakfast served in the 
pines sat. & Sun. $10 per person. Contact Pat Hisaw. 10834 
Sandhurst Dr., Boise ID 83709. 
TAPE SERVICE 
SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE AVAILABLE. Write for sam-
ple tape. Palomino S/D Service, S25 W26319 MacArthur Rd.  
Waukesha WI 53188 (1-800-328-3800) 
PALOMINO S/D SERVICE 
FOR SALE 
100x40' METAL BUILDING; 403(60' AREA FINISHED FOR 
SQUARE DANCING. Maple floor, 3-bedroom home nextdoor 
6 years old: 8 acres, dry storage for 140 boats, RV storage. 
Located in the Ozarks in South Missouri. For information, write 
ASD, PO Box 488, Huron OH 44839. 
CUER-CALLER SCHOOLS—SIGN UP NOW! 
Both callers and cuers are urged to take 
another look at the wide assortment of 
callerlcuer schools opening soon this 
summer and fall (See pages 46-47). It's 
a good year for vacation-training oppor-
tunities. Take another look. 
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LEGACY is looking 
for a few good leaders... 
LEGACY is a non-profit International 
Assembly of Trustees representing every 
component of the square dance activity. 
Membership in LEGACY is two-tiered, 
with trustees being the working. voting 
body which meets biennially and has 
been defined as a leadership-
communication resource center. Nomina-
tions of individuals invited to become 
trustees must be made by existing 
trustees. They must have served the ac-
tivity and have been dancing for at least 
five years or have served three years as 
an accomplished leader. 
The second tier of membership is that 
of affiliate membership, which is open to 
individuals and organizations interested 
in supporting LEGACY and receiving 
mailings and information. These  
members are not required to serve on 
committees nor attend meetings. 
LEGACY is always looking for a few 
more good leaders. Why not you, some-
one from your square dance club or your 
association or federation? Are you in-
terested in promoting square dancing and 
fostering good leadership on a interna-
tional scale? Are you interested in the 
overall picture of the square dance activi-
ty'? Do you teel that better communication 
might improve the dance scene? LEGACY 
may be just what you are looking for. 
Membership applications are available 
on a year-round basis. For more informa-
tion on memberships, write Pres and Kay 
Minnick, Membership Chairmen, 6882 
Garland St., Arvada CO 80004. 
RED BOOT BOYS 
TRAIL-IN DANCES TO THE 
MEMPHIS NATIONAL CONVENTION 
(Square Dances and Concerts) 
JUNE 1990 
22 BIRMINGHAM, AL 
23 ATLANTA, GA. 
24 WAYNESVILLE, NC. 
ZS 	KINGSPORT, TN. 
27 MEMPHIS, TN. 
RBB & D. Holliday at Vestavia Rec. Ctr. 
$7. per person in advance; $8 at door 
RBB for the DELTA SQUARES 
$7.00 per person in advance; $8 at door 
RBB & WILHOITS at Rec. Center 
$7 per person in advance; $8 at door 
RBB & ROSADOS at Civic Auditorium 
$5 per person 
RBB & EASTER DAYS at Airport Hilton 
$10 per person 




For Info & Advanced Tickets write: THE RED BOOT BOYS 
Rt. 8 College Hills, Greeneville TN 37743 
Phone 615-288-7194 or 615-638-7784 
Send Self-Addressed Stamped Envelope 
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EXPE RI\EEIT \L BASK 
PD 
Spin chain and exchange 
the gears 
Spin chain the gears 
Teacup chE.ir, 
3/ tag the line 
Track two 
Trade the wave 
Triple scoot 
ASD PULSE POLL 	ASD 
EXPERIMENTALS Not a Callerlab program 
Caution: Not recommend-
ed for dancers prior to 
Plus program activity. 
WALT ISHMAEL 
JIM TRIBLE 
JIM "WHO" LOGAN 
HERB EDWARDS 
CHUCK PEEL 
40 Callers Contribute Monthly 
CALLERLAB QUARTERLY 
SELECTIONS 
M AtNSTRE A M 
Reverse dixie style 
Spin chain and scoot thru 
PLUS QS 
Recycle the diamond 
Right and left by 
ADVANCED QS 




Order IN-form X-4 from 
ASD. 50¢ one copy 
QS DEFINITIONS 
& DIAGRAMS 
Order IN-form J-6 from 
ASD 50¢ one copy 
PLUS PROGRAM 
All eight spin the top 
Anything and roll 








b. and anything 
Extend 
Flip the diamond 
Follow your neighbor 
Grand swing thru 
Linear cycle 
Load the boat 
Peel the top 
Ping pong circulate 
Relay the deucey 
Remake the thar 
Single circle to a wave 
EXPERIMENTALS 




JIM "WHO" CHOLMONDELEY 
	
EAGLE ENTERPRISES 
11220 Florissant St., Suite 169 
Florissant MO 63032 
Phone 314-653-1441 
EAG 1208 CRAZY OVER YOU by Jim L. 
EAG 1209 OLD LAMPLIGHTER by Jim L. 
EAG 1210 PUT YOUR HAND IN THE HAND by Jim L. 
EAG 2101 GUITARS, CADILLACS AND HILLBILLY MUSIC, Jim C. 
EAG 2102 FULL GROWN FOOL BY Jim C. 
EAG 2103 ONE STEP by Jim C. 
EAG 2104 THINGS by Jim C. 
EAG 2105 HONEYMOON FEELING by Jim C, 
EAG 2106 GLASS HEARTS by Jim C. 
EAG 2201 CANDY MAN by Herb 
EAG 2202 INDIAN LAKE by Herb 
EAG 2401 BORN TO BOOGIE by Walt 
EAG 2601 LOOKING OUT MY BACK DOOR by Jim T. 
ESG 2701 12TH STREET RAG by Chuck 
HOEDOWNS COMING SOON: 
EAG H101 GOLDEN EAGLE/EAGLE HASH 
EAG H102 HOT STUFF (Hoedown)/STEAL (Traditional wicuesi 
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Round Dance 
PHASE I & II 
1. Salty Two-Step 
2. King of the Road 
3. The Boy Next Door 
4. Fiddlestepper Polka/ 
Edilweiss 
PHASE III 
1. Axel F 
2. Deja Vu/Die Lorelei 
3. A Beautiful Time 
PHASE IV 
1. Night Train 
2. Rainbow Connection IV 
3. Manuela/White 
Sport Coat 
4. Fascination Waltz 
PHASE V & VI 
1. I Love Beach Music 
2. Pink Cadillac 
3. Allegheny Moon 
4. Ramona 
MOST POPULAR DANCES voted and en• 
(eyed by 235 National Carousel Clubs 
(Adv. and High-Int. Levels) 
1. Ramona (Kroll 
2. ! Love Beach Music (P.aybuch) 
3. You Make Me Feel So Young (Kral) 
4 Pink Cadillac (Lawson) 
5. Mint Julep (Rother) 
6. Kokomo (D'Aloiso) 
7. Moonllight Romance (Childers) 
8. Close To You (Barton) 
9. Our Shadow Tango (Barton) 
10. Axel F (Mathewson) 
11. Come Dance (CHristmas) 
12. Rhumba Hermosa (Lawson) 
13 Sweet Nothin's (Tonks) 
14 Romeo and Juliet (Moore) 
15. Java Jive (Childers) 
16 Shall We Dance (Goss) 
Callerlab ROO. LOVE FOR TWO 
1989-90 ROUNDALAB 
CLASSIC LIST 
PHASES I & II 
A Taste of the Wind 
Hush 
Esuify 




Piano Roll Waltz 




Little White Moon 
Pearly Shells 










That Happy Feeling 
Third Man Theme 
Beautiful River 
In the Arms of Love 
Games Lovers Play 




I Want A Quickstep 
Adios 
Send Her roses 





Hooked On Swing 


















* Featuring 4700 sq.ft. Floating Oak Floor, Motel, RV Park, 
Restaurant/Club, Marina, and a Host of Activities 
to Make your Day. 
* 3 and 5-Day Dance Packages 
* Open Year Round—Stay One Night or All Season 
* Best Fishing in Texas 
* Square & Round Dance Weekends 
* Near Local Golf Course 






A 	Please call or write for caller schedules & rates 
FIN AND FEATHER RESORT 
HC52 Box 344, Hemphill TX 75948 
Phone: 409-579-3368 
E 	DANCE 
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* New Releases * 
Singing Caiis 
EUR 1401 	Heartbreak Hurricane, Joe 
EUR 3001 Time For Me To Fly, 
Nordbye, Miller and Saltel 
EUR 1303 	Chicago Dancing Girls, Tom 
EUR 1014 Sea of Heartbreaks. Kip 
EUR 1701 	Sunshine Go Away, Jet Roberts 
EUR 1203 In A Letter To You, Bob 
EUR 1013 	I'm Mr. Blue, Kip 
New Hoedown 
EUR 2004 	Keefer, Gary Carnes (June) 
* Other Hits * 
EUR 1009 	 It Keeps on Hurtin', Kip 
EUR 1008 Don't Waste It On the Blues, Kip 
EUR 1301 	Apple Blossom Time, Tom 
EUR 1302 Let's Twist Again, Tom 
EUR 1902 	Dream A Little Dream, Gary 
EUR 1006 Shadows in the Moonlight, Kip 
EUR 1007 	Daddy's Hands, Kip 
Hoedowns 
EUR 2001 	Wildflowers/Flicker 
EUR 2002 ,, Bobbie, Bill Davis 
EUR 2003 	Patspik/Funkey Joe 
Produced by: 
KIP GARVEY ENTERPRISES 
P.O. Box 8045 
Fremont CA 94537 
(415) 792-7099 
DAN NORDBYE 
3058 S. 60th St.  
Omaha NE 68106 
(402)553-0998 
JOE SALTEL 





PO Box 8045 
Fremont CA 94537 
(415) 792-7099 
BOB BAIER 
11750 So. Kirkwood 
Stafford TX 77477 
(713) 933-0088 
TOM MILLER 
RD 1 Box 158 
Loretto PA 15940 
(814) 886-2590 
15 GREAT WEEKS 





Osage Beach, MO 
65065 
314-348-2161 
THE FAMOUS AMERICAN PLAN RESORT 
LOCATED AT THE wATER S EDGE 
YOU'LL HAVE 
THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE 
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THE CALLER NOTE SERVICES 
A note of sadness comes with Don mnipr-ri'Q announcement that Lead 
Right Callers Notes weill not longer be 
published. (Don and Stan Burdick had 
been on the masthead as staff members 
in recent years; Walt Cole originally 
served on the staff.) The last and final 
issue (February 1990) contains four ar-
ticles by Stan ("Long Road to Success," 
"Becoming A Full-time Caller," "Antidote 
for Discouragement," and "Variety in 
Singing Calls"), along with selections of 
choreo from various sources. Dick Han 
has agreed to fill all unexpired subscrip-
tions with his Dancetime Notes. 
K Fennell has a good thought in Mainstream Flow this time about be-
ing a caller's partner: "As a caller's part-
ner, we are under the scrutiny of all the 
dancers as well as our peers in the ac-
tivity. Because we are under the watchful 
eye of so many, we have a responsibility 
to set an example by our actions and our 
appearance. Our appearance, and the ap-
pearance of the caller, can have an in-
fluence on the clubs with which we are 
involved. No matter how much or how lit-
tle each partner is involved with the clubs  
her/his partner calls for, any time you walk 
into a rianc.A yni Jr appearance is being ex-
amined by most all in the room...Many a 
dancer will use you as a role model." 
A very interesting commentary appears in Minnesota Callers Notes by War-
ren Berquam, along with his usual boun-
ty of choreo: "Jon Sanborn now has 4715 
basics (figures) listed in his Encyclopedia. 
I use the book as a reference source for 
my calling. I do not search every figure 
that callers mail to me. To write material, 
a writer should check the book to see how 
many times the name has been used, and 
also include the timing for the basic. [The 
burden is on the writer.] I received a com-
plaint this month from a caller who said 
he [originally] wrote the now-current 
quarterly selection...and should have 
received credit. He said that we as Note 
Services should monitor all the calls...We 
do have to have callers that write good 
new basics, but I think 4715 is a lit-
tle ridiculous. There have to be many 
duplications." 
Good ideas on doing "star tips" are given by Jack Lasry in his Notes 
Lieraio MCwriner 
NEW RELEASES.  
C-203 STICKSIWONDERFUL (Hoedown) 
C-111 BOBBY MCGEE 
C-110 FOUR IN THE MORNING—Gerald 
C-109 RAGTIME PIANO 
C-202 MOUNTAIN DEW/CIMARRON SPECIAL 
HOT SELLERS 
C-101 BAD BAD LEROY BROWN 
C-102 THE PARTY'S OVER 
C-108 I FEEL BETTER 
C-107 KINDLY KEEP IT COUNTRY 
C-104 SUGARTIME 
C-303 HONEYCOMB 
C-106 HONEYMOON FEELING 
C-302 TRUCK DRIVING MAN 
C-501 I SAW THE LIGHT 
GERALD McWHIRTER, 4021 NW 61st., OKLAHOMA CITY OK 73112 
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G._ For Information 	 RlACORDS '°'• • 
CJ G J Promotions, Inc. 433 Wesley Ave., Hulmeville, PA 19047 
PO BOX 216 	 GRENN 	BATH OH 44210 
Latest ROUND DANCE 
GR17135 UNTIL THE STARS FALL DOWN, Waltz by Marie & Ernie Lee 
No. 15 in the SQUARE DANCE PROGRESSION Series 
GR12148 EL RANCHO GRANDE, Instrumental Singing Call, Dick Leger calls the Flip Side 
New ROUND DANCES to old Grenn records: 
GR14101 (17015) YOU'RE AN OLD SMOOTHIE, Ouickstep by Wayne & Barbara Blackford 
GR14181 SWINGERS PICNIC, Jive by Ralph & Joan CoIllpi 
GR14276 MISTY MORNING (Twilight), One-step & Foxtrot by Dorothy Sanders 
CR1A791 1171191 IliFFFFMATF Turn-clan by Harry A Flcia Slack-fouler 
GR14294 NEW ENGLAND SWINGS, Two-step by Eva Hankins 
GR14299 ENCHANTED LADY. Waltz by DeIton & Sybil Moore 
GR17122 WALTZING BELLS by Ruth & Andy Woerner 
for Callers, along with other gems: "The 
star tip is usually called at the plateau 
above the regular dance. Is it part of the 
dance to attract dancers to the dance who 
dance at a higher plateau...? Is it called 
to allow a small group of dancers to show 
off? My contention is that the star tip could 
be called at the same plateau as the 
dance but with choreography that is a 
notch above the regular dance. Additional 
DBD and creative choreography that stret-
ches the dancers at the plateau that they 
know the vocabulary. A good star tip at 
a Mainstream dance can certainly 
challenge the Plus dancers and include 
the entire dance population." 
W hether you're a modular or sight caller, it is handy to have good get-
outs to right and left grand, so Dick Han 
gives us some in his Dancetime Notes: 
Zero line: Pass the ocean, double swing thru 
Scoot back, right and left grand... 
Zero line: Single circle to a wave 
Explode and right and left grand... 
Zero box: Right and left thru, rollaway 
Pass thru, right and left grand... 
Zero box: Slide thru twice and roll 
Half square thru, right and left grand... 
A good analysis in Toronto and Dis-trict Notes by Doug Holmes starts 
this way on the subject of anything and 
roll: "In the Plus program and beyond, the 
call and roll may be added to any call, 
which by its definition results in one or 
more of the dancers turning left or right 
at the completion of that call. It is an in-
struction to each dancer to continue the 
turn, individually and in place, 1/4 more in 
the same direction that the body was tur-
ning at the completion of the previous call. 
"Logically, and also by definition, the 
call and roll does not apply to any dancers 
who are moving straight forward at the 
completion of the previous call. They will 
dance nothing for the added call and roll. 
CIIRRINT RELEASES: 
CR101 Copa Cabana - by Joe 
CR201 Turn The Beat Around - by Glenn 
CR301 Honky Tonk'n (Patter) 
azakv,. 
215-750-0895 
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Lowell's Place-119 W Main-Moore, OK 73160-5105 
Apparel Info (405)799-5602 	 Badge Info (405)794-5774 
FAST SERVICE MAIL ORDER 1-800/669-5774 Evt. 22 
Write for our new catalog offering you reasonable prices on your dance and badge supplies. 
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER: A set (one of each size) of our new iron-on dancers for $5.00. 
Regular prices: Sm(2")$1.25; M(21/2 ")$1.95; L(3")$2.95 These are a soft velvet like fabric that can 
be applied to any fabric but nylon or satin (due to their slick finish) by using medium pressure at 
350 degrees for at least 15 seconds to fuse into fabric. Wash in delicate cycle, dry on cool setting. 
ry 	 3.4% t 41t 	vy 4 I 	 1.1 
*If ,4?7f  
A good discussion of "Basic Dancing" is found in Callerlink from Australia 
this time. Here is an excerpt: "Caller 
courses seem to concentrate too much on 
sight calling and square resolution—not 
much use if you don't have a reliable pilot 
square and these are hard to find in a 
beginner class. Many callers seem to 
think that sight calling eliminates the need 
for detailed programming (this applies to 
all levels). There are very few callers who 
can create good/varied choreography in-
stantly. Even some experienced callers 
who don't have current beginner groups 
tend to have a very limited repertoire of 
basic square dance material and often 
resort to an overabundance of gimmicks 
to fill their program." 
F rom Southern California Callers Notes, we explore the inconsisten-
cies of our teaching methods. For in-
stance: "Since we consistently expect our 
dancers to automatically touch to a wave 
in order to do a swing thru from facing 
couples, should they not be expected to  
do so all the time? After all, square dan-
cing rules should be consistent. Because 
of this, our dancers are having problems 
with moves which end with dancers fac-
ing out since they have no one with whom 
to touch to a wave. We need to practice 
figures from couples facing that cannot be 
completed in a wave formation. Some 
calls to use from facing couples which 
emphasize this position (not a wave) are 
star thru, California twirl, flutter wheel and 
ladies chain. 
F or those who need to know, Bill Davis in The New View tells us that the 
Callerlab Challenge Committee has an-
nounced the C-2 list update. The follow-
ing were added to C-2: alter and circulate. 
fascinate, grand single cross and wheel. 
grand single cross trade and wheel, 
reverse cut/flip the galaxy, ripple 1,2,3, 
swing along and vertical tag your neighbor. 
Dropped from C-2 were: change the web, 
dodge circulate, latch on, rotary left spin 








LR-801 LIGHTNING EXPRESS 
LR-402 BE-BOPA-LULA by Max 
LR-302 I DON'T THINK SHE'S 
IN LOVE ANY MORE by Bob 
LR-105 DO THE LOCOMOTION by Jimmy 
LR-202 EARLY IN THE MORNING AND 
LATE AT NIGHT by Barry 
BEST SELLERS 
LR-901 I LOVE A RAINY NIGHT, Tony 0 
LR-103 HELLO TROUBLE by Jimmy 
111-301 SEA CRUISE by Bob 
LR-401 HOOKED ON MUSIC by Max 
LIGHTNING RECORDS 
PO Box 748 Oxford NC 27565 
919.693-4852 
BRAND NEW RELEASES 
LR.108 OKLAHOMA SWING by Jimmy 
LR-701 SEMME VIVANT 
Round by Barbara Stewart 
LR•107 ACE IN THE HOLE by Jimmy 
LR.3114 LITTLE SAINT NICK by Bob 
LR-403 GHOSTBUSTERS by Max 
L11-303 IS IT STILL OVER by Bob 
LR-I06 SEA OF HEARTBREAK by Jimmy Mao Arnold 




NEW ON LOU-MAC: 
h'I LM-175 HANGIN' AROUND—Randy Dougherty LM-174 GIVE IT YOUR BEST—Mac Letson LM-173 FIDDLIN' MAN—Randy Dougherty LM-172 LEAN ON ME TomRoper LM-171 BLUE EYES AND WALTZES—Bob Green LM-170 BOOGIE SHOES—Tommy Wells 
BEST SELLERS: 
LM-110 BLUE LADY—Mac Letson 
LM-117 YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLIIC—Mac Letson 8 Bill Claywell 
LM-121 LAST FAREWELL—Mac Letson 
LM-139 THINK I COULD LOVE YOU—Mac Letson 
LM-142 THE SQUARE DANCE IS ON—Mac Letson & Tony Oxendine 
LM-144 WALKIN' DREAM—Tom Miller 
IM-146 COUNTRY AS CAN BE—Larry Letson 
LM-153 WASTED THE REST—Mac Letson 
LM-156 THE WANDERER—Fatback Green 
LM-157 DO YOU RIGHT—Mac Letson 
LM-160 SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP—Mac Letson 
LM-161 ROCKIN' ROBIN—Fatback Green 
HOEDOWNS: 	MAR-LET RECORDS: 
LM-169 WORRY MAR-519 BYE BYE LOVE—Robert Townsend 
LM-163 ROAD 	MAR-518 HEAD OVER HEELS—George Shell 
LM-159 CIRCLE MAR-517 CRYSTAL CHANDELIERS—Grady Humphries 
PO Box 2406, Muscle Shoals, Alabama 	205-383-7585 






DANCING TIPS, Continued 
tured call for the evening, with the under-
standing that the call is for this dance, not 
be added to the regular program. 
One well-known caller approached me 
with an idea that may have merit: each 
two years we can review the MS calls and 
if a call is seldom used, put it aside for 
a time and choose one new call to use for 
the next two years, then review again. His 
idea was to give variety to long-time 
dancers. I think it might work. 
When we all get on our soapbox and 
tell what should and should not be done, 
we know our situation, but we do not know 
the next person's situation. Perhaps this 
applies to me, too. My excuse is that I 
speak from over 35 years' experience. I 
do not pretend to know all the answers. 
I told one group of callers at a seminar: 
"You should have hired me 20 years ago, 
then I knew all the answers. Now I know 
all the questions." 
I am still learning from new dancers and 
new callers. Their questions and com-
ments make me think and often open my 
eyes. One of my former student callers 
just recently told me his area has one 
solution to the push from MS to Plus: be-
fore new dancers can take Plus lessons, 
they must "angel" one class of Main-
stream dancers. I think that is a good start 
in making dancers get involved in the club 
and not just think of learning more caiis. 
I do not believe we can set rules for a 
whole nation of square dancers that will 
fit all situations. It all goes back to the one 
thing that has saved us in the past and 
will do so in the future—leadership, local 
leadership. Do what is best for your club, 
your area, your state. Don't follow blindly 
what I say, what Callerlab says, or what 
some traveling caller says. Study your 
situation and act to solve your own pro-
blems. Our suggestions are just 
that—suggestions. 
LOU MAC & MAR-LET RECORDS 
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Keep 'em Squared Up with Hi-Hat & Blue Ribbon Dance Records 
BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT 
HH 5122 — ALWAYS LATE by Dave Abbott 
HH 5121 — I'VE BEEN LOVED BY THE BEST by Ernie Kinney 
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON HI-HAT AND BLUE RIBBON 
HH 5120 — SWEET GYPSY ROSE by Tom Perry 
BR 252 — SMOOTH SAILIN' by Dave Parker 
IIII 5119 — I nom ME TO YOU by BrGnr: 
HH 5118 — IF I COULD WRITE A SONG by Ernie Kinney 
BR 251 MY IDEAL by Burlin Davis 
BE SURE TO CHECK OUR BOOTH (#37) IN MEMPHIS FOR NEW RELEASES 
For Sing Along Records and ELK (Hi-Hat Pioneer Tapes) contact the producer. 
Producer: Ernie Kinney Enterprises 
3925 N. Tollhouse Rd., Fresno CA 93726, Phone 209-227-2764 
HIS HAT DANCE RECORDS 
Fashions from Texas 
by Nita Smith 
WHOLESALE ACCOUNTS WELCOME 	 Write for Complete Catalogue 2011 So. College Ave 
Bryan, Texas 77801 
Telephone (409)8222337 
NEW `DC-9'S ABOVE THE CLOUDS' 
DOUBLE LAYER PETTICOATS...Two layers of nylon organza 
proportioned to please the most discriminating dancer!!! 
40yd 	50yd 	60yd 	70yd 	80yd 	100yd 
$49.95 $54.95 $58.95 $67.95 75.95 $89.95 
Apple, Aqua. Beige. Black, Blue (Lt ). Brown, Candy Pink, Cerise, Dusty Rose, Ivory, Kelly, Lilac, Maize, 
Navy. Orange. Peach, Peacock. Pink (Lt.), Purple (Med.), Purple (Dk.), Red, Royal, White, Wine, yellow. 











$48.9 11 1 
- 
To cover postage and 
handling costs, add $3.00 
per petticoat 
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WORLAND, WYOMING 
WAGON TRAIN WEEKEND 
SQUARE DANCES 
JUNE 15-16-17, 1990 
CALLERS 
Fred Goodsell - Roger Hill 
5), 	<I 
Horses. Wagons. Riders from over 
30 States Helping Celebrate 
WYOMING CENTENNIAL 
Brochures/Info - 1-307-347-6312 
Cathryn Ferguson, P.O. Box 444 
Worland, Wyoming 82401 
s. 
ENCORE, Continued 
"Square dancing has existed in one 
form or another, gone through one evolu-
tion or another for nearly five hundred 
years, and a few dropouts, no, even a lot 
of dropouts are likely to change that." 
"Leadership is what will enable clubs 
to survive...by the caller as well as the 
club officers." 
"The word 'Thanks' in making an-
nouncements at retresnment time can go 
a long way in obtaining cooperation from 
members, and can often persuade non-
helpers to be more helpful." 
Stan's "Meanderings" about a "close 
to home" one-night-stand: "On the green 
shores of Lake Erie a high-rise apartment 
building sits rather contentedly and 
houses a hundred senior citizens...I go 
down one evening a month for a square 
dance party. This one was especially 
festive. Green clothing on almost 100% 
of the residents participating. 
"Duck for oysters, the old star pro-
menade and the grand square. Nothing  
tough. Mostly women dancing. So what? 
Improvise. Keep it simple. Folky. Folksy. 
Fun. 
"The simple fact is there ought to be 
a whole lot more of these kinds of parties. 
Point made!" 
Twenty-ninth National SID Convention, 
Memphis, Tennessee, June 1980. As of 
March 3, 20,126 were registered, a new 
record tor pre-registration at that time. 




ARE BEST FOR YOUR CLINIC OR SCHOOL 
ZW*RBDITaTION ASSURES KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE 
Dick Barker 2408 Eastover Dr., Waycross, GA 31501, 912 283 4397 
Don Beck 176 West Acton Road., Stow, MA 01775, 508 897 9767 
Al Brundage PO Box 125, Jensen Beach, FL 34958, 305 335 4788 
Daryl Clendenin 7915 N. Clarendon Ave., Portland, OR 97203, 503 285 7431 
Bill Davis 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale, CA 94087, 408 736 5624 
"Decko" Deck 36 Columbia Ave., Rehoboth, DE 19971, 703 524 1166 
Herb Egender 2928 S Parker Ct., Aurora, CO 80014, 303 755 8161 
Ed Foote (specially) 140 McCandless Dr., Wexlord, PA 15090, 412 935 2734 
Kip Garvey PO Box 8045, Freemont, CA 94537, 415 792 7099 
Jon Jones 1523 Bluebonnet, Arlington, TX 76013, 817 469 1179 
John Kaltenthaler PO Box 679, Pocono Pines, PA 18350, 717 646 8411 
Frank Lane PO Box 1382, Estes Park, CO 80517, 303 586 3696 
Jack Lasry 1513 No. 46th Ave., Hollywood, FL 33021, 305 981 7788 
Jim Mayo 79 Wash Pond Rd., Hampstead, NH 03841, 603 329 5492 
Vaughn Parrish R1 2 Parrish Rd., Berthoud, CO 80513, 303 772 5118 
Bill Peters PO Box 10692, Zephyr Cove, NV 89448, 702 588 7181 
Gloria Roth 4600 Eastview Ave., Lake Wor1h, FL 33463, 407 641 5368 
Al Stevens Bachstr. 22, 7512 Rheinstetten 2, W. Germany, 07242-1786 
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Please include $3.50 postage. 
ROUND DANCE SHOE 
leather—Asailable in white, taupe, red, black, siher and gold 
Sizes only 5-9M 	$24.95 
Ga. residents add 6% tax. 
VR112 HEY BABY by Jerry 
VR111 LITTLE BIT IN LOVE 
records 
NEW RELEASES 
VR115 ONE WOMAN MAN 
VR114 ROUND THE CLOCK LOVING by Jerry 
VR113 LET ME BE THERE by Jerry 
RECENT HOT RELEASES 
VR109 YOU CAN'T BE A BEACON 
VR110 DO VA? 
Send $1.00 for catalog or Erne with order. 
4it 
JERRY MITCHELL 
DeSoto TX 75115 
214-576-8715 
CHARLES QUISENBERRY 
Box 152, DeSoto TX 75115 
214-228-2559 
J'agante (Nome 
P.O. Box 378, Helen, Georgia 30545 	1-404-878-3147 
PROMENADERS® LEATHER 
SQUARE DANCE SHOES 
1/2 " heel, small boss on toe (Bow can be remosed.) 
Colors: While, hone, red patent, black patent 
Sizes 4-10 N-M-W 	$15.95 
BEAUTIFUL WHITE 
ORGANDY PETTICOATS 
Cotton top, adjustable waist, fluff on bottom 
Specify length. Avail 18'124" 






the YAK STACK & the DIRECTOR 
SOUND COLUMNS 
Imitated But Never Duplicated! 
• Light-weight, durable 
• Eliminates sound problems 
in bad halls. 
• The choice of professionals 
• A full iilie 
of Quality Accessories 
rap 	vr5..4 
Call or write today:: 
YAK STACK 
P.O. box aril 
Tolland CT 06084-0361 
203-647-7530 
Choreography by Rod & Sue Anderson 
Pretty Ann Murray vocal with a slightly different rum-
ba. Phase VI. 
SEEIN' MY FATHER—RCA 9116-7 
Choreography by Steve & Jackie Wilhoit 
Good Paul Overstreet vocal with a nice easy two-step. 
Phase II. 
NAUGHTY LADY—Collectables DPEI-1055 
Choreography by Ralph & Joan Collipi 
Good Ames Bros. vocal with an interesting routine. 
Phase IV + 1. 
I'LL TAKE CARE OF YOU—Mercury 876-262-7 
Choreography by Kathy Mattea 
Country music with a comfortable two-step routine. 
SLEEPY LAGOON—Hoctor 1637 
Choreography by Ken & Irene Slater 
Pretty music, good easy-intermediate waltz. Phase III. 
SWEET GYPSY ROSE—Bell 45374 
Choreography by Bill & Roselle Bosley 
Good peppy music and a good fun-type easy two-step. 
WHILE YOU DANCED DANCED DANCED—Roper 
JH-400; Choreo by Phil & Becky Guenthner 
Pretty music and a good high-intermediate to challeng-
ing waltz. Phase V + 2. 




NEW ON KALOX: 
K-1317 WHEN YOU'RE SMILING, Flip/Inst. by Jon Jones 
RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX 
K-1316 THAT'S WHERE MY WOMAN BEGINS, Flip/Inst. by Tom Miller 
LONGHORN 
RECENT RELEASES 	POPULAR RELEASES STILL AVAILABLE 
LH-138 TWO TIMIN' BLUES 	LH-193 FREEDOM 
LH-144 BALLIN' THE JACK U1-194 FIRE BALL MAIL 
LH-1022 G000NITE LITTLE GIRL 
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO 
B-383A SOME OF THESE DAYS, Foxtrot by Ken Croft & Elena DeZordo 
1. Music Only; 2. Cues by Jack von der Heide 
B-383B TOMORROW'S WALTZ, Waltz by Don & Jean Schultz 
1. Music Only; 2. Cues by Don Schultz 
RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO 
B-382 AIN'T SHE SWEET/HAPPY TIME RAG 
B-380 STREET OF DREAMS/LOVE SONG 
NEW ON CROW. 
C-002 OKLAHOMA HILLS, Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowson 
C-001 CALENDAR GIRL, Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowson 
2832 Live Oak Dr.. Mesquite TX 75150 1-214-270-0616 
PRINCESS 
(Unlined) 






tiger Lbw  
$149.96 	 SRN 
ALLPUOPOSt MUTTER hilt LOH 	
Q 
 • WM. 
564elitiVagee easited 
ELEGANCE 
"THE PERFECT GIFT' 
Velveteen Coat 
$119 95 
ALL SEASON — ALL OCCASION 
WATER REPELLANT POPLIN AND NYLON 
BASIC COLORS 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
SIZES: X-Small Mar XXX Large 




ter — Oki 
Jan kegs 
John Saunders 
iMNI Cowpox eiu & VIRlaim 




Single Copy $1.25 
Annual $12.00 U.S. 
$13.00 Canada 
$25 Foreign Air Mail 
NAME . 	 
ADDRESS 	 
CITY 	 
   
   
 
	 STATE.. 	ZIP... 
 
MEG SIMKINS 
119 Allen St. 
Hampden, Mass. 01036 
NUM Everything for Square Dancers 
end $1.00 for catalogue 
Refunded on firs! order. 
Handling $2.50 ea. 
#120—$4.50 	DEALER ENQUIRIES 
#122-54.50 WELCOME 
SEND $1.50 FOR NEW 
EXPANDED CATALOG 
REFUNDABLE ON FIRST ORDER 
SUE'S ORIGINAL PATTERNS 
MANY NEW PATTERNS 
Sizes: (6-8-10) (12-14-16) (18-20-40) 
Blouse Size: (10-12-14) (16-18) 
MAIL TO: SUE'S ORIGINALS 
3913 Fort Ave., Waco TX 76710 
PATTERNS: #120 and #122 
STATE 	ZIP 
	
Add for Postago Er Handling: 1 patt. $1.25 
	
2 patt. $2.00 




THIS MONTH'S PUZZLE ANSWERS 
WAGON WHEELS 
ARENOT HARDEN 
LE ALABAMA MO 
LOP ABELS GAR 
ALES LEE CENT 
ANTLER MOOS 
NEAT CARR 
LI ES DOI NGS 
CAEN JAW `el PS 
HBS VERBS ART 
AR PI ANOLA I A 
REMAIN YEASTY 
MANTIS DATES 
NEW 	 NEW 
Luxurious nylon organdy is used for this full, but light-weight, petticoat. All bot-
toms are hemmed for comfort and long wear. Replaceable elastic at waistline. 
Extremely full #6000—Sixty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each $33.00 
Extremely full #5000—Fifty yards-2 layers-25 yds. each 	$31.00 
Extremely full #4000—Forty yards-2 layers-20 yds. each $28.00 
LENGTHS: 19,20,.21,22 and 23 inches. 
COLORS: Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue, Beige, Peach, Burgundy, Pink, 
Yellow, Purple, Lavender, Mint, Kelly Green, Navy. 
SIZES: Small, Medium and Large 
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WORKSHOP NOTEBOOKS / 
by Bob Perkins 
Advanced (A-1, A-2) 
& Adv. OS—Fourth Edition 
PLUS with MS and • ---- 
Plus OS—Second Edition / 
Unique, complete diagram 
books with definitions 
Notebooks are current with Callerlab 
Looseleaf bound—can be updated.  
Price: $9. each plus $2. pstg. 	Please specify 
NOW AVAILABLE FROM: 	 Plus or Ads.  





SOUND EQUIPMENT, continued. 
end" bass frequencies, and annoying 
"top end" high performance. By doing 
this. most of the available power can be 
concentrated within the critical mid-range. 
The resultant sound (power/quality), 
speaks for itself. In a good hall with pro-
per speaker placement, we can sound a 
function the size of a National Convention 
with lcOn+ rIAnrorc „Qing twn icn watt 
amplifiers, neither of which would have 
their volume turned up more than 503/4 . 
However, these specialty systems are not 
cheap, and are not within the budget 
range of all callers. 
Sound Equipment 
will be continued next month. 
ON LINE, Continued 
is a VA-VJ series as well. Yes, it does 
become complex. 
But after a series of movements as 
described, a cut-off point is reached and 
the computer has to resolve the square. 
Because of limited computer memory the  
asymmetric forms are bulk converted to 
symmetry and the resolution continues 
from there. When there is a neat one-
movement getout such as shakedown, 
right-on, curliwheel, zing, crosscycle, then 
these are preset, but generally the resolu-
tions are less exotic and take 3 or 4 calls. 
Neither the 2C or the 4C programs are 
actually used for dancing (for I am not a 
caller) but the fun/frustration is in making 
the programs and overcoming the bugs. 
(25ilver eSount9s 
Records 
* RECENT RELEASES * 
SSR 119 WHEN I FALL IN LOVE— 
Mickey Rogers 
SSR 118 PALISADES PARK—Phil Kandrut 
SSR 117 OH, WHAT A LOVE—Sally Castracane 
SSR 116 WE AINT OUT OF LOVE YET— 
Jim Ryans 
SSR 115 GLENDALE TRAIN—Cliff Brodeur 
SSR 114 THE PIANO MAN—Mark Castracane 
SSR 113 LIFE'S HIGHWAY—Bruce McCue 
SSR 112 MY HERO—Jack O'Leary 
WE WELCOME THESE FINE CALLERS 








Mark Castracane—CT Jim Ryans—CT 
Sally Castracane—CT Bruce Williamson—PA 
SILVER SOUNDS RECORDINGS * P.O. Box 22) * Glastonbury Cr 06033 
(203)633-0370 or (203)529-0937 
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( (ONLY $24 A YEAR 
AND YOU KEEP THE TAPE!! 
WRITE OR CALL NOW FOR FULL DETAILS... 
( Book 
Nook  
by Mary Jenkins 
WESTERN SQUARE DANCING 
Edited by Milly Riley 
Only minutes after this book arrived in 
the mail today, before I even had a chance 
to look at it, my husband Bill was reading 
it. "That's a great book!" he said, as he 
came to the table for supper. "Is it worth 
the money?" I asked, and his answer was 
"Absolutely!" 
"Western Square Dancing" from the 
syllabi of the Lloyd Shaw Dance Fellow-
ship, 1955-1970, compiled by Dorothy 
Shaw in Colorado Springs, Colorado, is 
a 324-page book with so much informa-
tion about square dancing and square 
dance calls. Many of the dances we have 
enjoyed immensely. Many of the callers 
who are mentioned and have contributed  
material are people we have known for a 
long time and know first hand what good 
they have done for the square dance 
activity. 
I've been square dancing for 72 years 
(since I was four years old) and many of 
the dances in this book are dances I've 
danced many times in the past. 
Only a few hundred copies of the book 
have been printed, with no plans to 
reprint, so order your copy soon so you 
won't be disappointed. 
Price $29.95 ppd. Order from the Na-
tional Square Dance Directory, PO Box 
54055, Jackson MS 39288. For orders, 
call toll free 1-800-542-4010. 
0 	 1. ;. .  
ALLEMANDE SHOP 
RECORD TAPE SERVICE 
P.O. BOX 8246 CHATTANOOGA, TN 37411 
1-800-346-4867 	1-615-894-2655 
American Squaredance May 1990 
SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
35 VARIETIES - BOOKS FOR CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS, DANCERS & CLOGGERS 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING 	$4.00 
ADVANCED WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK $9.00 
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped) 	$5.00 
APPALACHIAN SID FOR CLOGGERS 	$10.00 
CALLER CLINIC (Variety of subjects) $6.00 
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK (300-page text)....$14.00 
1,11 n 	 urtuncuunnr 	 $G.8(3 
CLIP ART I (Sketches, paste-up) $3.00 
CLIP ART II (All different) 	 $4.00 
CLOGGING (Basic book) $4.00 
EASY LEVEL (0/N/S Material) 	 $6.00 
EASY SING-A-LONG (Adaptations) 	$3.00 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA (Basic) $3.00 
FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (Cartoons) 	$4.00 
GOOD CLUB MANAGEMENT 	 $4.00 
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS 	$2.00 
HOEDOWN HERITAGE (History) 	 $3.00 
LEADERSHIP-SHAPE (Tips galore) $7.00 
MAINSTREAM S/DANCING (Diagrams) 	$1.00 
MODERN CONTRA DANCING 	 $3.00 
MODERN MODULE MODE (Figures) 	$3.00 
PARTY LINE (After-party ideas) $6.00 
PLUS PROGRAM (Diagrams) 	 $1.00 
PLUS WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK $9.00 
r nuunt.ouiVE WORKSHOP (Variety) 	$3.00 
SET-UP AND GET-OUT (Modules) $6.00 
SHOW AND SELL SID (Better promotion) 	$8.00 
SOLO DANCES (Single, line routines) $7.00 
SOUNDING THE HALL (Equipment) 	$3.00 
SID STYLING (Smoother dancing) $4.00 
TEACHING CLOGGING 	 $7.00 
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (Family) 	$3.00 
WHEEL AND DEALING (Nursing Homes) $5.00 
WINDMILL SYSTEM (Image style) 	$5.00 
WORTH OF A SALESMAN (Showmanship).$10.00 
POSTER PAK-1, PAK-2, PAK-3 (cartoons for tun & instruction 	$10.00 each 
DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND, CLOGGING 	 20C each; 100-515.00 
PROMOTIONAL FOLDERS 	100 for $10.; Quantity prices for 300 & 500 
MAGAZINE CASE (Holds one year's issues) 	 53.00 




$10 & up...$2.50 pstg. 
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE 
P.O. Box 488 	HURON OH 44839 
Phone: 419-433-2188 or 5043 (During EST Business Hours) 
11,  
Div r . 
A mother is not a person to lean on 
but a person to make leaning unnecessary. 
Dorothy Canfield Fisher 
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You're In for a Pleasant Surprise! 











YOU'VE ASKED US FOR THIS AND WE COMPLIED! 
An updated classic shows off generous detailing 
with a combination of gingham check, matching 
solid cloth and white eyelet. A dainty white lace 
trims the bodice, sleeves and skirt. WIDER white 
lace frames the square neckline. The criss-cross 
front IS a "spaghetti - string that passes through 
loops and ties at the waist. This dress is 
"CLASSICALLY BEAUTIFUL"... 
COLORS. RED OR POWDER BLUE 
SIZES: 8-20 
RETAILS a $63.00. OUR PRICE $55.95 ADD $5.0
0 SHIPPING 
Buy a NECKLACE & EARRING SET 
to Set the Whole Outfit Off! 
N3 4 )8p 





THE SWING THRU, RD #1 Box 428, Cresco PA 18326 
M/C, Visa Accepted 
1., •••• • .
// 	, • 
firriii  nut f',/5"CONI-Iri 
: I I • • 	4. 	k-‘$ 	taj • 1-  









TAPE & RECORD SERVICE 
Since 1971 
	
A Division of Supreme Audio 	Inc. 	111 
0 
The "Original" 
Monthly Tape Service 	cc 
• Contains All New Square Dance '-
Music 
• Fast, Professional Service 
• Subscriber Discounts 
3, • TOLL FREE Order Phone 	0cc 
The Continuing Choice 













- FREE SAMPLE TAPE! 
1-800-445-7398 
(U.S. and Canada) 
P.O. BOX 687 
RIDGEWOOD, N.J. 07451-0687 






































"I had a funny feeling I'd left the electric knife running." 
America's Finest Square Dance Resort 
Inapirpnd crhoidivIP 
• WV IMP MOP 	 MIP MI Mt ma mil= mow 
Rounds Week 
Phases Illihru VI 
Tom &Jan Kannapel (KY) 
Ralph & Joan Collipi (NH) 
May 13-18 
Pat Diam\nd (AR) 
Bdb HutfliA0) 








Charles Oylisebberry (TX) 
Jerry EloverjOK) 
[RDS] Bill & VirginlaTracy 
(KS) 
Man 17-22 
Bob Poyner (IL) 
Jack PlattypH) 





Rots Howell (TX) 
Bob Gambell (TX) 





Tony Qaendine (SC) 
Jens)! Story4TX) 





[RDS] Dick & Gail Blas kis 
(OH) 
August 6-10 
Ramon Marsch (OH) 
Larfy Dung (NY) 
[RDS] Lloyd & Eileen 
!Lockerman (PA) 
Angda-26-31 
Larry Letson (TX) 
Lem Gravelle (LA) 
[ADS] Marilyn & yin 
(nos) John & Dimple Williford (AL) L Hicks (MI) 
Siiiiiifibat 16-21 SeptiiiVir-2211 
VirgiVf 	(IN) 
Ch tick Pee] (1N) 
JohnPaul Bresnan (AL) 
Tony,DigeOrge (LA) 
[RDS] Barbara &Jed May 
(LAI 
October 14-111 
Tony (OMEN, (SC) 
Jerry Story.(TX) 




• In 'Me Heart of the Great Smoky Mountains 
1990 5 Day Schedule 
CHAPARRAL RECORDS WiE 
Ken Bower (CA); Marshall Flippo (TX) 
Scott SmIthf(UT); Bifyl Main (AZ) 
Gary Shoemake r TN) 
[ADS] Ray & Bea Dowdy (WV) 
April 27-29 
\\ 
Dank /Weeks (GA) 
Cvabby Baker (GA) 










[ROS] Jirict-JaniAorman (IL) 
July 20-22 
Phil KozfoWski (IN) 
Josep 
[RDSTPhil Van LSkeren 
7 (OH) 
S6ylist17-1S 






[RD9] John & lean 
L„Slive_raiLy) 
October 5-7 
Ray Donahoo (TN) 
Florilawas(TN) 
[RDS),Clara & EadJordon 
Cecil Bar', (WV) 
Jim tfurharrr (VA) 






THE NATIONAL CONVENTION, 
LOOEfOR OUR )390TH 
JmsII-JIyI 
GOOD 01: BOYS WE 
Sam Dunn (OH) 
Keith Zimmerman (OH) 
Mike King (OH) 








MOM Chuck & Nancy 
Lle_male 
May II-13 
Phi KoiloWki (IN) 
Nick'Hartey (N) 
[RDS] Chuck & 13frb 
Lau 5-111 
A 




Aug. 31 - Sept. 2 
Frank *Hand (NC) 




Ron Everhart (N) 
Dive Cravt.(IN) 




Gle4rg• Shell (VA) 
lily 13-15 
Bill Bulgicrier (OH) 
Gary Brown (OH) 




Barry vestal (TN) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 




[RDS) Glenn Anders (OH) 
September 21-23 
4 
07 in Iluuse 
Giry Shoemsike 
April 30-May 4 
Jim Randall (CA) 
Kati BurkatIL) 
[RDS]Bbd & Ona Mighetto 
L_, (CA)_ 
May 27-June 1 
Les Greenwood (Canada) 
Lorne Loc kery(Canada) 
[ADS] Neale & Arthurlyn 
/Brown (Canada) 
lona-24-29 
Frank Gaffe!! (OH) 
SconySharret (OH) 




Darryl Lipscomb GA) 
Aura 2-17 
Rol-A \Week 
Phask IV, Y & Vi 
Wayne diBrbara Blackford (FL) 
Frank A Phyllis Lynhert (OH) 
September 3-7 
Ken friowar (CA) 




A2 Into M CI 
Darryl UPscorhk(CO) 
Mali Jaeobs (VA) 
May 11-11 
Andyt strife (LA) 
Dean rowel( (TX) 










[ADS) Bill & Betty Lincoln 
(AR) 
July 29-August 3 





/ HaroldRo\w‘den (MO) 
Ron Schneider (FL) 
„ . 
September 9-14 
Bill Harriion (MD) 
Jim(Aiii (Canada) 




Ray 	nal. (TN) 
[RDS1Albhn & BetkGiiffin 
Septemlia 26-36 
LIGHTNINGRECOR DS W/E 
Jimmylloierson (NC) 
Ba4 EcheiN (NC) 
Mas Arnold (NC); Bob Price (NC) 
[RDS] Wentz &Norma DiCkenson (TN) 
October 12-14 
GeorgeLavender (AL) 
[RDS] Judy Everhart (IN) 
October 26-28 
Harol, Kelley (GA) 
John Swindle(GA) 
[RDSJHal & SaditFloden 
October 15-21 
Buddy Couldei(NCI 
(RDS) Nora Hutchins (NC) 
November 2-4 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: ENGLISH MOUNTAIN SQUARE DANCE RETREAT 
1096 ALPINE DRIVE • SEVIERVILLE, TN 37862 • 615-453-0171 (TN) OR 1-800-633-1281 
American Squaredance, May 1990 
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